Scholarly Rigour and or Artistic Inspiration—Introduction
The lion’s share of this file is taken up by a single thread, 94 pages long, one of the largest
ever seen in Facebook’s Performance Practice Research group. HIP2 starts from Page 17.
Launched by Max Hummus on 31 December 2017, the thread stimulated huge interest over
a two week period. The file name, based on a comment by Andrew Lawrence King (see P.
21), covers the subject well. Most comments stuck to the question, either as originally
defined by Max: "Is there a point at which a rigid adherence to historical performance
research could/should be set aside in favour of the performance itself?", or as later redefined: "Is there a point when we, as musicians who base all or part of our practice on
historical performance research, could/should make pragmatic decisions that benefit our
performances?". It may help to identify the subjects of the longer sub threads:
Launched by

Date (Page)

Subject

Allan Evans

31 Dec 2017 (27) How does new music fit into HIP?

George Kennaway

3 Jan 2018 (66)

Which is strongest? Up bow or down bow.

Ian Pittaway

4 Jan 2018 [77]

Discussion on Max Hummus’s edited question, &
on gut strings, string thickness, and oiling

Oliver Webber

9 Jan 2018 [95]

Loaded generalised criticism of vocal sound and
style, plus definition of laryngeal development.

Oliver Webber

10 Jan 2018 [99]

Are group members HPR fundamentalists?

Fynn Titford-Mock

12 Jan 2018 [102] Pragmatic decisions, e.g. replacing gut with nylon

HIP1, launched by Ronvs Pascvbillvs, lasted for only three days from 30 July 2017. Given that
it covers similar territory, it belongs to this file.
As for the two Vibrato Wars files, comments have been left as originally supplied, after
applying Microsoft Word’s Spelling and Grammar check. Astute observers will have noted
that Facebook has perpetrated one utterly stupid and completely pointless change, in
replacing dates by the number of weeks, days or minutes since a comment was made.
Unfortunately, this makes the PDF useless as a long-term record. If you load the FB Purity
app [for details see David Badagnani’s post on page 109], you can change FB to show the
comment date. Unfortunately, this reverts back when pasted into Word, for example to
40m, 1d or 3w. So, actual dates have been restored.
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HIP1 Ronvs Pascvbillvs, launched 30 July 2017

Ronvs Pascvbillvs · 30 July at 11:58
Hello Every One !!!
OK I'm daring myself to post something, please be kind to me.
I was on the phone this evening despite the very bad weather with Miguel Antonio S. Davao
talking about his discussion with a Musicologist-Friend where the Musicologist argues that
Historically Informed Performance Practice should instead be called Historically "Imagined"
Performance Practice with his not-so-new point that there were no digital recordings of
these 300-400 (focusing on Early to L
Comments
Mike Parker Well, in one way, he's completely correct.... we have no idea what anything
sounded like.... but if we have surviving instruments, and texts, what we are doing is
informed by those survivors... we have come a long way from 'Authenticity'.... but we still
have a long way to go....
Acknowledging conjecture is vital, as is discussion, and honesty on sources, and material,
but disparaging people for trying is far from helpful....· 30 July at 12:05
George Kennaway Partly Imagined Partly Informed Practice. PIPIP.
Oliver Webber The two are not contradictory. We inform ourselves, but every performance
necessarily involves speculation as history will never tell us 100% of what we ideally would
like to know.· 30 July at 12:16
David Lee I think of the 'I' as denoting 'inspired'. We're all postmodernists now.· 30 July at
12:18 · Edited
Ronvs Pascvbillvs We're in the Philippines BTW, which I presume is Terra Incognita to HIPP
People so this topic might be old and settled so please forgive us if we here are lagging and
completely not up to date. There are Early Music Groups that occasionally "wash ashore"
but they are very rare.
I collect Early Music CDs and I noticed the falling out of favor of the word "authentic" on the
printed cover. I have read a very long argument about disfavoring this word.
I love the UK show Q.I. and I recall this episode (where the host was Stephen Fry) about how
the information printed in textbooks and indeed the ones featured in the show itself will in
about five years be found obsolete, disproved, or wrong.· 30 July at 13:51 · Edited
Esha Neogy Ha! Don't take the thread down if it gets heated, because sometimes people
have posted very useful sources and other links, and it's frustrating when the thread
disappears before one can take notes. Anyway, I agree with you, since "informed" can mean
informed by treatises and other evidence, even if those are not as direct as hearing a
performance.· 30 July at 12:22
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Mike Parker Something I do have an issue with, is people claiming something discredited
(such as, in my world, the use of yellow brass to string Queen Mary style harps, or Arpae
doppia with a range to play Monteverdi at the bottom, and Handel at the top....) as
historical, when it is demonstrably not...· 30 July at 12:22
Ronvs Pascvbillvs Hmmmmm I'm now reflecting on the words "Informed" and "Inspired".
-_-· 30 July at 12:32
Juan Drown "Hysterically invented pomposity"?

;)· 30 July at 12:35

Domen Marincic Many people imagine that their performances are informed.· 30 July at
12:36
Juan Drown It's a matter of having an informed imagination 30 July at 12:38
Jeremy Montagu Well, we try with the information we have, but we know that we'll never
wholly succeed. All the same there's no need to run it down with 'imaginary' or 'pomposity'.·
30 July at 12:48
Joel Verkaik I can kind of see where they're coming from, but it seems derisive even though
imagination is necessary and crucial to what we're doing. Treatises, in any case, usually
weren't written for professionals so even in that regard we have to extrapolate quite a lot,
but it seems to me that if anything it's much LESS imagined/arbitrary than what many
modern musicians would choose to do, not ever having opened a treatise.· 30 July at 12:54
Oliver Webber That's a good comparison. And "imagined" shouldn't be pejorative!· 30
July at 12:55
Domen Marincic I am not so sure about "muss less imagined/arbitrary", this is much too
general. Of course there are people who try to put the historical information available to
them into use when performing, but most performances dominating the European "HIP
scene" seem only to be masquerading as such and are rather arbitrary in my experience.·
30 July at 13:04 · Edited
Oliver Webber I've got to take issue with that. Of course there are some unnecessary
compromises, and some performers of course take more trouble than others, but take
any period instrument performance or recording of pretty much any repertoire before
1800, and compare with a modern symphony orchestra/choir, and make a list of the
differences: it's easy to forget the traditions and paradigms that have been rethought,
often radically, by those involved in HIP. Even if you feel they fall short of what could be
achieved, to suggest that "most" are merely "masquerading" is an exaggeration which is
unnecessarily dismissive of the fantastic progress achieved in the last 40-50 years.· 30
July at 13:08
Domen Marincic I understand very well what you are saying and I don't deny progress,
but I stay with what I wrote. The labeling is most problematic. In Germany the term
"Originalklangensemble" is still very widespread, but any name seems difficult. I would
call this Etikettenschwindel if I am honest. I did make lists of differences and found that
many earlier (!) recordings of "modern" orchestras display elements that I would
describe as historically appropriate for 18th-century music but which are completely
missing from most modern HIP performances ... And recordings themselves are not
something very historically appropriate.
There used to be a declaration on L'Oiseau-Lyre recordings that the performances reflect
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most recent research into historical instruments and practices, but I saw it suddenly
disappear in 1985 when Hogwood's Athalia with Joan Sutherland was released on the
same label. I think this anecdote tells it all. I know the background of this recording.· 30
July at 13:45 · Edited
Oliver Webber So you would still claim that most HIP performances are fundamentally a
swindle? You'll need more than one anecdote to back that up. That's the kind of
sweeping generalisation that rightly upsets performers when they read what critics and
musicologists write.· 30 July at 13:51
Domen Marincic Well, it certainly seems to me that the general listener is very often led
to believe something which doesn't correspond to the actual state of affairs. I see that
most people are unaware of all the compromises. In the last thirty-something years I
have followed the progress of many of the most famous conductors (!) specializing in
baroque music and I don't see much reason for optimism. May I make such a sweeping
generalisation or is it necessary to make a list of names?· 30 July at 14:27
Domen Marincic I am really talking about ensembles and performers who get the most
attention in the media.· 30 July at 14:31
Oliver Webber Up to you, but if you make sweeping generalisations you can't expect to
be taken seriously, in the same way that if you say "baroque pitch was A 415", or
"continuo should be keyboard and cello", you wouldn't be taken seriously. Assertions
require evidence. If you dismiss, as you effectively have done, an entire profession,
expect some of them (starting with me) to respond vigorously. Note: I am not denying
that in some cases there *is* deception, albeit probably unconsciously, but the way to
address it is to raise the specific issues, rather than make broad-brush accusations.· 30
July at 14:31
Domen Marincic I think this is a problem that needs to be addressed. I am in the
profession myself.· 30 July at 14:32
Oliver Webber Then be precise, don't make generalisations, raise the issues that need
raising.· 30 July at 14:43
Domen Marincic Some years ago I wrote an article about this, but it's in Slovenian. One of
my arguments were period-instrument performances of 19th-century music. I thought it
was very clear that most performers on the international market have not at all been
trying to reproduce anything approaching period style (quite consciously, I am sure, but
perhaps sometimes imagining that they were), but I also gave a few counterexamples
and there are more of those now so you may be right about progress. I think the
situation in earlier repertoires is not very different, there is too much historical
information that is ignored by most performers. Ok, I'll give some examples if you want.
30 July at 14:44 · Edited
Oliver Webber Well, if you want your point to have credibility, you need to.· 30 July at
14:45
Domen Marincic Sorry for this. Why do most performances of Bach's harpsichord
concertos, especially the D minor one, still include a double bass? Why are the tempi in
such performances much more uniform than for example on Edwin Fischer's recording
when there is so much information about flexibility? Why does the majority of the most
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accomplished baroque violinists I know use modernised instruments strung in gut,
sometimes complete with shoulder rest? Why do most modern productions of Handel
operas use contertenors as a rule when we know that Handel would have had women
singers? Where is all the maniera in singing? Also think of the singing style in renaissance
ensemble music. Why are recent recordings of Monteverdi's Orfeo still so devoid of
ornaments? Why are there almost always conductors in the modern sense? Why do most
continuo players on keyboard instruments ignore the evidence on early fingerings? And
chest organs still dominate. We also had the 1/4 comma meantone debate.· 1 August at
00:47 · Edited
Oliver Webber Well that's a much more interesting set of questions! It's possible to
discuss these points, whereas a blanket dismissal leads nowhere. I have some answers but am now settling down to watch the cricket, so will do so later. Two small points:
violinists- with respect, you know the wrong violinists. Look out for Gabrieli, Early Opera
Company, Monteverdi String Band, Academy of Ancient Music, Concert Spirituel (in many
cases instrument/bow/string details are specified in the contract). And on ornamentation
in Orfeo: come to Brighton and hear our production in November. But also note what
Gagliano had to say about vocal ornamentation in his preface to La Dafne, Mantua, 1608:
that it should be reserved for very specific places.· 30 July at 15:12
Joel Verkaik May I interject here, that this all seems to rest on a presumption that the
aim is for some sort of as-close-as-possible reconstruction of .. something? The
experience, or the delivery, or whatever, but I'm not convinced that's the case. Many of
the musicians I interact with are much more interested in making something NEW, with
these instruments and ideas from the time of the music's creation. We can't escape
having heard jazz and Stravinsky and Celine Dion so we can't put ourselves or our
audiences in the exact same headspace - but the music can do new and wonderful things
to people, in my opinion particularly when it's played by someone who has done
research, who is informed by the practices, and uses taste to determine what's
appropriate for them and their listeners.· 30 July at 15:37 · Edited
Domen Marincic I don't mind any music or influence, everybody should play like they
want to, this is only about how far performances can be claimed to be historically
informed or inspired. It's indeed difficult to generalise, one would have to do an exact
survey and compare the things that listeners are led to believe with what musicians really
accomplish, but I am trying to convey my own impressions of this.· 30 July at 15:48
Domen Marincic Oliver Of course they are always exceptions, I know some myself and I
haven't seen or heard everybody. Are you sure about the AAM? I could name a few of
the best-known German and Italian ensembles. I have a recent recording of L'Orfeo and
while I like many aspects of it, I was surprised how many cadences pass without any
ornament, for example already in the string ritornelli of La Musica. Perhaps there was
some particular reason for such a decision? I know Gagliano, a well-known musicologist
once used this passage as an argument when criticising one of my concerts, but that
doesn't mean that the ubiquitous modern 'straight' style of singing would be appropriate
for anything. I haven't mentioned the brass which is on in another thread. Isn't this video
misleading? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6XN_qgbM6Dc· 30 July at 15:55 ·
Edited
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Oliver Webber I don't play for AAM but know that in their contract compromise
instruments are not permitted... which Orfeo recording are you talking about? I was on
one in 2012 in which we more or less had to fight to be allowed each ornament. It will be
different in Brighton! This experience apart, in my experience I often find that it's not the
quantity but quality/type of ornamentation that would warrant more discussion.· 30 July
at 15:57
Richard Bethell Domen Marincic, you mention the "ubiquitous 'straight' style of singing"
Unfortunately, this style is so vanishingly rare as to be almost unheard of. Can you give
me any examples?· 31 July at 18:11
Domen Marincic Richard Bethell Sorry for any misunderstanding. I meant straight as
without any portamento, trillo, sliding, dynamic shading such as messa di voce, cercar la
nota, rubato, accento etc. Without anything that would constitute what some people call
'maniera'. I don't mean adding ornaments or divisions, but as part of the singing style as
described in so many 17th- and 18th-century sources.· 31 July at 21:17 · Edited
Domen Marincic Oliver Webber Perhaps I could indeed come on 8th November (but only
under the condition that there will be two contrabassi da gamba). Yes, I have the 2012
recording.
The list could be expanded. The problem I see is that enough information on many quite
basic historical matters has been readily available for a very long time now, but the
majority of performers usually described as HIP don't seem to be interested in putting
such information into practice. They either just don't care or are may be too concerned
with getting gigs and recording contracts. They may be 'inspired', but 'historically
informed' or 'historically inspired' would imply something else. And what goes under the
name of HIP is sometimes hardly 'classical music' (the term suggested by Kate Bennett
Wadsworth) if one thinks of Savall, Lislevand, L'Arpeggiata or La Venexiana.
I tried to list a few of the most obvious historical shortcomings of modern performances.
Many of them would be easy to correct so I am convinced that there is simply not
enough interest. But I do think such things are not just minor details and that they would
have been important for the musical results. In any case, to disregard them seems quite
'arbitrary'.
I could continue with instrumentation, for example the use of the harpsichord in opera
and elsewhere, for example in Tartini's concertos. Or with the problem known as 'Silly
Pluckers' (EMR). How is it possible, twenty years after the well-known 'violone o cimbalo'
article, to have the now so predominant continuo 'bands' in solo sonatas? I have
researched Tartini's violin sonatas in some detail and know of only one very recent
recording that could be described as 'informed' in this respect. Or let's take a famous
piece such as Bach's St John Passion. Practically nobody seems to care about the notation
of 'Bist du nicht' Chorus. I haven't been able to find any recording that would even
attempt to realise Bach's precise figuring in the 'Von den Stricken' Aria (it's in the
continuo part and is not reproduced in the NBA, but a facsimile page is found in their
bound volume and the figures are included in the Carus edition). A similar problem is 'The
people that walked' from the Messiah which is extensively figured in two sources close to
Handel, but is never ever played with harmonies. I could go on for a long time. All this is
not classified information.
I don't really mind and would never want to tell anybody what they should do, but I find
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it problematic when people still want to use the term 'historically something' for such
performances. Not many seem to agree with this view.· 31 July at 21:16 · Edited
Kate Bennett Wadsworth I think you have more allies than you realise, Domen Marincic.
If you took any of the points you've raised here and made separate threads for them, you
would see some very interesting discussion and maybe even a major change in practice.
We can't all be experts in all of the music we play, which is why we need each other.· 31
July at 21:22
Esha Neogy What Kate said. Also, I think there's a lot of momentum in current practices,
such that it's hard for an individual to break away from things that everyone in one's
group is doing. See two subthreads below for the way Christopher Suckling describes our
current tradition or canon and the processes therein.· 1 August at 00:25 · Edited
Oliver Webber Longer reply tomorrow: but I'm afraid we don't have doubled strings with
an extra band for behind the stage, as the Brighton Early Music Festival's budget is some
way short of the Mantuan court's spending power in 1607... I hope that's not a deal
breaker!· Yesterday at 00:24
Esha Neogy I wish it weren't at the same time as the Greenwich festival. · 1 August at
00:26
Oliver Webber There are 3 shows - 8th, 11th, 12th...· 1 August at 00:26
Oliver Webber (They don't all clash, do they?)· 1 August at 00:26
Esha Neogy Aha! Thanks. I have to double-check, but no, they can't all clash.· 1 August at
00:27
Esha Neogy It's 9th, 10th, 11th. Hmm, maybe we should have a "Historical Performance
Research Facebook group" meeting after your performance on the 8th? Tsk, I'd have to
get back to London that evening, though.· 1 August at 00:32 · Edited
Christopher Suckling Oliver, they'd better not as we've got a Passacaglia date in
Greenwich in between!· 1 August at 09:20
Oliver Webber Exactly!· 1 August at 09:21
Esha Neogy Good to know!· 1 August at 09:31 · Edited
Jim O'Toole I personally consider imaginary a compliment. it lives right next door to
imaginative in my mental thesaurus. I wondered what Purcell would have done if he'd time
travelled to Detroit in the 70s, so I transfigured some motown tunes into French baroque
forms. Does this count as historically imagined music?· 30 July at 12:55
Esha Neogy Where can one hear these?· 1 August at 00:21
Christopher Suckling The problem with HI?P or any similar nomenclature is that one is trying
to shoehorn an increasingly complex set of practices into three or so words - Playing with
History, for example, is 280 pretty dense pages. The labels have had their uses - even the
much derided authenticity - but whatever meaning of "I" one favours, it is ultimately
deficient in communicating the nuances of current and future performance practices.· 30
July at 13:16
Richard Bethell Prompted by your post, Christopher, I looked up my well annotated copy
of John Butt’s book. There are some insights, but unfortunately it’s completely bogged
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down by excessive philosophical underpinning. Today, who gives a tinker’s cuss what
Adorno and Dreyfus thought and wrote about HIP? As for Part 3, titled “Historically
informed performance within the culture of the late twentieth century”, who cares
whether HIP is modernist or post-modernist?· 31 July at 18:24
Oliver Webber People who like to think about these things, perhaps? It seems a shame to
be so dismissive.· 31 July at 20:35
Christopher Suckling I am beginning to feel it is increasingly important. HP as a
professional practice is, for better or worse, entrenched in our musical life and the
majority of performers today are partaking in a tradition, even those of us who strive,
sometimes on these pages, to create a kind of progressive tradition. An appreciation of
this canon formation might allow us to better engage with the arguments, philosophical
and practical, frequently manifesting as HI?P (incidentally, the same applies to 'modern'
playing, suffering from a similar malaise and imprecise meaning). Such understanding,
and communication with audiences and other musicians, might be further strengthened
by an understanding of the processes through which we research and perform. Not
whether we are 'inspired', 'informed', 'imagined', not whether we use the correct bass
instrumentation or vocal technique, but how we internalise explicit sources and allow
them to intersect with our tacit abilities as performers to create music. In short, I think
we are, at times, a bit lost at the moment, and it is not because of our research or our
pragmatism, but because we are asking the wrong questions about why (and what) our
professional shorthands exist. And that is why the last 50 years matters.· 31 July at 23:11
· Edited
Ian Pace Those who say we cannot know anything about historical performance practice are
basically saying we cannot know anything about history in general. They are wrong. But the
same people often jump on one historical source, without any attempt to balance it with
others, in order to say 'Look, this shows how this music was played [said in a manner which
implies they have discovered absolute truth] - therefore the HIPsters are definitely wrong!'·
30 July at 13:35
Kate Bennett Wadsworth I move we just call it "classical music" and let the modern people
write the articles on what makes their approach special for a few decades.· 30 July at 13:37
David Lee Or, even better, simply: 'Music(k)'?· 30 July at 14:00
Jim O'Toole Words right out of my mouth!· 30 July at 14:01
Oliver Webber Well, sure - but there is something specific about what we try to do in HIP
which sets it apart from other music making. That doesn't make it "better" or "worse" but it does mean that it's useful to have some kind of common understanding of what it
is.· 1 August at 00:28
Esha Neogy Also, in my sense of "classical" music as serious or art music, "early" music
includes music that is not classical.· 1 August at 00:38
Mike Parker ... and just because we know what someone wrote in France in, say, 1680, it
doesn't mean that people in the Italies, or the Germanies, or the UK were doing it that
way... or even that people in the North of the country were doing it the same way as the
people in the South.... Information is only ever a starting point, never, really, and end
point.... but that doesn't mean we should ignore the information... add it to the pile.
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I once heard history as being 'what is left in the sieve once the centuries have run through
it'.... sometimes that important stuff gets through the sieve, and we have to go looking for
it, or even for what is not there, too see what should have been in the space....· 30 July at
13:57
Ian Pace '... and just because we know what someone wrote in France in, say, 1680, it
doesn't mean that people in the Italies, or the Germanies, or the UK were doing it that
way... or even that people in the North of the country were doing it the same way as the
people in the South.... Information is only ever a starting point, never, really, and end
point.... but that doesn't mean we should ignore the information... add it to the pile.'
I think historians have known that for a very long time.· 30 July at 14:07
Mike Parker then isn't it odd that many musicians use fairly uniform instrumentation, and
ornamentation wherever the music comes from.... I try to use a different technique for
playing Paris publications, and London publications... I'm not sure how successful this is,
as my hands have a tendency to default to 'just hit the note' at times of stress... but I do
try....· 30 July at 14:11
Oliver Webber There are plenty of musicians who adjust their instrumentation and
ornamentation according to the repertoire, to be fair.· 30 July at 14:21
Mike Parker Oliver Webber but it isn’t, and I have to say, the harp world is particularly
bad for this, at all universal.... far too much of an 'it will do' attitude both in terms of
inappropriate instrument styles, and a very definite case of a 'one size fits all' approach
to instrument handling...· 30 July at 14:35
Oliver Webber "But it isn't" what? Do you need me to give specific examples?· 30 July at
14:45
Mike Parker Oliver Webber the whole sentence reads "but it isn’t, and I have to say, the
harp world is particularly bad for this, at all universal.... " so the answer to your question
s "at all universal".. and by that I am referring to people playing on period/location
specific instrumentation, and with a technique or ornament approach....
OK, I accept that, when they were just the 'in use' instruments’, most people had a/an 'X',
so would play everything on that instrument, but if , as modern performers trying to
understand what a composer heard in their head, or what an 'audience' experienced, my
personal feeling is that we need to get as close to what and how things were played...
sadly, doesn't seem to be a very popular view.· 30 July at 15:13
Juan Drown Mike I think your view is perfectly popular - however there are specialists like
Oliver who have great depth of knowledge and use it to give highly nuanced
performances, and generalists like myself, with a working knowledge of a lot of genres - I
am very keen to perform in a manner as close as I can to the manner of the day, but I
have to work within the limitations of my own knowledge, and the limited time I have to
devote to research· 30 July at 15:49
Mike Parker Juan Drown Juan Drown I find my areas of performance becoming smaller
and smaller, because I don't want to use spurious instrumentation, or I just don't have
the information I want/ need to feel happy playing the repertoire... I work on it in private,
where my inadequacies don't do any disservice.... but we all know there are plenty of
people who will use an out of period instrument for convenience, and without any
acknowledgment....· 30 July at 15:59
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Oliver Webber Let's just remind ourselves of the dull but inescapable need to make a
living, though. I'm all for as much historical precision as possible, but also sympathise
with those who stretch the strict applicability of their instruments a little. No one gets
rich performing, after all.· 30 July at 16:02
Mike Parker Oliver Webber depends what you define as 'a little'....· 30 July at 16:04
Oliver Webber Ian, it's phrases like "historians have known that for a long time" which
raise the hackles of performers. Most HIP performers are also more than aware of this,
and do their utmost, week in, week out, to put it into practice, but are also in the trying
situation of living their lives, paying their bills, not getting the sack for being
controversial, etc., whilst trying to squirrel away or borrow enough money for another
instrument/bow whenever they can to add more pieces to the puzzle. We are not well
paid and it is no mean feat. Let's not set up some false dichotomy between all-knowing
historians and lazy musicians.· · 30 July at 16:08
Juan Drown I use me modern viola for everything I play - as it's the only one I have. Looks
like I had better bid a hasty retreat...· 30 July at 16:08
Oliver Webber Not at all! I think the fuss here is about people specialising in historical
performance, who may compromise from time to time on the finer points of
instrumentation.· 30 July at 16:10
Mike Parker Oliver Webber again.. define 'finer points'... what is an acceptable degree of
period anachronism? Personally, I find ovoid-bodied bray harps being used in 13th C
music rather out of whack.... as I do an instrument built to a design from 1620/30, but
with an extended treble to play a concerto first performed in 1736...
My actual period 'cello is a 1790's French... the one I use, because the oldie is getting past
playing without serious repair that would compromise it's original condition, is a copy of
a 1735 both hare transitional necks.... I wouldn't use either to perform repertoire that
belongs on a wedged neck....I may practice it because I like it.... but the instruments
sound, and respond differently. I do, however, have a wedge-necked violin, and a
transitional.... even though I don't play violin anymore.... just in case a visiting player
wants to duet....· 30 July at 16:27
Oliver Webber I don't doubt that there may be problems in the harp world specifically why not start a thread about it? I couldn't pretend to be qualified to write about that and
I'm not for a moment contesting your claim in that field. But you did start with a very
broad generalisation and I just wanted to point out (a) that it's not quite fair to generalise
in that way and (b) even where there is some compromise, there may be mitigating
factors.· 1 August at 00:31
Mike Parker Oliver Webber well, I do also see screw frog bows in use in professional
gamba playing for music written long before they were in use... and there is a bit of a
tendency for *the baroque 'cello' to be whatever the player has... so it isn't just the harp
world.... but the harp world is notoriously lax... the makers claim the players demand
generic instruments, players saying the makers only make generics... the issues of hauling
and tuning, not to mention storing harps... even a small harp is quite a big thing.... the
cost of keeping strings on a harp you may not need for a couple of years... it's sort of
understandable.... but at the same time, if people would be honest about the
compromise I'd have more sympathy. I resigned as chairman of the HHS when they
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wouldn't even require period-specific repertoire at their conference... one woman even
using her Italian harp to disprove a description of the sound of the Spanish harp... she'd
written a paper, but turns out she hadn't even tried a dos ordones....· 1 August at 07:27
Olivier B. Brault Again, it's a question of nuance : not all HIPs are well informed. Some really
informed HIPs don't agree with each other on some topics. There are still many tries and
fails. But when you grow for decades with eloquence in mind and you learn to speak a
foreign language using all available sources, your proposition begins to be understandable
and effective. Serious HIPs don't try to reproduce an actual exact sound product, they try to
make happen an effect of rhetorical art that needs original tools of all kinds. With maybe
90% of the puzzle reconstructed, it feels effective, and the spirit of the art of great artisans
of the past is not completely lost and we have the right to share. It doesn't need to be
perfectly exact, it needs to be very effective in its probability (see Bruce Haynes's « The End
Of Early Music »). Any music making is bringing to life the actual traces of a certain past; it
leaves a lot of space to poetry, and that is what's beautiful in sharing art.· 30 July at 16:02
Ronvs Pascvbillvs Olivier B. Brault, your post brings to mind the Original Pronunciation vs.
Received Pronunciation in Shakespeare. Prof. David Crystal and son, although being naughty
and a bit smug at some point in the short documentary talk about the three evidence for
pronunciation i.e. observations and comments of the time; spellings; and rhymes and puns. I
like both RP and OP since we inherit both, one just has to dig deeper and dig more with the
latter. I'd be more tickled if I find a DVD of Twelfth Night in OP. The one on DVD already has
incidental music played on Period Instruments.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gPlpphT7n9s

Shakespeare: Original pronunciation TELL US WHAT YOU THINK and help us…youtube.com·
30 July at 17:55 · Edited
Olivier B. Brault Thanks for sharing.· 30 July at 18:10
David Dyer I think it's interesting, but it's a little like using natural trumpets without
tuning holes. If it's out of tune modern audiences won't understand it even if old ones
accepted it. If the old pronunciation doesn't aid in the understanding of the play I'm not
sure how it helps, and it surely won't if the audience isn't in on it. But I'm glad to know
about it.· 31 July at 01:10
Oliver Webber There was an interesting post about that very issue which sadly got
deleted for some reason. The art of playing natural brass with no tuning holes is being
revived in Europe with some success: look out for Jean Francois Madeuf in particularthough there are several others.· 31 July at 08:38
David Dyer I've heard some that were better at it than others, but I don't think it was
really possible to play in tune. I bought a recording a while back that claimed the players
had solved the problem and were playing in tune on true natural trumpets. Yucchh, not
even close, it was bad. There are other things, like almost nobody plays on baroque
recorders with true baroque fingerings, virtually instrument is with English fingerings.
True baroque fingerings require a lot of half holing (that sounds like an oxymoron), and I
don't know how many old recorders actually had double holes at the bottom, but I think
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very, very few. Players on van Eyck or Ganassi type recorders are fine with the old
fingerings because the holes are much larger so half holing is much more practical. I don't
know how many dulcians actually had pin holes on their bocals. I used to own a baroque
recorder with real baroque fingerings and it was just a pain in the neck, all of mine use
English fingering and are from the finest makers.· 31 July at 11:04
David Dyer Ok, I listened to some Jean Francois Madeuf, very impressive, esp. 2nd BBerg. I do notice use of trills frequently on problem notes, but why not, but the B-berg
was VERY clean, so yeah, it can be done. Amazing!· 31 July at 11:16
Esha Neogy Ronvs, which DVD of Twelfth Night do you have that includes period
instruments, and are they shown or just heard? I'm looking for videos in which one can
clearly see the instruments.· 1 August at 00:47
Ronvs Pascvbillvs This one, Esha Neogy , and the players are in period costume too.
They're very visible. Playing on the balcony just above the stage for every fanfare and
important scenes. 😃
https://m.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10154572595830731&id=652385730&set=a.10
151828294845731.1073741830.652385730&source=43

Ronvs Pascvbillvs· 17 November 2016 · · 1 August at 01:36 · Edited
Ronvs Pascvbillvs https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=uHY_Ts7m2zc

Twelfth Night (Shakespeare's Globe)

youtube.com · 1 August at 01:34

Ronvs Pascvbillvs They always end the play in dance. This one's from Henry V I think.
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=l1B70P6pjT8
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End of play jig End of play jig for Richard II from Shakespeare's Globe, London,
6th…youtube.com· 1 August at 01:36
Ronvs Pascvbillvs This is the 2nd DVD I bought from Opus Arte. The first one is Love's
Labour's Lost. 😄 😘· 1 August at 01:39
Esha Neogy Aha, thanks very much! Maybe someday you can visit and go to a play at the
Globe Theatre in person! (They don't all use Shakespearean costume and music,
though.)· 1 August at 02:41
Ronvs Pascvbillvs That's in my bucketlist, Esha. I'd like to see one in period costume and
music. I must plan it carefully then. ☺️There could have been a chance this August, but
it was not feasible, there's just too many visa impediments. 😣· 1 August
David Dyer it's like science. As we model the cosmos we get closer and closer to
understanding it, and some things we really know and some we don't, but our model is
constantly improving and it becomes much more satisfying and beautiful as we fill in the
gaps. Then every once in a while something throws us for a loop, like the "discovery" of dark
matter and energy, the increasingly expanding universe, and we have to admit that we don't
understand these things, as we don't understand the beginning of the universe (the Big
Bang is a really bad term). But there is no question that we understand our universe so
much better than 100 years ago. We make discoveries in performance, and like scientists we
do experiments which we call rehearsals and performances. Sometimes new ideas are
difficult to accept at first (think quantum theory) but eventually we get used to them and
learn how to use them. The "proof" is that the music sounds much better. Some people
don't think it does, and if even after plenty of exposure to HIP they are not convinced I
suppose they will continue to be Flat Earthers, believing that if it doesn't sound right to
them it can't be true. We will never fully understand the cosmos, we don't really even
understand gravity very well, but we have a pretty good overall picture of it thanks to
theoretical work, instruments such as visual spectrum and radio telescopes, launched
probes, etc. Such it is with HIP. I think we know enough about a lot of musics to feel pretty
confident, and to make music beautifully while making sense of all the information we have.
We also make necessary cheats, such as natural trumpets with tuning holes, machines to
help us make reeds consistently, having to make do with instruments that aren't exactly
correct for a particular repertory because we can't afford every instrument possible. But the
revolution of sound is convincing people and what we do is well loved, and modern
orchestras are either avoiding the repertory now, or adapting whatever HIP practices they
can manage. The job will never be finished, we have long ago thrown out the word
authenticity while the nattering nabobs still use it as a straw man, and no one should dare
claim that what they are doing is EXACTLY what such and such composer heard or played,
especially considering they probably didn't do it twice the same way themselves.· 30 July at
23:27
David Dyer I might add that per your discussion of not having recordings of old music, we
DO have recordings of musicians from a little before 1900 to the present. Our orchestras
don't even play like those of the 1940s and don't follow recordings conducted by composers
of their own works, so they don't seem to be taken seriously anyway. In the 40s vibrato was
faster, violins freely used portamenti, rubato was more normal, singers didn't sound much
like they do now with today's vibrato inflation. Heifetz used gut d, a, AND e strings to
record. Orchestras from the 20s are a completely different world. Listen to Joachim play
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Brahms, the person the Hungarian dances were written for. If you played on stage like that
today you'd be laughed off and crucified by critics. The vast majority of performance
criticism comes down to attachment to one's own established taste.· 31 July at 00:27
Ronvs Pascvbillvs Indeed. This came to mind as well during our phone conversation. I
heard early recordings of Kreisler etc. on youtube and although it was a very old
recording their inflections, accentuation and pronunciation were very much different
than Heifetz or anyone their junior.· 31 July at 00:44 · Edited
David Dyer Even Heifetz is not a "modern" player. His vibrato is much quicker than
anyone's today and his famous slides nobody does now. Go to NY Phil recordings in the
60s and listen to David Nadien, not like any modern players, and this is just 50 years ago.
Vibrato speed again, nobody that fast now, and more portamenti. Besides, recordings are
evidence of instances of performance PRACTICE, not performance theory. If you don't
know why these recorded musicians played the way they did, your only recourse is to
slavishly imitate them, which is not being a musician. You have to understand the
motivations and aesthetic theory behind the performance and make yourself a 1900
performer of the repertory, not recreate Kreisler himself. Fortunately, for baroque music,
we have documents from the age of enlightenment when music WAS treated as a
science. We really have MORE information about how music was supposed to work from
the 18th century than we do for now. Today's learning is tradition based, you learn from
a teacher, there are no Versuchs to follow. There is no Caccini to explain the purpose of
ornaments or style. I think we have better information about the baroque period than
any other, including the present. Who has really analyzed today's performance? Who can
explain why oboes and flutes play with vibrato but clarinets don't, other than tradition? If
vibrato is so important why do most instruments in the orchestra NOT use it? Bassoon
sometimes yes, sometimes no. Russian horns use vibrato, others don't, why, and why
don't horn players use it in the west when playing Rachmaninov? I think the case can be
made that we understand Baroque music better than probably any other.· 31 July at
01:04
Beth Garfinkel We may not have recordings, but we DO have musical clocks. And part of the
art and craft of making those was to make them sound as much as possible as if they were
humans instead of machines playing. So we can learn a lot by listening to them. This goes for
at least the mid-17th century and on.· 31 July at 03:55
Richard Bethell Authentic or Informed? It depends whether we are discussing artefacts or
performance practice. Take for example performances by today’s flautists of Johann
Quantz’s sonatas and concertos. Flutes made to Quantz’s own design are as authentic as
you can get. Further, performers adopting the forensically detailed advice on tone
production, fingering, phrasing, ornamentation and tempo from his Versuch have probably
got very close to performance perfection.· 31 July at 11:59
Domen Marincic Do you perhaps know how many use Quantz's 'did'll'?· 31 July at 15:52
Richard Bethell Not offhand. In my recorder playing days, I had to resort to d’k’d’k. I knew
a couple of recorder players claiming ‘did’ll’ execution. Jed Wentz or Marion Moonen
might care to comment. I clocked them at 169 quavers per minute in Quantz’s Concerto
in G Major (QV no. 6:7), somewhat faster than Quantz’s suggested 160 BPM. While some
passages were slurred, a few were tongued.· 31 July at 17:34
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Domen Marincic I was told that this is something very few flautists do, but I have no idea
how few and I am not familiar with the problems involved.· 31 July at 20:12 · Edited
David Dyer As a recorder player I most certainly use didl and I can tell you that the vast
majority of recorder players do who take the instrument seriously, cornettists as well. Te
ke sounds very harsh in comparison, but it's nice to be able to do both. When you do the
didl tonguing the air stream isn't really completely cut off, it leaks around the side of the
tongue, so it's very smooth. An analogy would be the sautille bow stroke on bowed
stringed instruments where the bow bounces but does not actually quit the string. This is
very natural to the baroque bow matched with gut strings. Treatises are very unfavorable
towards teke from dalla Casa on. The fact that it's referred to at all must mean some
people used it at least sometimes. I have not discussed this with flutists but I would
imagine the case is the same, I can't see why they would do things differently especially
since Quantz recommends it. The teke tonguing, which does stop the air stream between
syllables, is more like the spiccato bow stroke in which the bow does actually quit the
string, which became more common with the inwardly curved classical bows. I am not
familiar with tonguing recommendations after Quantz since I never could learn how to
play the flute.
There are no particular problems with didl other than an initial learning curve.
Accomplishing it on a single note is not difficult, coordinating it with passages is the initial
difficulty. Once you can do it it's very natural. Described as lere or derelere in earlier
Italian treatises it's like pronouncing the word "ladle" repeatedly in English, although the
derelere version seems to favor starting with a more distinct syllable to start the stream
of syllables. In most descriptions it's described as an alternation of syllables, not pairs of
syllables, and it's supposed to make fast notes sound smoother so teke would serve less
well since it would make them choppier.· 1 August at 02:18
Domen Marincic Thank you. So I presume dere lere is quite widespread among modern
recorder players?
But I still want to know about flautists since my information came from a most
knowledgeable source.· 1 August at 03:03
David Dyer Yes, quite. And although I mentioned dalla Casa at the early end of the
baroque that is a cornetto treatise, but Ganassi's recorder treatise from around the same
time I believe says the same. Jed Wentz would indeed be a good source and is indeed
quite a speedy player. Michael Lynn is on this forum and didls on the recorder and is also
a flute player of every variety so he would be an excellent source and is now alerted.· 1
August at 05:51
Richard Bethell Similarly, we are now hearing historically informed renderings of classical
string quartets by Armida, Chiaroscuro, Eroica, Emergence, London Haydn and Quatuor
Mosaïques, in a very different place from the ugly, juddering, strenuous and stentorian
playing of the Amadeus String Quartet, pre-eminent when they disbanded in 1987.· 31 July
at 12:00
Richard Bethell However, singing remains the elephant in the room, with a huge and
widening mismatch between artistic instrumental performance and un-HIP singing. George,
be reassured that I am not intending to resuscitate the debates we had last year on this
topic (readers can download a transcript from NEMA’s website). But I would appreciate any
thoughts on singers I’ve included on my Spotify “Vibrato Free Female Pop” playlist
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(accessible by my Facebook friends), or suggestions for additional vocalists deserving
inclusion. In my view, singers specialising in long 18th C repertoire have something to learn
from these performers. Of course, pop music has its problems. Some vocalists are saddled
with arty farty pretentious material. Others are submerged by noisy, aggressive rhythm
sections or electronic interference. Many recordings are all too obviously studio
manufactured, not vocalist crafted.· 31 July at 12:03 · Edited
Kate Bennett Wadsworth I would dearly love to hear a singer demonstrate the graces
from Corri's singing treatise, in the style of various pop singers.· 31 July at 12:48
Richard Bethell Like you, I’ve been hoping without success for Pop into Classical
crossover. Messa di voce should be quite doable, although trills (difficult at any epoch)
and rapid passagi are too much to hope for, without special training. I did discuss Kelly
Sweet’s messa di voce in my University of York presentation. She has a beautiful voice,
with selective vibrato, but unfortunately her singing suffers from excessive studio
interference.· 31 July at 17:44
Beth Garfinkel Less than you'd think. gorgia=giggle!· 31 July at 17:53
David Dyer And we're not going to have a castrato revival unless there are some natural
or accidental cases.· 1 August at 02:28
Kate Bennett Wadsworth Well, at least we have some gorgeous male sopranos out there,
like Michael Maniaci· 1 August at 08:04
George Kennaway I'd just like to say thank you to Ronvs Pascvbillvs for this interesting post!
I always like it when people ask *what look like* simple questions.· 31 July at 19:39
Ronvs Pascvbillvs I'm glad I am part of this group. I also would like to thank you and
everyone from the Early Music Community. Lovely what Facebook has given us. I'm
halfway around the world and we have this discussion. This was unimaginable thirteen
years ago.· 1 August · Edited
Esha Neogy As one who grew up in Hawaii, I heartily agree regarding this type of global
village!· 1 August at 02:45 · Edited
Miguel Antonio S. Davao All because of that interesting conversation I had with a mate,
and my phone call with you Ronvs! Hahaha· 1 August at 09:55
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HIP2 Max Hummus, launched 31 December 2017

Max Hummus · 31 December 2017 at 01:08 · Sheffield
***Badly worded original to which many have taken offence:
"Is there a point at which a rigid adherence to historical performance research could/should
be set aside in favour of the performance itself?"
***Alternative wording, offered in the hope that people will leave me alone and stop
assuming I am meaning them any ill-will:
"Is there a point when we, as musicians who bass all or part of our practice on historical
performance research, could/should make pragmatic decisions that benefit our
performances?"
Even this is almost certainly riddled with errors/oversights/perceived direct insults, but if,
dear reader, you are tempted to have a go at me, please step back and cut me a generous
length of slack.
Cheers.
Comments
Remus Fletcher What is the audience expecting? 31 Dec 2017
Barry Pearce "rigid adherence" suggests a worrying thought in itself which has never been
present in music. Historical performance is far too codified as it is.
The real answer though is context. It depends entirely on what you are presenting. 31 Dec
2017
Emily L. Ferguson Hard to rigidly adhere to something which valued improvisation and
ornamentation so highly. One has to adjust one's entire psyche, however. 31 Dec 2017
1w
Harlan Glotzer If there is more concern about being “right” than creating a
meaningful/impactful creation of music, then there is a problem. And as folks have said
above, the meaningfulness and impact is measured on the context of what and how you are
playing. 31 Dec 2017
Allan Evans https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qDQpZT3GhDgManage
Duke Ellington - It don't mean a thing (1943) youtube.com· 31 Dec 2017
Barry Pearce It is worth remembering that as far as our ancestors were concerned
performance was everything - and they managed it using whatever it was they were doing,
with the equipment they had. :)
· 1w 31 Dec 2017
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Emily L. Ferguson All true, but the core difference was culture. Getting one’s mind into
17thC France is a trick even if you're French. Imposing 21stC aesthetic values on Bach is
as bad as imposing 17thC French aesthetic values on Bach. You have to figure out how far
from the music's culture you can convincingly go. Remember the Swingle Singers and
Glenn Gould.· 1w 31 Dec 2017
Barry Pearce Absolutely. My main historical eras (for performance - my research is much
wider) are renaissance and medieval. Getting a clear idea of performance practice
(without the dogma and prejudice of many researchers) is somewhat difficult.
Ultimately I will always carry a certain amount of 'me' in what I do.
· 1w · Edited 31 Dec 2017
Emily L. Ferguson And, if you're a genius, your performances will be smashing. If you're
not, they'll be endlessly debatable... 31 Dec 2017
Barry Pearce Alas there is a 99.9% chance of mine falling into the latter!
31 Dec 2017

:D· Reply · 1w

Emily L. Ferguson And that was true then, too.· 31 Dec 2017
Kate Brown I like both the Swingle Singers and Glenn Gould. Is that bad?· 31 Dec 2017
Emily L. Ferguson Kate Brown like? No. But HIP? Well, no also.· 31 Dec 2017 · Edited
Roger Evans Emily L. Ferguson True, but the 16th century has one advantage for Bach
that the 21st doesn't have: it had already happened, been absorbed and modified. 1 Jan
2018
Corsus Atreides Yes indeed 31 Dec 2017
Esha Neogy Let the rigour (not rigidity) be in the first phase, when you educate yourself
about historical performance practice and train your ear to the point where your
"instinctive" artistic preferences won't just be based on tastes you developed from more
recent music or practices. Then use the relevant historical principles including the ones
mentioned above that are by definition non-rigid, such as improvisation, using what you
have, adjusting to context, etc.· 31 Dec 2017· Edited
James Louder Excellent advice, but it goes deeper. All great performances are fortuitous,
but (in Pasteur's famous phrase) "Le hasard ne favorise que les esprits préparés."
31 Dec 2017
Roger Evans And the place for worrying about HIP is in preparation, not in performance.
Arthur Rubinstein once said that his concern about skilled young pianists of the time was
that they never seemed to leave the practice room and take their performance on
stage—that there was too much of the care that belonged in the practice room in the
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performance. The temptation must be much stronger for early-music performers—
especially when their colleagues are in the audience!· 1 Jan 2018
Jordan Brown Perhaps. Let us know where the line is drawn, would you? We cannot agree.
· 31 Dec 2017
Angela Mariani "I don't want to hear you play the most 'authentic' performance of this
piece; I want to hear you play the best one." --Tom Binkley, to a group of us students during
a coaching
· 31 Dec 2017 · Edited
Corsus Atreides Your tribute to Thomas Binkley on Harmonia Early Music was absolutely
fantastic. I can't live without that podcast.
· 31 Dec 2017
Oliver Webber That’s exactly why the word “authentic” has long been abandoned by
those involved in historical performance! 31 Dec 2017.
Angela Mariani Corsus, thanks!· 31 Dec 2017
Roger Evans In this context, I always quote Marie Leonhardt, who said that our goal
should be to play in such a way that it would not "bewilder" the composer. This more
modest claim seems to me just right, since we'll never know everything about the past.·1
Jan 2017
Daniel Ungermann I see no contradiction between "authentic" and "the best". The most
authentic is the most close to the will and imagination of the composer and his work.
4 Jan 2017 · Edited
Oliver Webber In what way might adherence to principles of historical performance
compromise the performance? I would suggest that if it does, it is most likely to be due to a
misunderstanding.· 31 Dec 2017
Vladimir Waltham My thoughts exactly, though I think Esha also contributed a very valid
point· 31 Dec 2017
David Badagnani I suspect this has something to do with the compulsion to add vocal
shaking (vibrato) to every note, despite the fact that historically informed practice should
dictate that straight tone be the norm. If their conservatory instructors told them they
should do so (whether or not it's appropriate to the music), they oblige.
I just saw a concert in which Olivier Brault played Baroque violin for two hours straight and
he never used an iota of vibrato the entire time, yet the music was not lacking in any way. If
only early music vocalists would exercise similar rigor. e 31 Dec 2017 · Edited
Oliver Webber There have been several threads, and hundreds of posts on vibrato here:
let’s not start another. They have all been archived- I’ll find the link for you if you’re
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interested. One thing I learned very quickly is that if you create a false dichotomy between
“playing with vibrato” and “playing without vibrato”, as if it could be either permanently on
or permanently off, it will be impossible to reach a nuanced understanding of any
performance style, past or present. Final point- with no disrespect to Olivier’s no doubt
excellent playing, to claim that he got through a 2-hour performance without ever using
vibrato- a recognised and valued baroque ornament- is not doing him any favours! “I played
a whole concert without using any trills”, wouldn’t be something I’d be proud of...!· 31 Dec
2017
David Badagnani I'm talking about the constant, wide vibrato most early music singers I hear
perform continue to use (even in Medieval music), not the tasteful, sensitive occasional use.
It seemed to me that the original question was phrased from this point of view. "Can't we
just ignore the historical evidence and make the performance better by adding it?" Brault's
performance was surprising, but, to me at least, revelatory.
· 31 Dec 2017 · Edited
Oliver Webber I think you’re reading your own interpretation into the question, which
didn’t mention any specific stylistic choices. I’m entirely in agreement with you about the
use of constant, wide, vibrato- (though that’s not actually quite what you wrote, so it’s
easily misinterpreted) though it is by no means true that this is universal amongst
specialists in early repertoire.
· 31 Dec 2017 · Edited
Henry Howey As a wind player, HIP solves many articulation problems of modern players.
· 31 Dec 2017
George Kennaway Group admin Of course there is such a point (referring to the OP). Except
that the question - if I may be so bold - creates a false dichotomy. Performances come from
the performer. That performer may be highly informed, more-or-less informed, not very
(etc). When the performance happens, it comes from the performer *at that moment*. In
this context, I highly recommend, not a scholarly work, but a short story - Roald Dahl's 'The
Great Switcheroo' from the collection 'Switch Bitch'. I won't spoil it here, but it bears directly
this question. I've only met one musicologist who knows it, who spluttered with recognition
when I referred to it at a conference a few years ago.31 Dec 2017
Gawain Glenton Interesting. Thanks George. I'll dig out the Dahl...· 31 Dec 2017
Roger Evans I'm glad to see that it's immediately available via Kindle:
https://www.amazon.com/Great-Switcheroo.../dp/1860920349
The Great Switcheroo amazon.com 1 Jan 2018
Andrew Lawrence-King It's interesting to compare the topics that dominate our modern-day
discussions of Early Music (vibrato, pitch and temperament come to mind) with the
priorities of period writers. Of course, there are technical documents dealing with these
questions, but [wild generalisation alert!] most treatises focus on emotions, articulation,
rhythm and ornamentation in the context of the Music of the Spheres (our music-making is
linked to mind/body/spiritual health and to ineffable, cosmic significance) and of Rhetoric
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[music is founded on text, with the purpose of delighting, expounding and moving the
emotions].
See https://andrewlawrenceking.com/.../music-expresses-emotions/
Perhaps at the root of the question that began this thread is an anxiety that a historical
approach is anti-emotional, and/or over-cerebral. But 'moving the passions' is the principal
aim of Rhetoric, and the importance of both head and heart is extensively explored in
period sources [see Roach 'The Player's Passion' for an overview from Quintilian to Peter
Brook, and https://m.facebook.com/PerfectMusicalDirector/ for a serialisation of
Mattheson's inspiring 1739 view].
So I'm with Oliver Webber. Ultimately, if one feels a conflict between 'being historical' and
'doing whatever you want', there is probably something not yet fully understood. And by
'understood' I mean not only academic understanding, but a holistic appreciation [one
needs to "read, mark, learn and inwardly digest]", that includes cerebral, somatic and
emotional understanding.
Of course, one way to avoid any conflicted feelings is not to think about historicity at all!
And as soon as we begin to think, to explore historical concepts in the physical actions and
emotional processes of performing, we will start to notice differences between our
'instincts' and the sources we are studying. If the differences are too gross, we are not yet
ready to go onstage. At a later stage, remaining aware of subtle differences is the spur to
continued study and growth as a HIPerformer. And anyone who believes that there is no
conflict at all is either JSB re-incarnate, or (more likely) has lost touch with that continual
desire to study and grow, a desire which ignites the twin flames of scholarly rigour and
artistic inspiration.

Music expresses emotions?

andrewlawrenceking.com 31 Dec 2017

Daniel Ungermann I see no contradiction between historical correctness and a living and
"emotional" performance - but the emotions are not the same in baroc time like today.
When we want to approach to the will of the composer and the essential point of a work,
we must learn to feel "in a baroc way". It's possible, but it Needs training...5 Jan 2018 ·
Edited
Hed Yaron Mayersohn When you're ditching historical performance practices in favor of
playing from your heart/soul you are probably supporting that with other performance
practices you were taught or picked up earlier (I can remember how early teachers repeated
some advice every single lesson - relax your shoulders for example, don't rush is also pretty
common, these are performance practices). So while I see how some of us might be more at
home following the performance practices we were handed down at tender(er) ages (by
whom, based on what...), I think it is worth keeping in mind that these are still very much
performance practices· 31 Dec 2017
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Andrew Lawrence-King Oh YES! Hit the nail on the head, Hed Yaron Mayersohn · 31 Dec
2017
Andrew Lawrence-King We all have a tendency to consider the performance practices we
learnt as children as if they were eternal aesthetic truths.
But, as Hed Yaron Mayersohn writes, we should put our 'instincts' under the same
microscope of Performance Practice Studies, and examine them as dispassionately as we
can!· 31 Dec 2017
Andrew Lawrence-King What about the analogy of a HIPerformer as an actor, taking on
the "role" of one or another aesthetic, as required?
A good actor will inhabit their role by means of both intellectual study and emotional
commitment. Primary and Secondary sources on theory of acting have lots to say about
the "mask" that an actor wears, and the "face" of the actor beneath.
Plenty of grist there for the HIP mill....· 31 Dec 2017
Andrew Lawrence-King In terms of acting, Hed Yaron Mayersohn's point is equivalent to
the notion of telling an actor to perform "naturally".
"Natural" is a social-chronological construct...· 31 Dec 2017
Kate Brown Absolutely. The Nature of Nature changes constantly - every age wants its
actors to hold a mirror up to nature, and every age has a different idea of how nature
works. For me, all the knowledge I've acquired of historical performance practices is
essentially the learning of the language - you still have to express something, and what
you are expressing, and causing to be felt in others, will always and inevitably have to be
related to the age we are actually in.· 31 Dec 2017
Roger Evans Andrew Lawrence-King On the subject of masks, Olivier was an inveterate
user of false noses and of alterations to his own. He said that once he got the nose right
he had internalized the character. 1 Jan 2018
Andrew Lawrence-King Roger Evans Other actors (was it Dustin Hoffman) went for the
walk first... it's just a way of externalising complex interior understandings.· 1 Jan 2018
Roger Evans Andrew Lawrence-King More than a walk! Both Hoffman and Olivier were in
the 1976 film Marathon Man. Upon being asked by his co-star how a previous scene had
gone, one in which Hoffmann’s character had supposedly stayed up for three days,
Hoffmann admitted that he too had not slept for 72 hours to achieve emotional
verisimilitude. “My dear boy,” replied Olivier smoothly, “why don’t you just try acting?”·
1 Jan 2018
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Christopher Price Pontifex Roger Evans, that's a well-known story worth repeating (which
I was doing only a few days ago). Very funny.· 5 Jan 2018
Andrew Appel If your performance of a lament is not as authentic as Billie Holiday singing
Strange Fruit or Judy Garland singing I Wish You Love. Then stay in the bookshelves. All HIP
and research is preparation for the real thing. Everything we learn in the practice room must
become second nature before we can perform using that information. A performance is an
act of “being” and not “knowing”. It is a confession and never a lecture.· 31 Dec 2017
Daniel Ungermann Indeed !!· 5 Jan 2018
Katerina Antonenko Historical performance is a lot more fun than you think. What is most
important - the material was already written according to the rules of it... so, it works best
and most fun with those rules applied. Recitative was written according to the speech of the
best actors of the time, by great composers of the time, who weren't bonkers when they
followed the rules of what we call HIP, and for them was life. Those rules allow lots of
freedom, just this freedom is carefully organized in order not to turn into mess...as it often
happens nowadays, when someone decides to be more artistic and smart than the people
who wrote the piece.· 31 Dec 2017
Alina Rotaru No.· 31 Dec 2017
Niels Berentsen I'd say yes. Your first obligation-as a musician-is always to present
something compelling to an audience. And I do think that everyone who thinks they are not
compromising on any historical factors, either doesn't know them as well as they think they
do, or are simply deluding themselves.· 31 Dec 2017
Avery Gosfield So agree. Remember that we are performing music for 21st century
audiences in contexts generally wildly removed from the original ones. That the data that
has come down to us has survived due to its proximity to certain kinds of institutions,
represents only a portion of the actual soundscape of any given era, and that in many
cases, the notation itself was only a reminder for a whole complex of performance
practices that were transmitted orally. Have fun arguing over f sharps (if you play
medieval music) or string materials and the like, but do remember the big picture...· 31
Dec 2017
Avery Gosfield As far as treatises are concerned, it's important realize that when a
theorist complains about certain kinds of playing, it could be a key to what people were
actually doing. What do you do about that? What's HIPPer? 31 Dec 2017
Oliver Webber These are (with all due respect) points that have long been discussed in
the HIP community. So far I haven’t heard an example of in what way studying historical
performance practices might conflict with giving a convincing performance to a modern
audience. Do you have a specific issue in mind? As for the matter of practices complained
about in treatises, it has long been recognised that there is a broad range of opinions on
any stylistic point at any given time in history: so for example, L Mozart and Geminiani
express very different opinions on vibrato; and Geminiani, on bowing, condemns the
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“rule” of down bow, heartily recommended by other violinists even in the 19th century.
Of course you can argue that because author X complained about practice Y, some
musicians indulged in practice Y. In the end it’s your choice where to align yourself on
such issues (though if the issue is bad intonation, I don’t recommend it!). You need to
make that choice based on a conviction which you can only develop by a long immersion
in the music of the period in conjunction with treatises and as much background
information as you can glean from letters, paintings, social history etc. So when
immersing ourselves in an era, we don’t search for a “right” answer, but a set of
principles consistent with what we learn from studying a huge range of sources which
occasionally conflict, but from which we have gradually built up a picture of what it was
like to be a musician in a given period. As Andrew Lawrence-King pointed out, authors in
the 17th and 18th centuries do not seem to have had the fixations with certain issues
which exercise some today (e.g. vibrato), and are far more focused on the bigger picture,
which is the purpose of music to delight, engage, and ultimately move the listener’s
emotions. We can do better than arguing about whether a particular practice was “right”
or “wrong”. 31 Dec 2017 · Edited
Niels Berentsen I think it's not so much the issue if a "completely historicist" performance
can be convincing to a modern audience (in some case it might, depending on the
audience). I think it's a mistake to think you can ever be completely informed. Now what
Avery and I have in mind is medieval music, where this is much more extreme, but-as you
are well aware- there are plenty of "unknown unknowns" about later music too. Inversely
there are some things we know but which aren't used by anyone, exactly because they
contradict conventions of current HIP performance practice. This is especially glaring in
19th century music where you start having some kind of circumstantial evidence from
recordings (extreme tempo fluctuations, a broken style of playing chords, "pan glissando"
in voices and strings).· 31 Dec 2017
Roger Evans Avery Gosfield A sage observation, and it may apply not just to theorists. In
some periods and places bishops' complaints about singers can be especially fruitful in
revealing what singers were actually doing.· 1 Jan 2018
Andrew Lawrence-King Niels Berentsen I think in most areas of Early Music, there is
plenty that we all know, but don't do (for whatever reasons), as well as the details that
are known to some specialists but not yet recognised by large numbers of performers,
and all the stuff that nobody today knows. AND - perhaps the most significant gap is the
stuff that we don't even realise that we don't know, because we've made unexamined
assumptions, and haven't even seen the question yet...· 1 Jan 2018
Niels Berentsen Exactly right, Andrew Lawrence-King. That is also the reason why every
generation needs to "reinvent" early music. It doesn't stop once we have every old piece
recorded. · 1 Jan 2018
Roger Evans Andrew Lawrence-King I imagine that an example of this is the dictum,
found in Mozart, Chopin, and others that their rubato involves the right hand while the
left hand keeps strict time. Everybody knows about this, but few people do it because
they're not able to bring it off convincingly—and they are right not to do it if they can't
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make it "musical," to invoke that hard-to-define quality. But that doesn't exonerate us
from continuing to take the principle into account and try to incorporate it meaningfully.
(Or are more people doing this than I know about?)· 1 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber Roger, on that topic you might find this interview with Neal Peres Da
Costa interesting: the whole interview (with demonstrations) is fascinating, but he
touches on that specific point around 10’45” in. https://youtu.be/5kmma3RDu84
He might be able to expand on the topic - I’ve tagged him, I don’t know how regular a
visitor he is here but we might be lucky 🙂
Dr. Neal Peres da Costa discusses Beethoven youtube.com· 1 Jan 2018
Neal Peres Da Costa Hi All, Happy New Year and a great discussion. I think that the
fundamental issue in all of this is that before the advent of sound recording, we cannot
know how musical performances actually sounded. Apart from anything else, no matter
how much performing practice information we uncover, we cannot know with any
certainty how the descriptions (in words and or symbols) related to actual performance.
Where we have an opportunity to compare pedagogical instruction by a famous
pedagogue with his/her own performance (as we do around the turn of the 20th century)
there is often a striking gulf between what the words or notation appear to say (at face
value) and what can be heard. It is clear that even the most detailed instruction could not
encapsulate what happened in reality. And I feel sure that this was the case (perhaps
even more so) in earlier eras. We've got to take whatever information we can find, use
this as a starting point, understand that a face-value reading will probably not be on the
mark and then make informed decisions about how to proceed. Presently, I am a year
into a three-year research project in which I am learning to play like a late-nineteenth
century pianist, such as Carl Reinecke b. 1824, by emulating his recordings. Since his style
is so obviously pre-modern, emulating his rubato (both rhythmic and tempo
fluctuations), arpeggiations, and dislocations (extreme by modern aesthetics) help to
retrain my aesthetic values and principles (formulated in the era of clean and crisp urtext
performance in the last part of the 20th century). I am developing a sense of the quality
(boundaries/extremes) and quantity (frequency) of expressive practices, which were
clearly indispensable for artistic performance in Reinecke's era but that were almost
impossible to encapsulate in words. From this experience, I can start to extrapolate
backwards and feel more able to read between and beyond the lines of written evidence.
The point about this process is that it gets me away from a modernist approach to
performance, which, even now, infiltrates much HIP endeavor. It also fires up my
imagination and develops my intuition which are essential in bringing music of earlier
periods to life convincingly. Sorry for this long rave. But perhaps it will spark more
discussion.· 3 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber Thanks Neal- sounds fascinating- and good to hear from you
2018

🙂· 3 Jan

Neal Peres Da Costa Hi Oli, it has been a long time, hope you are well x
· 3 Jan 2018
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Roger Evans The first person, I'm pretty sure, to use the expression "extrapolate
backwards" was Noah Greenberg for his initial very fruitful work with the New York Pro
Musica.· 3 Jan 2018
Tormod Dalen Hi Neal, great to read about your research project. I am sure you’re
already aware of this: http://www.chasingthebutterfly.no but I put the link here for the
benefit of the community.
Chasing the Butterfly chasingthebutterfly.no· 3 Jan 2018
Avery Gosfield Wow· 3 Jan 2018
Avery Gosfield Neal Peres Da Costa a note on sound recording: in the late eighties, I
bought an LP for my father, a jazz fan from way back who spent his formative years
listening to the great bands of the late 30s and early 40s play in the bars of the south side
of Chicago. It was a bootleg recording, made with some kind of cockamamie equipment,
of a live concert by the Ellington band. He freaked out, saying "I haven't heard that sound
in 40 years" because the studio recordings, partially because of the musicians' attitudes
and partially due to the technical/time limitations of the old 78's, were completely
different from the live performances. Of course with classical music this would only be
partially true but it's certainly something to consider....· 3 Jan 2018
Daniel Ungermann Neal Peres Da Costa Congrats - your work is great ! One reason more
to use original instruments: A modern Steinway changes the expression possibilities: On a
modern Steinway it's possible to play well a dolce together, but with a total different
character - not this kind like Beethoven and the musicians of this time wanted to. I hope,
the 21th century will be a century of specialisation and of the using original instruments
for each era.· 4d · Edited
Roger Evans Avery Gosfield Fascinating food for thought.· 3 Jan 2018
Neal Peres Da Costa Hi Avery, thanks and yes I am totally aware of the limitations of early
recordings. Indeed, I devoted a section of my book "Off the Record" to that issue before
explaining the sorts of practices that we can certainly study in the recordings.· 4 Jan 2018
Christopher Holman I think HIP is really much more liberating than just a modern approach,
as it gives us the option to perform in both the modern or old style, and to use the best
elements from both to create a performance that both engages modern audiences while
acknowledging the culture and history of those who wrote ancient music. And even if you
choose to ignore every single piece of performance practice research, at least you’ve
considered every option.· 31 Dec 2017
Andrew Appel HIP is the modern approach!· 31 Dec 2017
John Mark Rozendaal Rigidity need not enter into any part of the process. Attention to h.p.
research, almost always; experimental, open-minded adherence to h.p. research, often;
rigid adherence, never.· 31 Dec 2017 · Edited
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Robert Hollingworth Beautifully put.· 31 Dec 2017
Robert Hollingworth Oliver Webber's post, I mean.· 31 Dec 2017
Barbara Norton I just don’t see how “rigid adherence” to _anything_ should take
precedence over communication with one’s audience, which, it seems to me, is the sole
purpose of “the performance itself.” Maybe I’m missing something in the question?· 31 Dec
2017
Emily L. Ferguson Rigid anything is most of the time a prescription for a deadly
performance. But one cannot go onstage determined to speak to an audience without
consideration of whether that audience is able to understand. If you’re in Delhi and the
only language you speak is Hungarian, you’re not likely to promote cross cultural
communication very effectively. Somewhere in there has to be a translator. The problem
is the same for speaking Rameau to an audience which only understands Snoop Doggy.
Abandoning all your preparation in favor of trying to reach an unprepared audience is not
what any performance art is about, to me.· 1 Jan 2018
Andrew Lawrence-King Who else has had the experience of going to a performance that
was thoroughly self-consistent, within its own "rules", but utterly incomprehensible to
outsiders? My experience was Japanese theatre. Of course, I missed huge amounts, but I
certainly didn't want the performers to change their show for me. I might have liked an
English translation, or a helpful program note though!· 1 Jan 2018
Allan Evans Maybe I'm missing everything but what does any of this have to do with Music?
Seems like looking down onto something as an outsider. "Keine Leben ohne Kunst, Keine
Kunst one Leben." (Goethe & repeatedly by Leschetizky).· 31 Dec 2017
Oliver Webber Research into performance practices of the past has everything to do
with music: we are trying to learn what informed, inspired and delighted musicians of
any given time, so as to better understand, and therefore deliver, their music.· 31 Dec
2017
Allan Evans Oliver Well, whom among today's innovative creators are you in contact
with? Are they limited to a Western Classical music that has avoided other traditional
practices? Sure research is important, especially when Sound is the priority and paper
evidence concludes. Tagliavini found peasants in Emilia Romagna who sang the canzone
that Frescobaldi used in his keyboard works. That's genuine research!· 31 Dec 2017
Oliver Webber Sorry, is there something wrong with the western classical tradition?
That’s my field. Not sure what you’re driving at.· 31 Dec 2017
Oliver Webber Specifically, you asked in your comment what “any of this” had to do
with music. What did you mean, exactly? In what way do you construe research into
historical performance practices as *not* having anything to do with music?· 31 Dec
2017
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Grant Colburn Allan Evans If a person is studying or investigating the historical
performance practice of western classical music why would they be investigating
"other" traditional practices?· 1 Jan 2018
Allan Evans Debussy, Bartók, and Ravel are examples of composers who greatly
benefitted from horizons that reached into non-Western-European cultures. They
would have remained poorer composers without them and performers who ignore
these influences do them a disservice. By the way I earlier asked which 21st century
composers are listened to by you all? There was only one answer so that implies that no
one else cares about new music and to study old music as if it had never been new can't
happen without intimate contact with the present creators.· 2 Jan 2018
Allan Evans corrected sentence: "By the way when I earlier asked which 21st century
composers are listened to by you, there was only one answer. . .[etc]· 2 Jan 2018
Grant Colburn Allan Evans Well sure, Debussy, Bartok and Ravel are examples of what
you describe, but their examples really have nothing to do with what is being talked
about. And to mostly be a devil's advocate, no. I don't think studying new music in any
way helps one understand old music. Quite the contrary, the less one immerses oneself
in "new" music probably the better for understanding old music.· 2 Jan 2018
Allan Evans Hmm. . . your way of interpreting/studying music implies that it is being
sullied if approached as having once been new! And you fear contamination from
contact with music in our time that places you within a culture not in your control.
Music's inner life depends on its own place and history and how it grew and developed
but by not being able to, or, even worse, refusing to see how new music exists in your
own context, you cannot have a genuine understanding of any music. This will make for
a lively discussion with my students. Thanks!· 2 Jan 2018
Grant Colburn Allan Evans People like the music they like. I like 14th to late 18th
century. Almost no music from the romantic era. Get back in with Satie, some
Stravinsky, bit of Bartok. But then also like middle eastern and Indian music as well as
progressive and hard rock. My tastes are more diverse than the average classical fan. I
am not lacking and understand music just fine, thank you...· 2 Jan 2018
Grant Colburn Allan Evans So by your same reasoning is it necessary for me to have an
appreciation of speed metal to interpret the blues?· 2 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy I have certainly been in classes and discussions in which a particular type of
music was noted as being new - in the context of what came before it.· 4 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber Allan, your claims and statements are a little puzzling; you’ve said firstly
that historical performance research has nothing to do with music, then than no one
listens to historical recordings, and now that you cannot understand music from earlier
eras unless you are in close contact with contemporary composers. The first is
manifestly untrue, the second demonstrably untrue, and the third is questionable at
best. To suggest that we have no chance of understanding music of the past without an
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understanding of how today’s composers work is, apart from anything else, suggesting
a false equivalence between compositional methods then and now.· 4 Jan 2018
Grant Colburn Oliver Webber True. In fact as one who spends much of my time writing
new period accurate baroque music I'd say what often helps for an understanding of
music from the past is to NOT study later music.· 4 Jan 2018 · Edited
Allan Evans Oliver Webber If you cannot be close to a living composer, then what
results is a detached abstraction devoid of human contact that fails in its attempts to
make sense of the art of people who, when they were alive, were more alive than we
could ever be, quite evident when you spend time with living composers and
experience their influences and decisions. Otherwise it's just paper work without a
frame of reference based on humans. I'll stop because we do not share the same
language.· 4 Jan 2018
Allan Evans Grant Colburn If you care to surmount Debussy's Etudes, for most people
they are a failed attempt to scale his Everest as they are at a loss on how this arose out
of Debussy's earlier style but when Mme. Messiaen played them, she knew where and
what they led to.· 4 Jan 2018· Edited
Oliver Webber Allan Evans that’s a very arrogant point of view, which dismisses the
work of many hundreds of fine musicians. It’s also unjustified, but I can see that you
won’t accept an alternative point of view so it’s probably best to leave it there. 4 Jan
2018
Grant Colburn Allan Evans I have no idea what you wrote to me or Oliver actually
means. I wouldn't actually consider playing Debussy part of historical performance
research, though I can see how it could be looked at that way. I take the topic at hand
as being about how one can play authentically the music of a time from the past. No
one needs to know how Debussy himself played his music for it to be played
authentically "for the period." Or for further example Bach himself played no more
authentically "for his period" than the young student of his did when Bach taught them.
Even an obscure composer like Bach's English contemporary Barnabas Gunn whose
composing abilities have been much questioned due to his "oddness" or lack of ability
in the end wrote music just as "authentic for the period" as Bach did. Or consider a
Frenchman playing Bach in Bach's day full of additional ornaments and even adding in
notes inégales whether Bach intended them or not was still playing "authentically" for
his period.· 4 Jan 2018· Edited
Esha Neogy Isn't anyone who so much as improvises an ornament a living composer, if
only for a moment?· 4 Jan 2018
Allan Evans I'll wish you all well on your way with Music and am relieved that no living
composers will be subjected to your approaches.· 5 Jan 2018
Grant Colburn Allan Evans The intentions of composers are overrated anyways
2018 · Edited

5 Jan
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Grant Colburn Esha Neogy Well, maybe an arranger

:-)· 5 Jan 2018

Esha Neogy Why would a living composer be subjected to *historical* performance
research - unless he or she wanted to be? It doesn't seem like a relevant thing about
which to be relieved.· 5 Jan 2018· Edited
Oliver Webber I think that’s Allan’s point; he disapproves so strongly of what we do that
he’s glad it doesn’t apply to modern composers. Slightly bewildering but there you go!·
5 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy Ah yes.· 5 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy Pity; a living composer like Grant Colburn might have given him another
new thing to think about.· 5 Jan 2018
Grant Colburn I don't my own position would have made it very far with Allan
Jan 2018
Esha Neogy And yet he can't deny you live and compose!

😀· 5

:D 5 Jan 2018

Esha Neogy
https://www.facebook.com/ColumbiaClassics/posts/1792560584090534Manage

Columbia University Department of ClassicsLike Page
31 December 2017 at 12:34 · · 5 Jan 2018
Kenichi Ikuno Esha Neogy you mean this music?
https://youtu.be/hSHwA6AJFnMManage

Almand by Grant Colburn

youtube.com · 5 Jan 2018

Esha Neogy Yes!· 4d
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Kenichi Ikuno With all due respect, I think composing in an historically informed way
that denies almost 200 years of music history is as bad as composing in a modern way
that denies 200 years of music history.· 5 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy Oh dear. I don't think a composer has to acknowledge all the music that has
ever existed. Isn't that more a performer's issue? Different styles exist in any era, and
one composition can't cover them all. In any case, perhaps this should be discussed in a
separate post, or very few people will even see it.· 5 Jan 2018· Edited
Kenichi Ikuno A composer doesn’t have to acknowledge everything, that would be
neurotic at best. Have you listened to Steve Reich’s “Proverb” or his body of work? I
think it is a good way of acknowledging the past and still acknowledge that we live in
the 21st century. We cannot go about living disavowing the flow of time and its
changes. And I am not entirely sure what you mean this is a performer’s issue, could
you please clarify?· 5 Jan 2018· Edited
Esha Neogy I mean that a composer can compose in any style he or she wants, break
the conventions of any historical style, write in a historically *un*informed way, etc. It's
the performers who (at least in this Historical Performance Research group) might be
concerned with playing in a historically informed way. Also, I think the issue of a
composer being of his/her time has been addressed elsewhere in this larger thread, but
of course they'll be of their time, whether they do it consciously or not.· 5 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber I don’t really understand such a negative attitude. A lot of people in this
forum specialise in studying and performing the music of various past eras. That does
not mean that we disavow time, it just means we have a particular love or fascination
for certain types of music. It is a specialist area and not to everyone’s taste, certainly,
but no need to be dismissive. The clue is in the name of the forum...· 5 Jan 2018· Edited
Esha Neogy Choosing a style is not the same as disavowing all other styles. 5 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy Exactly.· 5 Jan 2018
Allan Evans Kenichi As most here are engaged with Italian treatises, here's a comment
by Modigliani (a non-Baroque painter) to his friend Licini (another great Italian painter)
made in the Paris of 1917: "In arte non ci sono ritorni o rinascite. Io adoro Raffaello, ma
l'idea di un altro Raffaello a venire mi fa ridere. Come ci potessero essere due soli in
cielo!· See translation · 5 Jan 2018 · Edited
Kenichi Ikuno Esha Neogy It is not wrong that you compose in the style of your
choosing. Nevertheless, the phrase of a composer being, or not, of his time is not an
argument: you cannot hide in style when you don’t have anything to say. It is the same
as saying that a performance is valid because it checks all the norms within HIP but it is
lacking of musicality or hides the musician’s lack of imagination. What makes me quite
angry is saying that this is enough, it is never enough! I have to see the musician behind
the music! The composer behind his score! Just going on talking about theories or
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treatises or what was done when comes to naught when the result is uninteresting or
poor. And don’t come with “oh he is ignorant so he doesn’t get it” come on! This is ART,
it is the joint effort of intellect and aesthetics (whatever those might be): we should
strive for a balance in such an unbalanced world we live in. And sure, your fascination is
extremely valid and very commendable. Now past era music is played with a vitality
that was not heard of, Gardiner’s recording of Beethoven’s Missa Solemnis is much
more exciting than Klemperer‘s or Karajan’s. Scholarly research helped, sure! But there
is a human aspect to the recording that makes it spark. So when this is lost, inside what
should’ve, it becomes exasperating. And yes, I think you cannot close the doors of
newer music. Some remarkable players like the Hilliards, Jean-Guihen Queryras,
Esfahani, and Gardiner himself have delved in new music and I believe it has enriched
their performance. Hiding this kind of prejudice with taste is not a valid reasoning
anymore. 5 Jan 2018
Kenichi Ikuno https://youtu.be/I5lgAUHVFC4Manage

Steve Reich - Proverb

youtube.com· 5 Jan 2018

Oliver Webber You are arguing with a straw man; if you read the rest of this thread you
will find 100% agreement that study and scholarship alone is not enough for a good
performance. In fact I would be astonished if anyone, anywhere, had ever claimed this!·
5 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy Kenichi, your original comment here was against Grant Colburn composing
in a certain style. That criticism is what I was objecting to.· 5 Jan 2018
Grant Colburn Kenichi Ikuno wrote, "I have to see the musician behind the music! The
composer behind his score! Just going on talking about theories or treatises or what
was done when comes to naught when the result is uninteresting or poor. And don’t
come with “oh he is ignorant so he doesn’t get it” come on! This is ART, it is the joint
effort of intellect and aesthetics (whatever those might be): we should strive for a
balance in such an unbalanced world we live in." This aesthetic you discuss though is
actually almost entirely foreign to how composers of the 17th and 18th centuries
thought of themselves. Composition during that era was much more of a CRAFT than an
art. Self expression was not the goal of most music of the baroque era. That is the main
problem with taking our modern concepts and aesthetic judgments and applying it to
older pre Beethoven music. This was FUNCTIONAL music, not a personal expression of
genius.· 5 Jan 2018
Kenichi Ikuno Esha Neogy “True. In fact as one who spends much of my time writing
new period accurate baroque music I'd say what often helps for an understanding of
music from the past is to NOT study later music.” This is the phrase I find extremely
troubling. I have to say that there’s a lot of music of that time. I ask the composer, then,
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what is his purpose of writing in a style that has been written by far greater
composers?· 5 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy What is the purpose of anyone writing anything if they assume it will never
be "the best"? I prefer to think of music as a continuing conversation with room for all
rather than a race to some undefinable top.· 5 Jan 2018· Edited
Grant Colburn Kenichi Ikuno Well, considering that modern performers will never match
the authentic quality of performers from the 18th century, what is their purpose? There
is no purpose, it is a personal choice. It is a simple FACT that there is no need for ANY
new music to be written anymore. It serves no function whatsoever yet people are still
doing it.· 5 Jan 2018
Kenichi Ikuno Grant Colburn please then stop composing then.· 4d
Esha Neogy Again, a composer doesn't have to study anything. 5 Jan 2018
Grant Colburn Kenichi Ikuno wrote, "please then stop composing then." Please stop
believing that your opinion is any more important or relevant than mine.· 5 Jan 2018
Grant Colburn Kenichi Ikuno Your "preference to think" is what is completely wrong
when it applies to period music. You are thinking about it and judging it by modern
standards which have nothing to do with how it was thought about at the time. From
your perspective we are left with thinking of music as being a great story of "progress"
to the crap of the current day. It's like a wonderful story with a bad ending. Music does
NOT evolve from lesser to better, merely different. There is nothing technically "better"
about spending 10 minutes listening to something written from the 15th century
compared to 10 minutes of something written last year.· 5 Jan 2018· Edited
Oliver Webber Kenichi Ikuno why the hostility? If you don’t like Grant’s music, you are
not obliged to listen to it. Others might enjoy it: let them be.· 5 Jan 2018
Grant Colburn Oliver Webber Why? because it shatters their entire belief in the purpose
of music and the belief it is somehow "evolving" towards something... 5 Jan 2018
Kenichi Ikuno I never said it was an evolution! Don’t put words on my mouth, sir. I have
never said such things. I have to say that you cannot leave unacknowledged 300 years
of history! The music nowadays is certainly not better than in the 15th 16th or 17th
century. Mr.· 5 Jan 2018
Allan Evans Grant Colburn How about Mozart's political undercurrent in his preBeethoven Don Giovanni? You underestimate pre-19th century composers due to their
not having left tell-all diaries. Is Bach's word painting mere "craft"? Vamping in an older
genre is either a good piano-bar entertainment or a onanistic act. And did Liszt fall
below 18th century musical/technical standards? Grant: Kenichi is a composer of music,
not someone in a Baroque costume pageant. "The crap of the current day" indicates
someone who is unwilling to pick out gems from what you label as sewage. I'm sure
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you've never had the slightest passion for anything post-Beethoven. .· 5 Jan 2018 ·
Edited
Kenichi Ikuno Oliver Webber you’re completely right.· 5 Jan 2018
Grant Colburn Kenichi Ikuno wrote, "The music nowadays is certainly not better than in
the 15th 16th or 17th century." Well, then i CAN "leave unacknowledged 300 years of
history," can't I? I don't limit my tastes in music to the European classical canon.
Looking from the time we are in now I think modern classical music for the most part is
dead. The new music which is being written today which will actually matter is in the
experimental "popular" music realms.· 5 Jan 2018 · Edited
Esha Neogy Again: The performer or musicologist probably should not ignore what's
been done. The composer can ignore anything.· 5 Jan 2018· Edited
Allan Evans Grant Colburn "popular" as a pejorative. The elite decides what is worthy
but a Bluesman's rhythm shoves you all into the dirt.· 5 Jan 2018
Allan Evans Esha Neogy Why did Brahms model some works on Schubert? Why did he
edit Couperin and did it appear in his works? You impose such narrow boundaries onto
composers, especially those who are living and could easily explain to you what they're
doing and why..· 5 Jan 2018· Edited
Grant Colburn Allan Evans Yes, you are completely correct. I have no interest in music
from the time of late Haydn and Mozart and Beethoven all the way up to composers
like Satie. I have never had an interest in the entire romantic era. So what? If you think
writing me here will change something about me or my taste in music you are mistaken.
5 Jan 2018
Grant Colburn Allan Evans wrote, " "popular" as a pejorative. The elite decides what is
worthy but a Bluesman's rhythm shoves you all into the dirt." I have no idea what this is
supposed to mean. 5 Jan 2018
Allan Evans Grant Colburn I have no interest whatsoever in your musical preferences
but the composers worthy of respect have a wider gamut of influences and relations to
the time.· 5 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy Allan Evans, I didn't say a later composer *should* ignore earlier ones, only
that he or she doesn't *have* to take them into account.· 5 Jan 2018
Grant Colburn Allan Evans also wrote, " the composers worthy of respect have a wider
gamut of influences and relations to the time." And what? They don't get enough
attention from everyone else besides me?· 4d
Allan Evans Grant Colburn You have no idea whom they are.· 5 Jan 2018
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Kenichi Ikuno Mr. Colburn, please stop placing words in my mouth. That’s what bigots
do. I don’t have the mindset of the 15th-17th century simply because I wasn’t born in
those centuries. I think it is quite naive of you that you think that can think in the
mindset of that time. We have been touched or scarred, whether we like it or not, by
our times. If your music is a reaction of the music that is written nowadays, fine. That is
your decision. But it is also in my right to question those reasons in a dialogue. To be
quite honest, I agree with you, there is no real place of a composer nowadays. In my
experience I think it is absolutely necessary to do it, I cannot stop doing it, why? There’s
a responsibility we have in the world as artists, if you have nothing to say, or rather not
wanting to say it, let others say it. But don’t lump all of the new music as garbage, puts
you in the bunch as well...· 5 Jan 2018
Grant Colburn Allan Evans You have no way of knowing that, but again do I seem
concerned? 5 Jan 2018
Grant Colburn Kenichi Ikuno wrote, "if you have nothing to say, or rather not wanting to
say it, let others say it." Luckily for me you don't get to decide that for me, do you?· 5
Jan 2018
Allan Evans This is all fantastic material. I offer bad and good performances for students
to critique and this thread will be a banquet for them!· 5 Jan 2018
Kenichi Ikuno Grant Colburn thankfully not. You are completely in your right.· 5 Jan
2018
Allan Evans Grant Colburn Allan Evans wrote, " "popular" as a pejorative. The elite
decides what is worthy but a Bluesman's rhythm shoves you all into the dirt." I have no
idea what this is supposed to mean. Time to study what's between the lines. . .· 5 Jan
2018
Grant Colburn Allan Evans wrote, "Time to study what's between the lines." No, time
for you to rewrite a clearer sentence. And while you're at it, time to not be
condescending. I have no need to do what you think I should do..· 5 Jan 2018
Kenichi Ikuno Esha Neogy I completely agree with you. We can do as we like,
composers.· 5 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy Allan, you're a living composer of those words and can "easily" explain
them, as you said above.· 5 Jan 2018· Edited
Grant Colburn Allan Evans So my disagreeing with you somehow makes me pompous?
Aren't you the one writing to me like "I" am supposed to do something just because you
believe you have a right to tell me to?· 5 Jan 2018· Edited
Allan Evans Is my English too foreign for you? Must be from having read too much
Faulkner and involvement with the Blues. Irony is something that eludes specialists.· 5
Jan 2018
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Allan Evans Esha Neogy If I have to explain those words, it would result in an insult and I
wish to spare you that.· 5 Jan 2018
Grant Colburn Allan Evans wrote, "If I have to explain those words, it would result in an
insult and I wish to spare you that." And you're calling me your highness?· 5 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy I don't think Grant was using "popular" pejoratively when he said it was the
future, so I didn't understand the point of your comment.· 5 Jan 2018
Grant Colburn Esha Neogy Definitely not. I have also been a popular musician and rock
composer since about 1987...· 5 Jan 2018
Allan Evans Grant Colburn Like your music, there is a lack of wit and irony. Everything
served up plain and simple. Thank god that Britain colonized India so that one may eat
their cuisine in the UK.· 5 Jan 2018
Allan Evans Grant Colburn How about a link to your rock? I heard Captain Beefheart and
The Pink Floyd in 1970 and would like to see how you fit in with them. 5 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber Allan Evans you have come to this thread with nothing but disdain and
hostility, dismissing ideas and approaches which serve many musicians and listeners
very well, providing intellectual and artistic inspiration to many. It’s not the first time
you’ve done so. I can’t help wondering why you are contributing to a forum about
historical performance at all if you find it so distasteful. Can you not live and let live?· 5
Jan 2018
Esha Neogy There's no tone of voice or facial expression in this format. Don't blame
missed communication (such as irony) entirely on the recipient of it.· 5 Jan 2018· Edited
Grant Colburn Allan Evans Again your highness, you know nothing about me. Sorry that
you somehow seemed to believe that if you only shared your personal opinions of
music with me it would somehow change my mind. It won't. This isn't my first rodeo of
needing to defend what I do. You can keep arguing and making cute stories about
Indian cuisine, but in the end it will change nothing.· 5 Jan 2018
Grant Colburn Allan Evans here's 2 links to the rock music I do. This one is from the
band I previously had in a more modern 21st century style. The band I am currently
putting back together does music of a more retro 70's blues style.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yUTcSNXpV6kManage

Strange Ritual - Spread Your Wings youtube.com· 5 Jan 2018
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Allan Evans Oliver Webber I consider myself a musician and find what passes for music
research here has absolutely nothing to do with all the music I've laboriously created,
digested, and studied over the decades. Someone with a different perspective can offer
you a much needed contrasting perspective but your limits as a rather insular group
cannot venture beyond a certain limit.· 5 Jan 2018
Kenichi Ikuno Would you need, Mr. Colburn, to defend your music? I think it says more
about you than you’re letting on now. But calling a work of someone garbage stops all
paths of dialogue.· 5 Jan 2018
Grant Colburn Allan Evans retro band:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=noVqATLm2e4Manage

Here It Comes by Viper's Drag youtube.com· 5 Jan 2018
Grant Colburn Kenichi Ikuno there is absolutely NO WHERE where I called anyone's
music garbage.· 5 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy Kenichi, I think Grant's having needed to defend is more about people's
tendency to assume that writing in a past style is bad.
Manage· 5 Jan 2018
Grant Colburn Allan Evans wrote, "Someone with a different perspective can offer you a
much needed contrasting perspective but your limits as a rather insular group cannot
venture beyond a certain limit.." You are offering a solution to a problem that no one
has said actually exists.· 5 Jan 2018
Allan Evans Grant Colburn That's far better than your harpsichord music! Why can't you
transcribe it for the claveçin? Here's a Finnish Pagan Metal Band that bases their
composed pieces on folk themes. I was lucky to hear them live twice.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TJELEmCwN3UManage

Moonsorrow - Unohduksen Lapsi [Tuska 2003] youtube.com 5 Jan 2018 · Edited
Grant Colburn Esha Neogy And I am merely defending for its own entertainment value
of enjoying debate. I have no assumption that I will sway anyone to my cause any more
than I assume they will sway my own. But I'll keep debating until the rest run out of
steam...· 5 Jan 2018· Edited
Grant Colburn Allan Evans And again, your opinion of what music I write and what you
prefer will have no consequence to me or what I do.· 5 Jan 2018
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Grant Colburn I know it's a really difficult thing for "contemporary" composers to
understand that people actually play and write the music they enjoy the most because
it is in fact what they enjoy most...· 5 Jan 2018· Edited
Oliver Webber Allan, I’m afraid that part of the reason for this is that your
understanding of historical performance is deeply flawed. You don’t seem to
comprehend the breadth, depth or nuance of what we do, or recognise the validity of
any approach other than your own. I wouldn’t suggest for a moment that an approach
to music is only valid if it is historically informed; yet you seem quite happy to try to
impose your values on a group of people to whom they do not apply. Whether HIP has
anything to do with what *you* do, I cannot say; the way that you have written about
us, however, has ranged from patronising to bewildering to downright insulting; you
would find a more receptive audience of you began with an open, generous
perspective, which has sadly been lacking in everything you have contributed here.· 5
Jan 2018
Kenichi Ikuno Esha Neogy It is true. See Schnittke, maybe not the best example, but I’m
all in for writing in older forms.· 5 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber Kenichi Ikuno you did start out by calling Grant’s approaching to
composition “bad”; perhaps this is why he felt the need to defend himself.· 5 Jan 2018
Allan Evans Oliver Webber How is music theory applied to your research? Without a
structural grasp it becomes an exchange of surface elements. Have you engaged
Schenker or Burnett (who surpassed Schenker)?· 5 Jan 2018
Allan Evans http://elevenpitchclassanalysis.orgManage
Composition, Chromaticism and the Developmental Process: A
New…elevenpitchclassanalysis.org· 5 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy Earlier music theories address structure too.· 5 Jan 2018
Grant Colburn And I know this will be a shock, but I also don't composer music for some
kind of "self expression." Or because I have some type of message to share. Composing
period music for me can often by like doing a crossword puzzle. If it reaches a depth of
originality and emotional quality so much the better. That that is not its purpose or
intent.· 5 Jan 2018
Allan Evans Burnett covers Di Lasso to early Schoenberg.· 5 Jan 2018
Grant Colburn Allan Evans Again, you seem to actually believe that an understanding of
Schoenberg would have ANYTHING relevant to do with playing Corelli effectively.· 5 Jan
2018
Allan Evans Esha Neogy Have you read Burnett? No one comes near him but not being
in style, his ingenious achievement goes unnoticed.· 5 Jan 2018
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Kenichi Ikuno Again, I beg to differ Mr. Colburn, you said “from your perspective we are
left with thinking of music as being a great story of “progress” to the crap of the current
day”.· 5 Jan 2018
Grant Colburn Kenichi Ikuno Oh that's right. I did say crap, just not garbage. My bad.
Still I firmly believe that when one talks of cutting edge music of the last 40 years
musicians like Hendrix and Jimmy Page will be discussed far more than whatever living
composers have done.· 5 Jan 2018· Edited
Oliver Webber The whole point of HIP is that you apply contemporary theoretical
principles, not later ones, interesting though they might be in their own right. So I
prefer to read Burmeister on Lasso, for example, as he understands Lasso’s rhetorical
intentions better than theorists who are looking at it through a filter of 3-400 years of
later developments.· 5 Jan 2018· Edited
Allan Evans Grant Colburn Schoenberg had elements of Corelli that illuminate both his
and Corelli's music. When doing research one mustn't impose temporal limits as the
past is never the past.· 5 Jan 2018
Allan Evans Oliver Webber Would you kindly analyze for us Di Lasso's Carmina
Chromatica? My teacher Felix Salzer failed and gave up on it. Was it because he didn't
have enough background in early Renaissance treatises? 5 Jan 2018· Edited
Esha Neogy I'm not objecting to Burnett in the least. I'm simply saying that theories of
music developed earlier also address structure. Of course a historical performance
researcher will apply music theory - possibly theories developed when the music was
developed, since those have the best chance of being relevant, but maybe other
theories too.· 5 Jan 2018
Grant Colburn Allan Evans Oh look, you're telling ME and everyone else what to do once
again. So if that is what you believe, then merely tell me, How did Corelli perform his
own music without him knowing Schoenberg would later exist? Are we supposed to
believe that Corelli and his contemporaries were somehow lacking due to their not
knowing Schoenberg?· 5 Jan 2018· Edited
Allan Evans Grant Colburn Your limiting classical music to one period is telling everyone
in your reach what to do or not to do. I'm open to everything from Ancient Greece to
modern Albania.· 5 Jan 2018
Allan Evans Esha Neogy Burnett would be an enlightenment to read.. He decoded
otherwise unfathomable works. Take a risk and read his work. 5 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy It can be fascinating to apply, say, structuralism to early music. There's
room for it all, especially if we deemphasize temporality - but Allan, that word "all"
means you have to allow the people here to use other approaches as well.· 5 Jan 2018
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Grant Colburn Allan Evans I see you didn't actually answer the question. My limiting
what I do in no way puts a limit on others..· 5 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber Possibly. Who is Salsa? What did he or she have to say about why they
gave up? I’m busy with Monteverdi at the moment, so I’m not going to offer to
undertake a complex analysis of a work I don’t yet know for you; if I did I would start
with the rhetorical principles espoused by Burmeister, and perhaps make reference to
some of the symbolism you find in Kepler’s (yes, that Kepler!) analysis of some of
Lasso’s works.· 5 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy Please don't assume I haven't read him.· 5 Jan 2018
Allan Evans Oliver Webber Salzer. Auto-correct is incorrect.· 5 Jan 2018
Allan Evans Oliver Webber You should analyze it for yourself of course. And then
observe how Salzer and Burnett approach it.· 5 Jan 2018
Kenichi Ikuno Grant Colburn thank you for that clarification. I am not trying to insult you
personally. I think we can be adults and not going for ad hominem. I thank you for your
clarification that your music is more of a “crossword puzzle” for you, it is good that you
do that; I am not saying this in an condescending manner. But just don’t lump all the
music of the 20th-21st century together. There are really great pieces out there!· 5 Jan
2018· Edited
Oliver Webber “Grant Colburn Your limiting classical music to one period is telling
everyone in your reach what to do or not to do. I'm open to everything from Ancient
Greece to modern Albania.” No: we are not asking anyone else to approach music the
way we do. This is another example of how you misunderstand our work. We do it,
offer it to the world, and that’s that. If you hate it, fine; don’t come to our concerts. If
you love it, great, we look forward to seeing you in the audience.· 5 Jan 2018
Allan Evans Esha Neogy If you have, your approach would have been changed long ago.
We're talking about a major breakthrough from the chains of theory. You follow his
observations and find that the composer's' thought processes are stripped bare.· 5 Jan
2018
Grant Colburn Allan Evans wrote, "You should analyze it for yourself of course. And then
observe how Salzer and Burnett approach it." Time is short, Oliver said where his focus
is right now. I should maybe be composing right now, but my main interest as of late
has been to typeset newly discovered keyboard music by William Babell and putting a
band back together, Again just as when they listen to music, people pick and choose
what to spend their time doing regardless of your opinion about it.· 5 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber “Oliver Webber You should analyze it for yourself of course. And then
observe how Salzer and Burnett approach it.” Of course. But where we depart is in the
relative importance we give to primary and secondary sources: naturally, secondary
sources can be revealing, but they often reveal more about the age in which they were
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written; for us, primary sources carry the most weight as they give us the best chance of
being able to understand the music in the same way as the original composers and
performers understood it.· 5 Jan 2018
Grant Colburn Allan Evans wrote, "We're talking about a major breakthrough from the
chains of theory." Again, and what? Why would this be relevant to someone either
performing or writing period music?· 5 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy What is *my* approach?· 5 Jan 2018
Allan Evans Esha Neogy one that hasn't been exposed to Burnett's.· 5 Jan 2018
Allan Evans Grant Colburn To better understand the music.· 5 Jan 2018
Grant Colburn Allan Evans One gets the feeling that modern contemporary classical
composers can't handle it when others don't see them as prophets of the present
musical age...· 5 Jan 2018
Allan Evans Grant Colburn some examples please?· 5 Jan 2018
Grant Colburn Allan Evans Better than who> The actual composer and his
contemporaries?· 5 Jan 2018
Grant Colburn Allan Evans Examples of what? Someone who sees themselves as a
prophet of the present musical age. Uh, I'm talking about you.· 5 Jan 2018
Allan Evans Grant Colburn as if all the period scientists outrank Einstein? A fine mind
can appear in any time and shake up the pecking order.· 5 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy Allan, you haven't yet answered my correction to your assumption above
where you said I was narrow for not acknowledging that later composers studied earlier
ones Brahms, Couperin, etc.). I think you may have misread something back there.· 4d
Grant Colburn Allan Evans Please, you're not seriously trying to create a parallel
between music and science, are you?· 5 Jan 2018
Allan Evans Grant Colburn Me a prophet! That's like getting an honorary doctorate! I'm
blushing!· 5 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber Well, historians of science understand well that it is not a simple case of
linear “improvement”, so some parallels are in order.· 5 Jan 2018
Grant Colburn Kenichi Ikuno wrote, "But just don’t lump all the music of the 20th-21st
century together. There are really great pieces out there!" Yes, that's TRUE and I do like
some modern music as well. But for me the pendulum has shifted I think. True cutting
edge music has shifted from classical to experimental "popular."· 5 Jan 2018· Edited
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Grant Colburn Allan Evans I didn't say you were actually CORRECT to speak to us like
you are a prophet, merely that is how you are coming off as seeing yourself.· 5 Jan 2018
Allan Evans Esha Neogy What have you seen in their studies of earlier composers.· 5 Jan
2018
Grant Colburn Allan Evans wrote, "What have you seen in their studies of earlier
composers." Again, what does it matter?· 5 Jan 2018
Allan Evans Grant Colburn Since you and I were born after the only great composers
(according to you) then we don't matter at all!· 5 Jan 2018
Grant Colburn Allan Evans Yes, I agree. We do NOT matter at all. Now what? It won't
stop me. Will it stop you?· 5 Jan 2018· Edited
Esha Neogy If the only conversations were those that everyone agreed mattered... 5 Jan
2018
Allan Evans Grant Colburn Keep safe by avoiding all my writings and publications. We'll
both be happier and not have to agree to disagree anymore.· 5 Jan 2018
Grant Colburn Allan Evans I knew that from the start. My happiness is unchanged.
· 5 Jan 2018 · Edited
Kenichi Ikuno V-I· 5 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber The fundamental problem here is that while we are not trying to impose
our values and priorities on anyone else, Allan is trying, hampered by a flawed
understanding of what we do, to belittle our priorities and impose his values on us. I am
at a loss to understand his motivation, but it is impossible to have a meaningful
dialogue in these circumstances.· 5 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy Also hampered by some lack of specificity. "Read my writings" or "read
between the lines" would be more useful in understanding Allan's points if
supplemented with summaries or other explications or clarifications.· 5 Jan 2018· Edited
Allan Evans Esha Neogy buon appetito! www.arbiterrecords.orgManage
Arbiter of Cultural Traditions arbiterrecords.org See translation · 5 Jan 2018 · Edited
Grant Colburn Oliver Webber Yes, it seems that sometimes those involved in the cutting
edge of modern classical music need to really believe that others think as they do, and
when they find out that others don't it somehow shakes their confidence or something.
There are people who spend their whole lives dedicated to conserving medieval
paintings. That is what THEY choose to do. They are not "lacking" due to not having an
appreciation for Jackson Pollack· 5 Jan 2018 · Edited
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Kenichi Ikuno Grant Colburn you can say that to my face. Otherwise I don’t consider my
music cutting edge. Was criticized of being overly conservative. So I’m in the same boat
as you, just not with my head in the sand. 5 Jan 2018
Kenichi Ikuno Grant Colburn moreover if you want to insult by passive aggressiveness I
would appreciate open aggression more since it would involve having more cojones.· 5
Jan 2018
Esha Neogy Kenichi Ikuno, I thought Grant was talking about Allan - though I don't get
the sense Allan is a composer.· 5 Jan 2018· Edited
Grant Colburn Kenichi Ikuno Yup, like Esha said I'm pretty sure I was referring to Allan.
So don't feel the need to lump yourself with him unless you really want to :-)· 5 Jan
2018
Grant Colburn Kenichi Ikuno This is what I wrote to you, "Yes, that's TRUE and I do like
some modern music as well. But for me the pendulum has shifted I think. True cutting
edge music has shifted from classical to experimental "popular." Not sure how me
stating that opinion became offensive to you.· 5 Jan 2018· Edited
Kenichi Ikuno Grant Colburn no need to point it out. It was clear from the post at the
start. And since you responded to Mr. Webber it was not clear to whom it was
addressed. But that I took offense must give you a hint why I responded so forcefully.· 5
Jan 2018
Grant Colburn Kenichi Ikuno wrote, " But that I took offense must give you a hint why I
responded so forcefully." Nope, actually no hint at all. After what has been said here
about me and the music I write, I'm supposed to be worried whether I offended
someone unintentionally?· 5 Jan 2018· Edited
Grant Colburn Esha Neogy So, not that it hasn't been fun, but this might give you an
idea of why I kind of avoid getting in these debates. Very rarely is someone's
predetermined opinion actually changed after the effort. I probably come off as no fun
to debate with since if I was worried about what others think about what I do, I would
have stopped a long time ago :-)· 5 Jan 2018 · Edited
Esha Neogy What happened to the proposal to be adults and not make ad hominem
attacks?· 5 Jan 2018
Kenichi Ikuno Grant Colburn I do consider myself a modern composer. I don’t know if
you. And no, I don’t believe you have to think like I do, heavens no! Just be more open.·
5 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy Grant Colburn, I do think, though, that you might find more support in this
particular group than you expect. (This subthread isn't a good example except for me
and Oliver, but that's about 50%.)· 5 Jan 2018 · Edited
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Grant Colburn Kenichi Ikuno Open to what? I comprehend the history and present of
classical music. I am also directly involved in current popular or rock music. I also greatly
enjoy Indian and middle eastern music. The problem is not whether I am "open" but
whether people believe me to be somehow "lacking" in my choice of what I do with
music.· 5 Jan 2018
Grant Colburn Esha Neogy Oh, I realize that! There's is much openness from those
involved in early music for a lot of aspects of period composition. Still there are those
who are all for improvisation, or needing to write new recitatives missing for an opera
or even writing all new pieces like Andrew Lawrence-King did for a Monteverdi opera.
And somehow THAT kind of period composition fills what is seen as a need, but then
those same people would find no value in actually writing a new baroque opera from
scratch. It is an interesting and funny debate!· 5 Jan 2018
Grant Colburn Esha Neogy And just for a funny aside, when Andrew posted I think the
opening overture for the Monteverdi opera he reconstructed somewhere, I reposted it
to the Vox Saeculorum site (dedicated to period composers) and the main comment
about it was, "Hey, what's that parallel 5th doing there in the 3rd measure?"· 5 Jan
2018· Edited
Kenichi Ikuno Look, Mr. Colburn, this is a waste of your time. Go and compose and be
happy. If you’re happy, nobody else has to be. Let alone people on this thread. You
need a pat on the back? Nobody will give it to you and it is not exclusive on the music
that you write. This is what all composers suffer. So stop typing and compose. I’ll do
that after having an aspirin.· v
Oliver Webber Grant Colburn I think I commented on that parallel, too!· 5 Jan 2018
Grant Colburn Kenichi Ikuno Obviously this debate has affected you more than me. My
time isn't wasted. As I said I do this type of debating mostly for its entertainment value.
I'm not worried in the least whether I am getting a "pat on the back." If I was concerned
about that do you seriously think I'd be writing new period music? From what I can tell
my existence on this thread is much more relevant than yours.· 5 Jan 2018· Edited
Allan Evans King Grant rules HPR
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· 5 Jan 2018 · Edited
Grant Colburn Allan Evans Typical... I'm sure you'll include your posting an attempted
offensive meme about me with your class, right?· 5 Jan 2018
Allan Evans Grant Colburn No, I don't intend to and never even considered it until you
mentioned it.· 5 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy Levelheadedness could be useful here...· 5 Jan 2018
Grant Colburn Kenichi Ikuno Again, you and Allan both seem to have taken this debate
far more seriously than I have. I'm not sure which offends you more, that I can't be
rattled by your pronouncements upon what I do, or that I place so little value in your
opinions of what I do.· 5 Jan 2018· Edited
Esha Neogy Seems to me offence is being taken at statements that seem insulting.
Whether or not they were meant to be is a good question. Where they are meant to be,
they move us away from the actual topics. And I'm not addressing that to just any one
person here.· 5 Jan 2018· Edited
Grant Colburn Esha Neogy Perhaps, though from what I can see the attempts to be
insulting were directed mostly at me. And now those same people are further offended
because their insults on me do not actually work. Nor should anything I wrote be
considered insulting. That would imply that they have some type of respect for my
opinions, and I highly doubt that to be the case...· 5 Jan 2018
Kenichi Ikuno Grant Colburn si usted no siente más allá de lo que usted ve y se siente
cómodo, jamás podrá ser un compositor. Se sentirá cómodo por lo que es racialmente,
que no se ha ganado por su esfuerzo. Usted clama victoria al estilo de Trump, por el
silencio de sus contrincantes, nada es más contrario a eso. Guardamos silencio ante un
abuso como el suyo por su intransigencia y su ignorancia profunda. No porque usted
haya ganado. La historia nos juzgará. Pero para usted, la historia no tiene espacio,
simplemente porque la historia ya ha sido escrita por gente más grande que usted y que
usted, en su soberbia, pretende usurpar usando sus estilos. Usted, Colburn, no es más
que un fraude, un feto abortado antes de nacer, para usted son las arenas del olvido y
no las estatuas de la historia, para usted es el polvo y no los fósiles de la perpetuidad.
Para usted no hay sabiduría, pero estulticia perpetua.
· See translation · 6 Jan 2018 · Edited
Oliver Webber Kenichi Ikuno can you explain what this offensive tirade adds to the
discussion? We understand that Grant’s choice to compose music in an old style is
something you find distasteful. But there’s really no call for this kind of deeply personal
attack, whatever language you choose to write in.· 6 Jan 2018
Kenichi Ikuno Oliver Webber. No me importa. Si no le gusta, me puede expulsar de su
grupo a su gusto. No hay discusiones a este punto cuando gente como usted permite
este tipo de abusos de sus miembros más “prominentes”. No es cuestión de estilo. Pero
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este Colburn se ha burlado de mi sin que ustedes objetaran. Sus acciones son cobardes
a lo mucho y denigrantes. Si no le gustan mis palabras, expúlsenme y bloquéenme. Solo
quiero dejar en evidencia la actitud soberbia y racista del Colburn.· See translation · 6
Jan 2018
Oliver Webber I’m not going to get into a personal argument with you, and I’m certainly
not in any position to “ban” you from the group, I don’t know if that’s even possible.
However, I have not seen any racism, so please be careful with an accusation of that
type.
I suggest you read the pinned post by George Kennaway about expected standards of
debate and behaviour.· 6 Jan 2018
Kenichi Ikuno Oliver Webber usted no se puede lavar las manos ni esconderse en
terceras personas. Usted ha sido partícipe de estos mensajes del Colburn y no solo
usted lo ha defendido en casos indefendibles, como ahora, pero ha estado cómplice con
su silencio cuando el Colburn ataca. Esto no es posible en estos días y usted debe tomar
responsabilidad de su inacción. No quitaré el dedo del renglón. O define usted una
posición, o continuaré con esta demostración del racismo tácito de esta conversación.·
See translation · 6 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber I’m sorry, but your recent comments are completely baseless, as well as
astonishingly insulting. If you take a moment to reflect, and look at what has actually
been written, I think (and hope) you will see that. You need to offer a retraction and an
apology. Please see the group administrator’s request at the end of this thread.· 4d
Kenichi Ikuno Oliver Webber No· 6 Jan 2018
Grant Colburn Hmmmm, very odd turn of events, I am not sure at all how in any way
anything I have written would be considered "racist." No aspect of anything we were
discussing had anything to do with race. At one point I did make a blanket statement
about contemporary classical music but after it was pointed out by Kenichi who wrote,
"But just don’t lump all the music of the 20th-21st century together. There are really
great pieces out there!" I replied, "Yes, that's TRUE and I do like some modern music as
well. But for me the pendulum has shifted I think. True cutting edge music has shifted
from classical to experimental "popular". Also worth noting thru all of this is that I at no
point asked about, looked at or heard any of the music by Kinichi (or Allan for that
matter) so nowhere was there any critique of the music they write as opposed to Allan
in particular who made specific comments about the actual music I write. Although it is
still only a guess, my belief still stands that somehow I ended up angering people due to
the simple fact that I am completely confident and comfortable with the music I write
and was not about to be swayed merely because it seemed to offend someone else's
definition of what it means to be a composer.· 6 Jan 2018
Allan Evans So much terminology, useless when discussing Music. 6 Jan 2018 · Edited
Grant Colburn Allan Evans Really? Continuing on again? It is amazing to know that one's
interest in music can become a personal insult to someone else. Let it go, Allan. I have
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no interest at all in your music or what you do with it. So strange that you take such
interest in mine to the point of needing to continue being negative towards me.· 6 Jan
2018
Allan Evans Grant Colburn Unlike someone who couldn't care at all for New Music or
post-Beethoven I can dip into any time frame or culture and come away enlightened
and your amateurish limits reek of pomposity in calling yourself a composer. A talented
cafe pianist could arrange any dance in Baroque, Classical, or Serial style for
entertainment but you lack the background to create anything worthy of the name,
stuck as you proudly are in your narrowness.· 6 Jan 2018 · Edited
Grant Colburn Allan Evans Why are you worried about what I do? Especially when you
have no idea what I do?· 6 Jan 2018
Allan Evans I listened to your harpsichord ditty and rock attempt and they were enough
to show your qualities, or lack thereof.· 6 Jan 2018
Grant Colburn Allan Evans And somehow that "worries" you?· 6 Jan 2018
Allan Evans Grant Colburn Why should it? I know the difference between music and
what claims to be.· 6 Jan 2018 · Edited
Grant Colburn Allan Evans The question is how does anything I do affect you or offend
you in any way?· 6 Jan 2018
Grant Colburn Allan Evans It must concern or worry you somehow. Otherwise what is
your purpose of writing back to me right now?· 6 Jan 2018
Allan Evans Grant Colburn Aside from pretending to be a musician, inflicted boredom is
another form of the banality of evil. 6 Jan 2018
Grant Colburn Allan Evans I make my living 100% from being a musician. Sorry if I am
not the type of musician you think worthy to be called one. 6 Jan 2018
Grant Colburn Allan Evans You don't think I do? I am the organist/pianist for two
different churches and make the rest of my living from being a very good sight reader
accompanying 20 to 30 vocal students at the local university. In addition I have self
published and sold my books of period music, including close to 100 copies of a book I
did of baroque arrangements of Christmas carols. I feel nicely balanced and happy with
what I do. Sorry that your negative comments about me won't have the effect on me
you seem to hope for.· 6 Jan 2018 · Edited
Allan Evans Now Grant, there, there. I'm glad you're afloat through musical actives.
That's a good thing for you and may you continue doing so. Keep at it!· 6 Jan 2018
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Grant Colburn Allan Evans Yup, the simple clear and incontrovertible definition of being
a musician. Again, sorry that your attempts to be negative towards me have no effect.
Perhaps try posting in Spanish. Maybe that will work...· 6 Jan 2018
Allan Evans Grant Colburn Why did you mention Spanish? Does that mean that knowing
Spanish or using it is disrespectful? Where did you gain such an idea? 6 Jan 2018
Grant Colburn Allan Evans I am curious though, exactly why are you posting or
commenting on a site called "Historical Performance Research?" I have yet to see where
any of your comments showed you having any interest in the purpose of this group.· 6
Jan 2018
Allan Evans Grant Colburn Did you read my post about Tagliavini, an Eye-talian who
understood Spanish?· 6 Jan 2018
Grant Colburn Allan Evans Kinichi switched to Spanish in his final attacks against me.
Maybe that's a language he felt more capable of throwing negativity upon me?· 6 Jan
2018
Allan Evans or projects related to Brahms, who falls outside Grant Colburn's time
frame?· 6 Jan 2018
Grant Colburn Allan Evans Brahms? Wow, this like really bothers you that people can
have a huge interest in certain types of classical music but not others, huh?· 6 Jan 2018
Allan Evans You accuse me of not providing content to the group and endlessly mire
yourself in such disgusting accusatory implications? I'd be glad to write you in Italian,
French, German, and my rusty Russian. Are you a monoglot? 6 Jan 2018
Allan Evans Grant Colburn No· 6 Jan 2018
Allan Evans You are one member of a group, acting as if it's all yours. What arrogance
and vomitworthy obtusity.· 6 Jan 2018
Grant Colburn Allan Evans Did I accuse you of that? I am acting like someone who has
been attacked merely for writing the music I choose to write. Again, why are you so
offended? Other than it maybe bothering you that I am completely apathetic regarding
what you think about what I do?· 6 Jan 2018
Allan Evans everyone else engaged in watching this "conversation" is probably
sniggering in their silence as you command the spotlight. About Tagliavini, you have no
comment or are like many, blissfully unaware of him.· 6 Jan 2018
Allan Evans Did you read what I posted about Tagliavini? That's a musical matter that
deflects you from frothing self-promotion.· 6 Jan 2018
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Grant Colburn Allan Evans Well, considering that most of those commenting on the
thread were supporting me I'm not too worried about sniggering. And no. Did not read,
have never heard and will continue to not have an interest in Tagliavini. Sad that your
own inability to deflect me now has to reside in an article by someone else.· 6 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber Please stop, Allan, this is totally unwarranted and does no one any
favours, least of all yourself. Grant is quite correct that the majority of your recent posts
have not been contributions to the group, but largely denigration of its raison d’être.
Those that haven’t (I remember the Tagliavini thread) have been characterised by a
rather bad-tempered tone, often expressing impatience and intolerance for approaches
different from your own. 6 Jan 2018
Grant Colburn Allan Evans And my so-called "command of the spotlight" merely stems
from my not being willing to back down to you. Stop writing. I hadn't even commented
on this post for the last 12 hours or so.· 6 Jan 2018
Grant Colburn The only thing which drew me to this thread was seeing a comment
where someone seriously was trying to make the case for believing we cannot
understand the music of the past unless we are knowledgeable of music of the present
and the future. A position I completely disagree with.· 6 Jan 2018
Allan Evans Accusations pile up so let’s get one thing clear: which time frame is
unacceptable for posts? If this can be clearly stated I will never taint the group with
music that is off-topic to all.· 6 Jan 2018
Grant Colburn Allan Evans You're concerned with being off topic? Do you believe your
personal attacks aimed at me are ON topic?· 6 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber The common theme is a historical approach. It’s not about which period
of music you’re interested in.· 6 Jan 2018
Allan Evans There's a problem with the group that I sensed from the very beginning. An
approach that avoids ethnography and careful research into what is deemed as offtopic cannot access insight that usually lies beyond the status quo.· 6 Jan 2018
Grant Colburn Oliver Webber But I would say that perhaps once one gets into music for
which we have actual recordings from the time period (Bartok, Stravinsky etc.) we are
probably beyond the scope of talking about "Historical Performance Practice," for that
era of music.· 6 Jan 2018
Grant Colburn Allan Evans wrote, "An approach that avoids ethnography and careful
research into what is deemed as off-topic cannot access insight that usually lies beyond
the status quo." And once again you double down on your opinion. Which is fine.
However it also somehow implies that Bach couldn't have performed Bach without him
having a prophetic knowledge of the music which would be written after him. If Bach
didn't need to know the music of Mozart or Bartok how does it become important to
understand Bach's music for us today?· 6 Jan 2018
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Oliver Webber Grant Colburn I don’t quite agree: recordings of the early 20th century
are very informative about attitudes to performance in that period, which are often
radically different from more recent aesthetics.· 6 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber Allan Evans in that case what you take issue with is not this small
Facebook group, but the very concept of historical performance. That’s fine- it is a
particular way of doing things and not to everyone’s taste. Why should it be?· 6 Jan
2018
Grant Colburn Oliver Webber That's true. Though I'm not sure whether one would
assume that is the purpose of this group. It certainly "could" be, but I would think then
the post or thread we'd be commenting or not commenting on would be known to have
that time period as a topic.· 6 Jan 2018
Allan Evans Your tendency to offer an approach based on written evidence and surface
materials (trills, ornaments, instruments) prevaricates the need to align structure with
style and follow an ethnographic trail. Many of the musicians I interviewed who knew
Bartók, Schoenberg, Berg, etc. were never approached by musicologists or specialists.
They usually fear listening to recordings and only recently have they been lured to their
existence as it can offer fodder for routine tenure-ensuring publications. Culture often
hangs on a mere thread with one individual or recording that remained outside the
status quo's dictates. As music is a free and unconfined entity one cannot impose any
restrictions or limits through chronology or ethnic barriers. That's why I question the
effectiveness of people aping a 19th century composer's style on a period instrument
while trying to mimic poorly restored audio documents.· 6 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy My understanding is that any music is fair game for a HIP approach if it's
been around long enough that performance practice of it might have started out
differently than the initial assumptions of practice would be now. In some cases, that's
pretty recent. (Someone should be able to phrase that better than I did.)· 6 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy Allan, why isn't there room for both approaches?· 6 Jan 2018
Allan Evans People have yet to learn from mistakes. The current HIP does not seek out
any current Etelka Freunds. Others are dying out with plenty to reveal while the HIP
dances to its allemandes.· 6 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy I also don't understand why you recommend ethnography on the one hand
and say ethnic "barriers" are out on the other hand.· 6 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber I think you underestimate the depth and subtlety of the material we
work with, which does not merely incorporate what you call “surface” materials, but
also matters such as the purpose of music and aims of musicians in different eras and
contexts. I have a longer reply to offer, now that this is returning to a genuinely
interesting discussion, but have to go back to rehearse. More later.· 6 Jan 2018
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Esha Neogy Yes, and certainly structure and style are linked.· 6 Jan 2018
Allan Evans The ethnic barriers are imposed by the musicological establishment.
Therefore Ethnomusicology surfaced to correct this tragic oversight but it too is flawed.·
6 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy I see.· 6 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber You say “...while the HIP dances to its allemandes”, as if learning from
baroque dance (not that the allemande was danced to by the 18th century) were
somehow a bad thing.· 6 Jan 2018
Allan Evans With a colleague we repatriated the entire recorded opus of pre-war
Balinese gamelan and other genres. Since 1928, perhaps one or two scholars noticed
them but nowadays the communities that continue their musical traditions have a first
access to the lost recordings of their ancestors and field work has brought forth
informants still alive who performed as children on the 1928 discs.· 6 Jan 2018
Allan Evans Oliver Webber like playing the violin while Rome burns. People are dying
without being documented, their ties to composers endangered of being lost.· 6 Jan
2018 · Edited
Esha Neogy "Aping" and "mimicking" show that you don't understand the purposes of
deep study of what may have been done in the past. I've commented elsewhere on the
expansion of the available palette.· 6 Jan 2018
Allan Evans Esha Neogy How do you personally study a composition beyond fingering,
phrasing, dynamics?· 6 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy Structure, idiom, initial context, and various other things that Oliver has
mentioned most articulately.· 6 Jan 2018
Allan Evans Esha Neogy How do you perceive structure? How do you unlock a
composer's though process?· 6 Jan 2018 · Edited
Esha Neogy I have to go away and think about how to best compose an answer to that.·
6 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy Did you see where I responded to your "timeframe" question a few minutes
ago?· 6 Jan 2018
Allan Evans Esha Neogy Why so difficult? A composer sets up a gambit usually within a
few measures and one takes it from there.· 6 Jan 2018 · Edited
Esha Neogy No structuralist pairs of opposites? No postmodern dead white men? Well,
one of my first music theory teachers once described the structure of a piece in terms
of a very elaborate sandwich. (Seriously.)· 6 Jan 2018 · Edited
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Allan Evans Esha Neogy Put those boring terms (structuralist, postmodern) aside. Are
you still in the sandwich phase or have you gone horizontal yet?· 6 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy Motives, development, larger sections, key relations...· 6 Jan 2018
Allan Evans Esha Neogy Yes but they are all manipulated by controlling chromatic
pitches, from Di Lasso to pre-serial works. Therein lies the clue to a piece's compulsion
to create its own form.· 6 Jan 2018 · Edited
Esha Neogy OK...a corresponding idea from the Renaissance would be hexachords.· 6
Jan 2018
Allan Evans Esha Neogy The Guidonian hexachord is the first step in understanding the
rise of chromaticism. Everything morphed out of that, with nearby folk traditions
interloping into the allegedly pure Classical tradition· 6 Jan 2018 · Edited
Esha Neogy You seemed to have been assuming nobody in this group had any interest
in that...?· 6 Jan 2018
Allan Evans Esha Neogy Has anyone read Henry Burnett's discoveries?· 6 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy I wouldn't know. How about a whole new post on that topic, to attract
more group members?· 6 Jan 2018 · Edited
Grant Colburn Allan Evans wrote, "How do you personally study a composition beyond
fingering, phrasing, dynamics?" Again, an ironic question when you somehow believe
that "I" don't actually do just that. It is apparent that your understanding of early music
is quite limited. And that is found to be the case when you say you listened to my music.
So tell me, how would one go about writing new baroque music in the style of the post
restoration style of the English baroque? At one point I think you mentioned a dance
hall piano player could easily write new baroque music. You are not the first to make
this claim, however let's make it more interesting. Could you write for us a harpsichord
piece one would recognize as being written by Purcell or one of his contemporaries?· 6
Jan 2018
Allan Evans I studied Sokyoku under him and returned to his class thirty years later once
his theory was published. Knowing Western and Japanese music, and being a genius,
helped him to observe the hidden practices of development that eluded Schenker etc.·
6 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy Interesting.· 6 Jan 2018
Allan Evans This could change your life:http://elevenpitchclassanalysis.orgManage
Composition, Chromaticism and the Developmental Process: A
New…elevenpitchclassanalysis.org· 3d
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Allan Evans Grant Colburn https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_GU4pzY58koManage

Vaffanculo! / Germano Mosconi youtube.com· 6 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy (I think I've just lost my internet connection.)· 6 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy I find this conversation much more fruitful now that we're getting to more
specifics.· 6 Jan 2018
Grant Colburn Esha Neogy As far as I can tell we're merely starting over.· 6 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber Allan Evans “playing the violin while Rome burns”: that’s a fallacy. A
group of people learning about baroque dance does not prevent another group of
people preserving dying traditions by means of recording. Both are worthwhile
activities, and they are not mutually exclusive.· 6 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber Structure in late Renaissance and Baroque compositions is defined
above all else rhetorically. Burmeister (c. 1600) and Mattheson (early 18th C) are the
most comprehensive guides to how composers were thinking in this respect.· 6 Jan
2018
Esha Neogy Sorry, my "fruitful" comment came in a very long time after I posted it.
Internet spotty, back later.· 6 Jan 2018
Allan Evans Oliver Webber just a meditation on the cosmic indifference usually
accorded to relevant materials at great risk of vanishing.· 6 Jan 2018
Allan Evans Oliver Webber Burnett uncovered what period theorists failed to grasp and
no composer ever openly revealed their secrets.· 6 Jan 2018 · Edited
Grant Colburn Esha Neogy This could also change your life. it shows how the aesthetic
around composition and composers during the baroque era and past that to early
classical have almost nothing to do with one's definition of a composer today. :
https://www.amazon.com/Music-Galant-Style.../dp/B005RBU93AManage
Music in the Galant Style amazon.com· 6 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber I think that kind of preservation is incredibly important. I can’t imagine
many would disagree.· Sat 6 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber “Rigid” is a bad word to use, but bear in mind that this is a historical
performance research group. My issue with the question is that I can’t see a conflict with
research into performance practices and performance: the more thorough the research, the
deeper the understanding and the more convincing the performance, surely?· 31 Dec 2017
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Emily L. Ferguson There still has to be an ephemeral something which I think of as
musicality or heart or genius before the performance can actually convince in my
opinion.· 31 Dec 2017
Oliver Webber Of course. And how would research into historical performance prevent
this?· 31 Dec 2017
Emily L. Ferguson For some that really depends on how deeply the performer had dug
himself into the weeds of scholarship. The performer may be so close to the scholarship
that he cannot see that he is not ready to perform yet. 1 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber Weeds? Please explain. That sounds like a rather negative view of
scholarship. Do you have examples in mind of what kinds of scholarship are a hindrance
to performance?· 1 Jan 2018
Emily L. Ferguson It's not what kind, it's how rigidly. I agree with everyone here that the
broadest possible immersion in the customs and meanings of the period of the music one
is intending to perform is part of the key to successful performance. But there is a
seductiveness to research, too. And getting at all the minutiae can draw in the walls of
"rightness" to the point of complete loss of the life of the music. For some there is
quicksand in the weeds.· 1 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber Ok, but again that’s a very general point, which, when I compare it with
my experience, smacks of a straw man argument: in my work as a performer, for
example, I can’t think of any cases where attention to historical detail does anything
other than enhance performances. That’s why I’m interested to know of specific
examples of how that might happen, if this is your experience. It’s a shame to use
metaphors like “weeds” to describe a field which for many is their life’s work. Can’t we
be more positive?· 1 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber You could equally argue that meticulous attention to intonation, technical
facility and tone production are “getting at all the minutiae”. Are these detrimental to
performance or a necessary (though not sufficient, of course) precursor?· 1 Jan 2018
Andrew Lawrence-King Oliver Webber And here's another take on the question of the
"magic" ingredient in music, that je ne sais quoi that transforms a few organised sounds
into a spiritual experience...
Understandings of how this works are themselves a cultural construct, and vary from one
period/region to another.
History of Emotions studies offer a whole new window into HIP.· 1 Jan 2018
Barbara Norton We may have strayed rather far afield from the original question, but I find
myself in agreement with both Oliver and Andy: that research, when it comes to something
as ephemeral and poorly (or perhaps I should say incompletely or inadequately)
documented as musical performance practices of the very long pre-wax-cylinder era, is
absolutely necessary; and that it _alone_ can’t produce a performance that communicates
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to its audience the joy, love (whether eros, agape, philia, or any other of its other manysplendored forms), desire, longing, humor, grief, mourning, rage, delight, wit, beauty of
nature, gravitas, reflectiveness—and oh my, that’s just a short list—that we need to make it
worth our listeners’ time and effort to come out and hear us.· 31 Dec 2017 · Edited
Esha Neogy Although many of the writings of, say, the Baroque period were about how
to communicate these emotions, and as writings are part of research now.· 4 Jan 2018
Jordan Brown Barbara, there was never an actual question. 6 Jan 2018
Neil Coleman To give a crude example, Leonhardt said that our knowledge of playing from
the past provides about eighty percent of what is necessary to be able to play a piece by
Rameau; and perhaps forty percent for a piece by Byrd. Given these amounts, no performer
can "adhere rigidly" to anything other than their convictions including, hopefully, a thorough appraisal of the sources and the possibilities they offer us and the performing contract.· 1 Jan 2018 · Edited
Gawain Glenton I’m 100% with Ollie. Where is the evidence to suggest that researching
historical approaches, attitudes and techniques impedes performance? A lack of technical
control coupled with a lack of imagination will probably produce a more rigid, inhibited
performance no matter what period/style of music is involved. Historical performance isn’t
a special case in that regard.· 31 Dec 2017
Frances Eustace Why do some people seem afraid of 'research' and historical context. Is
it because they might have to question the way they were taught to play as a child before
they could make their own choices but is now embedded in their technique etc. 31 Dec
2017
Barbara Norton I don’t actually think anyone here is afraid of research, though.· 31 Dec
2017
Oliver Webber Apparently some seem to consider it a potential hindrance. I’d love to
know why.· 31 Dec 2017
Barbara Norton I think some people believe more in being moved by some ineffable
muse than in work. As for me, I subscribe to that old saying about genius being 1%
inspiration and 99% perspiration.· 31 Dec 2017
Oliver Webber What puzzles me is how hard work would be an obstacle to inspiration!· 1
Jan 2018
Barbara Norton Yup.· 1 Jan 2018
Jim O'Toole Could it be because the historical musicians we study weren't themselves
involved in historical performance research?· 1 Jan 2018
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Frances Eustace Well to be fair I have known some sparkling young string players who
have completely lost their sparkle after 3 years at music college. Sadly.· 1 Jan 2018
Gawain Glenton Has anyone ever met a performer who espoused an idea along the lines of
‘the books are all we need, let’s do only what they say and nothing else’? I’ve been at this
game a fair few years and I’ve never met one. I know the idea we’re all like that thrives
amongst people outside HIP, but it’s just a myth in my experience (or dare I say Fake
News?)· 31 Dec 2017 · Edited
Barbara Norton I actually have. I find this person’s performances—and there are a fair
number of them—pretty painful. You can probably imagine.· 31 Dec 2017
Oliver Webber I’m sorry to hear that- but surely that’s the exception rather than the rule?·
31 Dec 2017
Barbara Norton Oliver Webber, oh, of course—as I said, one, not everyone. It’s a silly myth
that we’re all like that, but all fields attract a few weirdos/incompetents/literalists; we’re
not special.· 31 Dec 2017
Henry Howey HIP includes our modern reproductions of museum instruments. Mouthpieces
also inform us as they challenge our skills moving from modern equipment as sharp rims
and flat surfaces reacquaint us with skills attuned to friendlier geometries.
LINGUA REVERSA takes on new meaning when one realizes that that K or CH is not a sound
made by the glottis but from a tongue flexing behind alternating tip of the tongue between
T and N positions.
It’s all there for us.· 31 Dec 2017
Oliver Webber Do you remember the thread about this a year or so ago? The experts on
this subject, including Bruce Dickey, did not find any substance in your arguments.· 31
Dec 2017
Henry Howey I do. He’s not heard my new stuff yet.· 1 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber Ok, well, good luck persuading him.· 1 Jan 2018
Henry Howey The argument is that using a sound like the K to suggest a sound that is part
of no language is the challenge. The actual sounds folks hear is an artifact created when
the tongue flexes. 1876 is out of his study parameters. Bruce was at my school for a few
hours; however, my wife became very ill. I had no chance to visit. He is a genius, of
course.
It was a speech therapist who helped.· 1 Jan 2018
Joel Verkaik Seems to me that "good taste" is pretty much the cardinal rule; to me that has
to include considerations of modern audiences, since their experience is kind of the point.
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Maybe that's a slippery slope, and maybe it's a cop-out, but whereas there is considerable
worth in understanding the motives and mechanics of earlier music, in the end the
audience's experience should usually take precedence. I know that I'm more interested in a
performance that moves me and might not adhere to all the rules than one that's
exhaustively researched and doesn't speak to me as a listener.· 31 Dec 2017
Oliver Webber Of course: but where does this concept of HIP involving following “rules”
come from? The reality is that HIP tends to liberate rather than restrict.· 31 Dec 2017
Joel Verkaik I tend to agree, all I mean by 'rules' is OP's reference to 'rigidly adhering to
HP research' which, really, could sort of mean anything in itself. But it does seem like
many people do treat a lot of techniques like hard and fast rules, which you're right is
sort of anathema to the spirit.· 31 Dec 2017
Oliver Webber It would be interesting to hear from the OP at this point to clarify what he
had in mind. Can’t tag him for some reason though.· 31 Dec 2017
Max Hummus Hi, here I am – what would you like me to clarify?· 31 Dec 2017
Oliver Webber Your post!

🙂· 31 Dec 2017

Oliver Webber In other words: in what ways do you see HIP as conflicting with
contemporary performance?· 31 Dec 2017· Edited
Max Hummus Ah right yes, my language was perhaps less than exact and maybe does not
entirely convey what I was trying to get at, but such is the world of the interwebs. I don't
really have a formed opinion so I am grateful for the interesting discussion.
However, behind my question is the feeling that the need to be Right, Correct, – to find
the Authoritative Source that will give the Definitive Answer – can be a hindrance to
getting closest to the music in performance. The Doing of the music is most important for
me, and I see as unfortunate those instances where a little pragmatism would let people
get on with that Doing with least delay. I note that you Oliver Webber say that HIP tends
to liberate, and I would agree with you in principle, but I don't think that is true for all.
Perhaps the freeing up of older musics from newer traditions is liberating, but it often
comes hand in hand with new rules to observe. I say rules because that is what they
become for some, it being natural to latch onto bits of information (like, say, strong down
weak up) and follow them doggedly such that they occupy the mind and prevent the
player from being totally present in the moment.
I suppose I could go on, but I'm recovering from being mildly set upon by four youths, so
happy new year to you all when it comes.· 31 Dec 2017
Oliver Webber The problem lies in words like “trying to be right, correct”. Hopefully in
reading some of these posts you’ll begin to see that that is not what historical
approaches are about.· 31 Dec 2017
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Oliver Webber But meanwhile, happy 2018!· 31 Dec 2017
Esha Neogy Yes, it becomes apparent very quickly that there is no one right answer, and
further, that in some cases looking for the one right answer is a 20th-21st century value
rather than a historical one. And Happy New Year!· 31 Dec 2017
Oliver Webber By the way, “strong down, weak up” caught my eye on reading this. I take
it you mean bowing: if so this is not so much a “rule” that belongs to historical practices,
but a simple consequence of the physics of bowing on the violin, even with a modern
bow. Unless you work against it, the down bow will always naturally be a little stronger
than the up, and bowing choices by modern violinists and in modern orchestras reflect
this. It’s true that with a modern bow it is easier to compensate for this; it’s also true that
already in the mid-18th century, Tartini (for example) gave exercises for students to train
them to be able to play down and up equally strongly. On the other hand, there are some
contexts- e.g. functional dance music- where the strong down and weak up are actually
essential to bringing out the rhythm and energy of the dances. This is quite a neat
example of how a one-size-fits-all “rule” makes no sense, and a broader understanding of
context is required to make sense of what the sources say.· 1 Jan 2018 · Edited
Miles Golding I recall a baroque source exhorting practitioners to give the up beat - and
concomitant up bow I guess - a particularly strong dose of energy. I can't recall which, but
it's out there somewhere. I think it referred to triple-metre dances, but am not certain.·
1w
Kate Bennett Wadsworth Anyone know what source that might be?· 2 Jan 2018
Fynn Titford-Mock Oliver, since you mention functional dance music and strong down, up
weak, I thought I'd bring Scottish fiddler-composer Niel Gow (1727-1807) into the
discussion. He is credited with creating the “up-driven bow” pattern to deal with the
strathspey dance. This consists of a short, sharp down bow at the tip (the down-bow here
is admittedly still on the strong beat), followed by three up bows, the second of which is
bounced off the string. This "forcible up-bow" (other terms include "up-driven bow",
"driving bow", "arrow stroke") is commented on by Gow's contemporaries as something
unusual, but by the mid 19th century it had become the norm for strathspey playing.· 3
Jan 2018
Esha Neogy Bowing is discussed again in another subthread below. Hard to track these
subthreads, but worthwhile!· 4 Jan 2018
Miles Golding Job Ter Haar seems to know every source under the sun ... can you help,
Job?· 5 Jan 2018
Roland Hutchinson At what point should inherently unanswerable questions about
strawmen be set aside in favor of more fruitful objects of investigation? 31 Dec 2017
Allan Evans Oliver & everyone: Western Classical Music is certainly a corpus in need of
decoding, now done primarily through writings and notes yet there are remarkable
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developments with new composers and performers who draw on its earlier traditions to
create music of great significance. I'm curious as to who is considered by you to be an
important 21st Century composer and how much personal contact you have had with them,
as it is a crucial prerequisite before one can understand how to confront musicians who are
no longer alive. Many new composers have studied non-Western music: has anyone here
done likewise? I begin with sound, ethnographic explorations, and with what turns up, verify
it through writings, etc. and revise as necessary. Should anyone overlook historic recordings
(that only recently are fully audible although no one seems to comment or care) and field
work, then it risks tainting a vibrant tradition in a way that will perniciously alienate listeners
who are supposed to act cultured by accepting what they've been force-fed. In my case.
flute, theory and composing were bolstered by having been the last pupil of Rev. Gary Davis
and then observed a musician of his stature in Ignaz Friedman, wrote his biography, studied
Sokyoku, and made more efforts to expose a lost world that is no longer inaccessible.· 31
Dec 2017
Oliver Webber Wow. A lot of frustration comes across in your post. Personally, I find
historical recordings a huge source of inspiration, and I don’t know anyone who doesn’t
care about this kind of information. I use it in classes I teach to help open students’ ears
to different ways of performing and different aesthetic priorities. I am often in contact
with composers, such as Rachel Stott, who I think has a special understanding of a
number of different traditions, as well as expertise in historical stringed instruments.
However, I don’t see that as a sine qua non for understanding earlier performance
practice. Your earlier question was about whether any of the current discussion had
anything to do with music; I’m still puzzled as to why you asked that question.· 31 Dec
2017
Allan Evans It's a case of boredom rather than frustration. Historic recordings have been
shunned for decades. They've helped my students develop an historic ear that enters
other times and places, a necessary skill that leads to uncovering earlier playing styles.
Once one is able to do this, it then becomes second nature to familiarize oneself with
another language or style. I'm not yet familiar with Stott but time spent with Rev. Davis,
Irén Marik (pupil of Bartók), Richard Goode, Pauline Oliveros, Robert Ashley, John Zorn,
Arnold Dreyblatt, Luigi Ferdinando Tagliavini and others was important as anything that
one could study. My comment on if the discussion concerns Music is based on the
difference between passive study and active fieldwork for results. Neither of us need to
be right or wrong :it's just our results that matter.·1 Jan 2018
Roger Evans "Historic recordings have been shunned for decades." This is news to me,
and I'm thunderstruck to hear it claimed.· 1 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber Allan can rest assured that, despite his concerns, it is not only his students
who learn about, listen to, and think about historical recordings.· 1 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy It has been pointed out several times in this thread (which, by the way, I hope
someone will save in case it meets the fate of certain other intense threads) that 21st
century context and audience are different from the audiences that would have originally
heard the music we're talking about. Well, yes - but why assume that old performances, if
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they could be transmitted direct from the past, wouldn't speak to contemporary audiences?
Maybe we find the earliest recordings excessive in some ways now, but that's just one
example, and what I see is one massive and repeated negative generali{s/z}ation. I submit
that when we learn about the aesthetics of other (mostly earlier) music than that we've
initially been taught how to play, we simply add to our palettes. The new paints can be
*more* moving than our original smaller set when deployed well at the right times.
Personal example: When I was in my 20s and starting out in early music, I went to a
weeklong summer course at Indiana University. At one point, Stanley Ritchie and Elisabeth
Wright played us something (I wish I could remember what!) just as it was shown on the
page, and it was a bit boring. They played it again using what they'd learned in their study of
Baroque music, and it was moving, even magical. At the time, I had not a clue about any of
it, and I can't tell you what principles or treatise ti{t/d}bits they applied. All I know is that
their studies translated into emotion for me. (Please forgive my British/American spellings.
You see, I'm always open to alternatives. ;) )· 1 Jan 2018· Edited
Steve Fox The wording of the question could be improved, especially "rigid". It's not a choice
of one or the other, is it? We perform as "musically" as possible based on the practices we
feel are most appropriate, whether they come from recent historical research or were
passed on to us through a line of conventional teachers.· 1 Jan 2018
Max Hummus Think of the wording as a rhetorical device perhaps· 1 Jan 2018
Steve Fox The word "rigid" seems to imply that thinking too much about historical
authenticity leads to stilted, sterile performance. That's not what you're saying, is it?· 1
Jan 2018
Max Hummus I had a motive for posing the question, but no axe to grind. My vocabulary
is just what came out at the time. No doubt, some will be on stilts but I am not suggesting
that it is like that for everyone.· 1 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber Why not explain what the motive is? There are a lot of thoughtful,
experienced people here more interested in addressing interesting questions than
playing intellectual games.· 1 Jan 2018
Christopher Suckling The motive appears to have been trolling. Achievement unlocked.· 1
Jan 2018
Max Hummus Why are people so quick to think negatively?
Oliver Webber please see the longer comment above which hopefully explains my motive
(and to which you replied). And Christopher Suckling I'm going to imagine you smiling
jokingly in a friendly manner rather than sneering.
But on intellectual games, the whole point of my awkwardly posed question was to tease
out what place pragmatism plays here.· 1 Jan 2018
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Oliver Webber Ok- found your longer post now - it’s s complex thread! So, to sum up (tell
me if I’ve got this wrong), your concern is that historical performance can lead to an
unhealthy obsession with “rules” which can get in the way of good music-making. If
that’s right, then my response, reiterated in various forms by me and others in this now
rather heavily branched thread, is that this is a misunderstanding of the historical
approach. If a performer is thinking only, or primarily, in terms of following rules and
seeking “right” answers, then they have misunderstood the sources- or perhaps not
understood them on a deep enough level, or read a wide enough range. So if you are
hearing “HIP” performances that seem pedantic or unsatisfying to you (is that what
sparked the question?) then I’d suggest those performers were perhaps (as Andrew
Lawrence-King put it) not yet ready to go on stage with this approach. On the other hand,
we have to learn somehow, and part of that learning is bound to happen on stage. As for
“trolling” or playing “games”, if you reflect for a moment on the way you posed the
question, I think you’ll see why people might think that you were simply trying to be
provocative. I’m glad to hear that’s not the case.· 1 Jan 2018
Max Hummus That all sounds good to me, I think that should be writ large all over.· 1 Jan
2018
Max Hummus (And again I acknowledge the clumsiness of my question, it isn't my finest
work. It is a shame though that the internet is so quick to assume negative intentions,
even here.)· 1 Jan 2018
Daniel Ungermann Max Hummus Do you understand what we are doing here? Here and
in our practice chamber or on stage?? I've read many posts of you - not only here - and
you are writing everywhere always the same. My advice: Leave this group !! Perhaps you
can get a good Rock'n Roll musician - who knows...· 4 Jan 2018 · Edited
Oliver Webber Wow, I don’t think there’s any call for that kind of hostility.· 5d
Daniel Ungermann I think there is...· 4 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber It’s not welcome here. Please don’t do it.· 4 Jan 2018
Daniel Ungermann Ok· 4 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber Thank you.· 4 Jan 2018
Daniel Ungermann Wellcome!· 4 Jan 2018
John Mark Rozendaal Max Hummus You are wondering why "the internet" is quick to
assume negative intentions. Nobody is "assuming" negative intentions, no assumption is
necessary, we can all read what you plainly wrote. Your intent is clearly shown by you in
your question which is premised on a false dichotomy that asks people to choose
between "rigid adherence" to historical performance on the one hand and setting it aside
on the other.· 7 Jan 2018
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Max Hummus I've already unfollowed the post as I've had enough of this kind of
comment, but please see the edited original post.· 7 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber To be fair, if you post a -by your own admission - badly worded, and
slightly provocative, post, you can’t be too surprised if some reactions are a little cynical.
In such a long thread, not everyone will have seen your explanation.· 7 Jan 2018
John Mark Rozendaal The revision is pretty bad, too. But I won't say what I think of it
because he wants us to cut "a generous amount of slack".· 7 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy Max Hummus, you may be running into the problem that there's a history of
HIP practitioners being misunderstood at best and unfairly accused at worst, so that may
make people even quicker to be annoyed at anything that looks similar. I've tried to say
something nice at the (current) bottom of the comments thread, though I couldn't tag
you there for some reason.· 7 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber Here’s a thing. Posting a provocative comment in the form of a leading
question, then much later admitting that it’s badly worded, then (much, much later),
editing it with a plea for people to “cut you some slack”, isn’t going to garner much
sympathy amongst *any* group of people. The interesting discussions are great; the
sense that someone is playing games with you less so.· 7 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy I took the rewording and "cut me some slack" as an attempt at an apology.
I'm also getting a sense that Max hasn't been in this field very long (which could apply to
either HIP or the type of discussion that goes on in a group like this). Anyway, Max, I'd say
to move past the irritation and focus on the great content of this thread and its
subthreads.· 7 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber "Cut me a generous length of slack" is not an apology. "Offered in the
hope that people will leave me alone" is not an apology. Both of these are complaints.· 7
Jan 2018
Esha Neogy Well, true.· 7 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy It's not personal, Max. People are responding to words, not intentionally
harassing you. The vast majority of the comments don't mention the wording. Enjoy the
discussion!· 7 Jan 2018
Ben Hebbert To come in late on this post - in my own field I discover that there are two
kinds of “I don’t know” one is simply not knowing and the other is knowing so much that
one can explain why something can’t have a precise name put on it. One is essentially
ignorant, the other one wise, but to the bystander they may seem the same.
The same applies to the premise of this question. I think many great historical performers
are able to set aside historical research because of a fluency and an experienced
interpretive mind that comes from understanding the “research based” method well
enough to understand how exemptions are formed.... and then there is the ignorant, who
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can compress that down into a thrupenny ideology, or simply indulge a fantasy with a range
of results - to the bystander with a rigid expectation they may not be able to tell the
difference. Both apply in this world.· 1 Jan 2018
Daniel Ungermann Exactly !! By the way: There is no contradiction between exact
historical research and a living performance. Why do so many people think: "historical"
OR "living"??? The opposite is the reality: When we know as much as possible the
historical facts, we approach to the will of the composer and the performance gets more
living ! Artur Schnabel said: " Tradition is nothing other than a collection of bad habits"!
Yes - sometimes we must do things being strange for us - and still more for the public but when there are historical evidences: What is more important: The will of the
"traditional" public or the will of the composer? · 9 Jan 2018 · Edited
Neil Coleman Max Hummus: there is a point at which research could be, and often is, set
aside in favour of performance: how many performances of Handel and Corelli have
employed the hundred-plus players of some documented Roman performances? How many
performances of Handel's operas and oratorios employ the two-dozen violins along with
several times the number of bassoons we usually hear? Adherence to the historical
evidence stops there to allow the works to be performed. A large number of violins was
needed to sound above the chatter of the audience, and some of the singers were very
loud; and English bassoons were quieter than those from across the Channel, and
consequently a greater number was required. The then Royal Academy of Music put the
kind of money into opera that is now put into popular music concerts and Hollywood films,
so authenticity is too expensive for opera as well as other classical genres. But still the show
goes on, which is often a miracle in itself.· 2 Jan 2018· Edited
Deborah Roberts Every skill you ever learn starts with following rules, many of which stem
from basic principles that may be ancient. I don't see any difference here. After all
performance practice is about finding a context that best serves the original affect of the
music. This can help make a golden chain that links beautifully across the centuries and
unites us with universally human emotions . A free for all approach can destroy that and
actually just sound bland. 1 Jan 2018
Roland Hutchinson Amen to that. The OP's question is just a bit like asking about modern
violin playing whether there a point at which a rigid adherence to Galamian's "Principles
of Violin Playing and Teaching" could/should be set aside in favor of the performance
itself. 1 Jan 2018
Patricia Ann Neely If you have truly done your research and have been able to apply some of
the principles you’ve discovered in your performance then I think HP is represented fairly as
this is hopefully the same approach that the, in history, would have been goal of the
performer; the union of scholarship and passion in the delivery. So, it is a combination of
the two that lends strength to HP. I understand from a colleague that some believe that,
“we are beyond HP.” Can someone explain that one to me?· 1 Jan 2018
Andrew Lawrence-King Here's another cat to put amongst the pigeons. Whilst we debate
respectfully, and espouse the principle that there is no one 'correct' way to perform, we
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should recognise that this too is an attitude of our own culture/period/sensibilities.
Many period sources start from the assumption that there is one correct way, and many use
that kind of language.
Just as a good actor (and a fine human being) can take on the role of a mean-spirited
criminal, so flexibly-minded HIPerformers might take on the role of a 'this is the one true
way' rigidity for the purposes of a particular project. Such a way of thinking might be
historically appropriate!
After all, the 17th-century definition of Art is an organised set of principles. What we think
of as 'art', the magic, ineffable stuff, is 17th-century Science, the study of things beyond the
everyday, cosmic/divine. Just like other elements of performance practice, that Science can
be studied and applied, and made to work with modern (non-specialist) audiences.
There are inevitable conflicts when one tries to fit period information about performance
practices into 20th (sic) -century concepts of What is Art, what is Music, how are emotions
communicated, etc.
But since performance is a holistic activity, there is always the need to 'let go' of certain
minutiae, in order to present the big picture when it comes to the show. That strategy
works best if the minutiae (whether technical details or historical practices) have been
studied and rehearsed well in advance! 1 Jan 2018· Edited
Ben Hebbert I read your response and two words sprung to mind DAVID GARRICK - every
playwright who wrote a role for him to play anticipated how he would interpret the role,
as much as the audiences anticipated the uniqueness of his interpretations of the great
roles of the past. No one expected another lead actor to play a role as Garrick had done.
The idea is so natural to theatre, how would it be different for musical performance? 5
Jan 2018
Kate Bennett Wadsworth So many great thoughts in this thread! I would only add that the
concept of “rules” is not limited to arbitrary directives like traffic laws. When you speak your
native language, you are grounded in an underlying grammar that a linguist could describe
in “rules”. You learn to do this when you’re a toddler, years before anyone tries to tell you
that grammar has rules to be followed. A rule can mean a pattern or a tendency - and can
be a useful concept when it comes to learning other people’s languages.· 1 Jan 2018
Andrew Lawrence-King Kate Bennett Wadsworth Yes!
This is favourite analogy, and it allows for different 'languages' not only to have different
rules, but to have different feelings about how 'strict' one should be. It allows for one
speaker to have subtly different rules than another speaker of the same language (how
important is it not to ever split infinitives, or use prepositions to end a sentence with?). It
even allows one to play the role of a person who believes that grammar is prescriptive,
even if nice people regard it as descriptive.
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And... come on... any professional writer does well to study the practices of their own, or
(if they want to write beyond their own personal experience) other 'dialects'. Language
usage doesn’t merely create some restrictions, it also opens up meaningful patterns that
can be re-used or imitated.
And so too for Historical (or Ethnomusicological) research, surely?· 1 Jan 2018
Barry Pearce What a great parallel. Superb.· 1 Jan 2018
Roger Evans We may sometimes start with experiencing a sort of pidgin of a new-to-us
language/style and, through progressive acquaintance, acquire fluency?· 1 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber Certainly- fluency can’t be instant! And just as once you’ve finished your
Teach Yourself/Italian in 3 months/Michel Thomas course, or passed your GCSE/A level,
your first conversations are likely to be stilted, hesitant and error-prone, the joy of being
able to communicate in a different medium drives practice and refinement until you do
achieve a level of fluency.· 2 Jan 2018
Roger Evans Oliver Webber And, in both the musical and foreign-language instances, you
are learning the idiom *from inside*, not just as a matter of "rigid" anything.· 2 Jan 2018
Richard Bethell Oliver Webber. What's a Michel Thomas course? Presumably you mean
Michael Thomas. I once bought a clavichord from him.· 10 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber Richard Bethell https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michel_ThomasManage
Michel Thomas - Wikipedia en.wikipedia.org· 10 Jan 2018
Richard Bethell Thanks for the reference. A very different character. He claimed that the
"Michel Thomas Method" , would allow students to become conversationally proficient
after only a few days' study.· 10 Jan 2018
Werner Lamm Yes, often.· 2 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber For example? 2 Jan 2018
Werner Lamm Oliver: often. One aspect of historically informed approach is
reconstructing what they did. So what did they? They were foremost pragmatical. So
Bach had Oboe soli on Flute and Berlioz Harp part on pianoforte. When I do Bach
Christmas Oratorio scratch performance I sometimes omit the flutes and have them
played by two of the violin players· 2 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber Sure: but you could argue that such pragmatism is precisely in the spirit of
17th and 18th century performance practice, so not leaving HIP aside at all. I know it’s
long, but have you read through the whole thread? Lots of points have been addressed
already, you might find it interesting.· 2 Jan 2018
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Esha Neogy Expanding the palette as I mentioned above, one of many examples:
://www.earlymusicamerica.org/.../baroque-dance-for.../
Baroque Dance for Musicians | Early Music America earlymusicamerica.org· 2 Jan 2018 ·
Edited
Avery Gosfield And let us give chef Jacques Pepin the opportunity to give the final word on
authenticity:
https://youtu.be/JfWgZeDHgtYManage

Jacques Pépin says following a recipe can lead to disaster youtube.com· 2 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber Very interesting - but surely a recipe would be better compared with a
musical score: essentially no more than the starting point for creating a performance
(historical or otherwise). 2 Jan 2018
Avery Gosfield Oliver Webber : exactly.· 2 Jan 2018· Edited
Roger Evans Oliver Webber As I always say, a musical score is to music as an architectural
drawing is to a house. You can't live in an architectural drawing.· 2 Jan 2018
Ben Hebbert The ultimate musical comment at this point has to be about how Pascha
cooked eggs, but for the moment this has unintended philosophical power...
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=yyse-BB-u9oManage

Short Circuit - No. 5 makes breakfast youtube.com· 3 Jan 2018
Avery Gosfield My friend Marco Ferrari has always said that musicology is to
performance as chemistry is to cooking.· 3 Jan 2018
George KennawayGroup admin Somewhere in William Pleeth's book about the cello he says
that he'd found that in east Asian countries the up bow is perceived as stronger than the
down bow.· 3 Jan 2018, 72 replies
Werner Lamm Depends on the phrase. For a crescendo of course the up bow gains more
strength.· 3 Jan 2018
Alexander Horolsky Quantz has some remark about cello up-bow. Unfortunately, I can
read it in translations only, could be some misinterpretation.· 3 Jan 2018· Edited
Oliver Webber Can you recall anything about the remark, even in translation?· 3 Jan 2018
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Oliver Webber Werner Lamm of course there will be exceptions to any general principle.
What’s interesting is when the general principle differs between cultures or traditions.· 3
Jan 2018
Alexander Horolsky Oliver Webber it is Russian translation))
Look to chapter XVII, section 4.2 about cello players· 3 Jan 2018
Alexander Horolsky It is not clear whether he meant up-bow for under-hand (gamba)
position only (which is historical) or for standard too.· 3 Jan 2018
Alexander Horolsky Oliver Webber
Here is my third-hand translation, sorry for the poor English:
"Some lead a bow in the manner of viola da gamba - up-bow, from left to right, on the
main notes instead of
down-bow, starting to play from the end of the bow. Others, on the contrary, begin to
move from the bottom of the bow like violinists."· 3 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber Surely this relates to the bow-hold. It is well known that many cellists
used underhand bowing at this time.· 3 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber But I’ll have a look at the original and the English and French translations
to see if it’s any clearer.· 3 Jan 2018
George KennawayGroup admin umm: do you mean the section in English beginning 'In a
melancholy Adagio...' ? I don’t see anything there about bow direction, just a 'quiet
bowstroke' in an adagio and playing short notes only with the hand.· 3 Jan 2018
George KennawayGroup admin (Reilly translation, p. 243)· 3 Jan 2018
Alexander Horolsky Oliver Webber he probably does not specify the holding position, so
it is possible to read this fragment in different ways. On violoncello gravitation is not so
important as on violins, so heavy beat still can be played up-bow.· 3 Jan 2018
Alexander Horolsky George Kennaway it is from Russian translation, the chapters
corresponds to the original.· 3 Jan 2018
Domen Marincic The Russian translation seems fine. Here is Reilly.
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· 3 Jan 2018
George KennawayGroup admin Ah got it. He seems pretty clear that the up bow is
weaker.· 3 Jan 2018
Alexander Horolsky Here is Schering

· 3 Jan 2018
Domen Marincic And here is the original.

· 3 Jan 2018
Alexander Horolsky George Kennaway as in the case of Mozart's remark about vibrato on
every single note, it means only that different ways are possible and historically correct.·
3 Jan 2018
George KennawayGroup admin Geminiani, ya dumayu..[meaning “I think”]· 3 Jan 2018
Alexander Horolsky George Kennaway he too, but Leopold was more authoritarian in the
definition of taste))· 3 Jan 2018· Edited
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Oliver Webber More authoritative? According to whom? I didn’t realise there was a
hierarchy!· 3 Jan 2018
Alexander Horolsky Oliver Webber sorry, I meant authoritarian· 3 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber Ah I see! Although, Geminiani dismisses traditions he disagreed with
pretty harshly - e.g. the “rule” of down bow.· 3 Jan 2018
Alexander Horolsky Oliver Webber I suggest that Muffat's "rules" intended
first of all for orchestra, and solo playing requires more sophisticated manner.· 3 Jan
2018
Oliver Webber Muffat is quite clear that Lully’s rules are principally for ensemble playing,
since that is the subject of his florilegia, although they are reiterated in several French
violin treatises of the early 18th century, so at least in France that is not their only
application. I would say, though, that the application of Muffat’s principles actually
requires great subtlety and sophistication- he describes this beautifully himself but I am
not at home so don’t have the passage to hand.· 3 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber Aha- found it on my phone!

· 3 Jan 2018
David Badagnani Regarding East and Southeast Asian vertical fiddles, bowing is not
standardized, but for Chinese erhu pedagogy a down bow usually goes in the same
direction as in the West (the hand moving to the right). On the other hand, my Thai saw u
(coconut fiddle) teacher taught me the opposite way (hand moving to the left on
downbeats). I've also seen this latter convention in some Chinese regional traditions such
as Teochew music (as in the following video):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cu9GiKiKFqwManage

潮乐【浪淘沙】王安明 传统潮州音乐 弦诗乐 youtube.com· 3 Jan 2018 · Edited
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Frances Eustace Oliver Webber can I put my oar in. The gamba 'up bow' is an energetic
thing rather than the downward heavy thing that a cello/violin bow hold can become.· 3
Jan 2018
Ben Hebbert Can I interject and point out that instruments such as the Erhu are bowed
with the string between the hair and the stick. So totally different rules apply, and I can
totally see how this would lend itself to a stronger up bow.
It would be simplistic and wrong to compare it too closely to the mechanics of viol
technique, so I am going to be simplistic and wrong because it’s roughly similar
mechanics.· · 4 Jan 2018 · Edited
Esha Neogy Someone (I wish I could remember who) has put forth the theory that
(probably leaving bow shape aside, which of course one can't entirely) the stronger of
the two bow directions is toward the edge of the hand away from the thumb - hence
"upbow" (known as push or forward) for the underhand viol hold and "downbow" for the
overhand cello hold. That leaves the older underhand cello hold open for discussion,
though I imagine it'd follow the viol.· 4 Jan 2018 · Edited
Kate Bennett Wadsworth Esha Neogy cool! why would it leave the underhand cello hold
open for discussion, though?· 4 Jan 2018
Domen Marincic I don't think it's clear whether Quantz's comment about different bow
directions is related to the difference between bow holds.· 4 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber What else might he mean, realistically, given the design of the bow at that
time?· 4 Jan 2018
Alexander Horolsky Domen Marincic I thought of it too. If the translation is literally
correct, it gives a space for interpretation, because "lead a bow" is not equal to "hold a
bow". I believe we must read what is written))· 4 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber Indeed. We shouldn’t *assume*. But if something is unclear, one way to
help understanding is to compare with other evidence from the time; another is to try
out the practical consequences using the equipment of the time. Is there anything to
corroborate the idea that some cellists bowed “upside down”, while using the overhand
bow hold? (This is not a “loaded” question- perhaps the answer is “yes”).· 4 Jan 2018
Alexander Horolsky Of course, most of the people judge by their own experience, which
is defined by the tradition and years of practising in standard way. It's like to try to play
holding the bow in the left hand - seems impossible, but some left-handers do that every
day.
Btw I have an example of up-bow overhand cellist before my eyes - one of my pupils
playing in this way and it is a challenge for me to retrain him (that's a problem of
posture). But he feels more natural to play heavy beats up-bow· 4 Jan 2018
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Oliver Webber The whole point of HIP is to leave aside modern training, of course. But
when something very unusual *seems* to be written in a source which is ambiguously
worded, it should not be *automatically* accepted. If other sources confirm the unusual
interpretation, that’s a different matter; so far I haven’t seen anything elsewhere which
suggests up-bows on strong beats outside the gamba tradition, so I remain sceptical but
with an open mind.· 4 Jan 2018
Alexander Horolsky Oliver Webber look what Quantz wrote further. If the point was the
"manner of holding", he probably could have write more precisely when compared two
ways, because the holding manner obviously is very important for this subject. On the
other hand, gamba-way is not so unsuitable for expressing "strength and emphasis", like
overhand up-bow way (it is my suggestion).· 4 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber It is certainly not as clear as we would like it to be! But that is all the more
reason why corroboration is essential. Has anyone else, writing about overhand bowing
on the cello in the 18th century, made a similar statement?· 4 Jan 2018 · Edited
Domen Marincic Oliver Webber It could as well be "upside down" with an underhand
bow hold. The passage wouldn't be problematic if we read it that way, so we really
shouldn't assume too much. I am not suggesting this could be the solution, but do you
perhaps know how the German bow on the double bass changed direction? They use the
underhand bow hold, but bow like the cellists which is actually upside down. 4 Jan 2018 ·
Edited
Tormod Dalen This is an interesting question (I love the directions this thread takes...).
From practicing three bow holds: “normal”, thumb under frog (“French”) and underhand
(rather behind the frog - not the gamba way with fingers on hair), I find that “French”
gives the most advantage (control, clarity of articulation) to the downbow. With standard
thumb-on-stick the difference is less pronounced, although downbow remains “better”.
With underhand I find I can largely ignore bow direction and concentrate on quality of
articulation and speech-like playing. Just my “grain de sel”...· 4 Jan 2018
Domen Marincic I just read that on the double bass, "Proponents of the use of German
bow claim that the German bow is easier to use for heavy strokes that require a lot of
power."· 4 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber I understand from gamba players that the difference between bow
direction with underhand bowing is less extreme than overhand, which could explain
that. So perhaps Quantz is assuming underhand bowing for cellists?· 4 Jan 2018
Alexander Horolsky Domen Marincic even more - all special techniques are much easier
in both directions with the German bow!· 4 Jan 2018
Alexander Horolsky Oliver Webber exactly:
https://youtu.be/gbuVZon-d4cManage
Telemann Concerto for Flute and Violin TWV 52 e3

youtube.com· 4 Jan 2018
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Alexander Horolsky It is just for fun, the video is not really to the subject)). But I myself
playing sometimes in down-bow way, when it is necessary (with cellists)· 4 Jan 2018 ·
Edited
Oliver Webber Sorry, I can’t quite pick out the salient point watching on my phone,
because the sound is slightly out of sync with the images! Are you gamba or bass? And
gamba is playing with overhand bowhold?· 4 Jan 2018
Alexander Horolsky Oliver Webber no, the gamba player is Alexander Gulin from
Moscow. He is very well HIPster, but in this case he plays overhand on the viol, like in
good old days (Döbereiner etc.). Probably something happened with his cello before the
concert.· 4 Jan 2018
Christopher Suckling Returning to Quantz, here is the illustration from p334 of the first
edition. The bow hold is unquestionable; feel free to discuss what the bass instrument is.

· 4 Jan 2018
Domen Marincic Hooray! [very softly]· 4 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber So, one potential explanation is: Quantz assumes underhand bowhold,
and comments that some players, particularly Italians, bow in the same direction as
violinists, and others like gambists, and that the "violin" direction is more effective for
strongly accented principal notes; with an underhand bowhold this seems quite
plausible. Possible solution?· 4 Jan 2018 · Edited
Alexander Horolsky I see very clearly that his fingers are on the hair, not on the frog.
Domen Marincic Oliver Webber Yes, this is what I tried to suggest rather carefully as a
possible solution. I really have to see about the history of bowing direction on the double
bass.· 4 Jan 2018 · Edited
Domen Marincic Strangely, I never considered the possibility that people like Vandini
might have used heavy downbows with their underhand bow grip. I don't know if there is
much information about how an underhand cellist would actually bow. ... With my rigid
adherence to historical performance research, I might have to change the markings in
some of my music — again!· 5d · Edited
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Christopher Suckling There is nothing of any certainty, at least regarding direction, as far
as I can tell. There is a very detailed description of Schetky's bowing in AMZ, but this is
much later, an outlying case, we don't even know what kind of bow he used, and I don't
think it mentions direction!· 4 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber Presumably Quantz is writing with the experience of having seen and
heard Italian cellists using underhand bowing and creating the forceful down bows he
describes. 30 seconds googling (we do have it easy these days) tells me that both Quantz
and Vandini were in Prague in 1723...· 4 Jan 2018
Christopher Suckling However, Quantz notes in his autobiography that he saw
Franchiscello play (he of the Burney anecdote) and, whilst now disapproving of his
embellishments, was amazed at the time. The portrait of Franchiscello (contemporary
with Quantz's visit to Naples, IIRC) is one of the earliest I can think of of an eighteenthcentury Italian cellist playing with overhand grip.

· 4 Jan 2018 · Edited
Tormod Dalen May I venture that in the case of cello underhand bowing, rigid adherence
to sources require a remarkable degree of flexibility...?· 4 Jan 2018
Tormod Dalen By the way, Vittorio Ghielmi mentioned using downbow for really heavy
accents on the gamba. Do I remember right, Vittorio?· 4 Jan 2018
Domen Marincic I have noticed this and already wanted to mention Vittorio. It would be
interesting to know whether his practice is based on experience (my own experience is
different) or are there sources suggesting something similar for the viol. There is at least
one video online of me bowing upside down all the time, I desperately need some
historical justification for that. 4 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy Thinking about ergonomics and the "leading edge of the hand" theory I
mentioned several comments ago in this subthread, I can see a physical reason that the
answer could be less than black/white, on/off, 1/0: Say the stronger stroke for the hand
is indeed away from the thumb side of the hand. Say also that the stronger stroke for a
tapered baroque bow is indeed the one that starts at the frog/heel. In that case, the
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relationship between hand and bow may produce a subtle constellation of effects that
could be somewhat less straightforward than initially expected. The arm also can be
strong at more than one angle...· 4 Jan 2018 · Edited
Esha Neogy Regarding double basses, could it be that the matching of down/up
regardless of bow hold was easiest for reasons that had nothing to do with the bow hold?
It could prevent physical clashes in a section of players who weren't all using the same
hold, and coordinate everything visually (which I think I remember my high school
orchestra teacher wanting...).· 4 Jan 2018 · Edited
Ben Hebbert To ~ some ~ extent ~ do you think we over amplify the idea of down bow
strong, up bow weak because of a post-Viotti Post-Tourte perception of bowing from the
heel especially? Given that these issues that we take for granted now have less relevance
before 1780 do they unnecessarily prejudice our view??· 4 Jan 2018 · Edited
Frances Eustace Esha Neogy also the German bow hold still grips the stick or frog. It isn't
a gamba hold tweaking the hair· 5 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber Ben, I think the idea is much older than Viotti/Tourte, and, if anything,
etudes like Kreutzer’s were designed in part to exploit the new features of Tourte-style
bows, including forceful stokes in the upper half (martelé) and equally strong up and
down bows (both difficult to achieve with earlier designs- notwithstanding that some by
mid-century (e.g. Tartini) encouraged students to practice hard to make equal downs and
ups possible!), so Paris conservatoire students, at least, were strongly encouraged (at
least sometimes!) *not* to consider the heel as the principal source of strength. I don’t
have Muffat to hand to give chapter and verse, but the Lullist rules that he transmits are
pretty clear evidence of strong down bows.· 6 Jan 2018
Ben Hebbert Me too, hence the hesitancy...

:) 6 Jan 2018

Miles Golding The point of balance gives a clue. Am I right to observe that, generally,
earlier, more tapering bows had lighter frogs and no lapping? And that later bows with
Tourte-style heads had heavier frogs and lapping on the stick? Just now, comparing an
Ashmolean no.19 copy with a 1900s Hill, I found the PoB more or less at the same spot
(about 1/3rd from the frog).
As far as near-horizontal string instruments (vlns vlas) are concerned, the closer you get
to the heel to play a note the more grippy is the hair because the increasing weight of the
stick on the upper side of the point of contact assists, no matter how much the bow
tapers; at the other extreme, on an up-bow, you have to work much harder to emulate
an identical sound-envelope because of course you have little weight to help, and have to
work your wrist and upper-arm much harder, no matter how much tapering there is, or
how heavy a head. So the Rule of Down bow was not so much a function of stick shape,
but more of balance of the material. Tartini's is a valuable challenge and practice, and
especially a great lesson in bow physics for beginners, to try to emulate the identical
sound envelope from heel and from point. Does any Tourte bow violinist player start, say,
Bach G minor solo sonata with an up-bow? No, because despite a chunkier head their
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bow is vastly more grippy for the chord at the heel (and way less arc for the hand to
cover of course). A simple dance, say E major Gavotte... I don't think any Tourte bower
starts with an up-bow for real. (But an interesting experiment.) It's a matter of effort and
ease of control.
As for the near-vertical string players (celli, viols, basses), bow control and balance is a
different kettle of fish because they are confronting gravity in a very different way, and
gravity is far less significant in helping their hair to grip because their pressure is nearhorizontal. Their physics of bow-control is more about leverage, isn't it? Maybe that is
why they are able to use both overhand and underhand holds. Horizontalists never
use(d) an underhand hold. Having minimal experience as a verticalist I'd be interested to
hear what they say about it.· 7 Jan 2018 · Edited
Oliver Webber Yes: the physics of levers is paramount. Thought-provoking comment. 7
Jan 2018
Frances Eustace Miles Golding very perceptive comment. See my earlier comment re
double bass players. The difference for cello and gambas is holding the stick or conveying
weight via the finger on the hair.· 7 Jan 2018· Edited
Esha Neogy True about the bow structure (I think I said that somewhere too). In the
method I've been taught on the viol, though, one still uses gravity rather than pulling or
pressing the bow inward toward the instrument. Perhaps it's a matter of degree, but I'm
not sure the difference is as much as you assume.· 7 Jan 2018· Edited
Miles Golding If I execute a pseudo-ricochet with bare minimum bow support (only 2nd
finger opposite thumb) the bow strikes at the same spot because gravity is working
totally in my favour.
A cellist can't do that because gravity is working significantly unfavourably. Not totally
because the strings are never absolutely vertical. I guess that was why Tortelier
developed the angled spike - his strings had a significant horizontal component.
Yes, it is a matter of degree.· 8 Jan 2018· Edited
Domen Marincic Since Tartini is mentioned so often, it is perhaps good to mention that
already Ganassi (1542) writes that on the viol, one should be able to perform 'good'
notes with both up- and downbows, just as a swordsman should be able to use both
hands in battle.
Not sure whether there is any important and inevitable difference for the bowing
direction between holding the frog and tweaking the hair. I see both holds on the cello.
The first picture with an underhand grip that came up on my computer right now is this
frontispiece to Jacchini's op. 3 of 1697.
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· 8 Jan 2018 · Edited
Tom Suarez When my daughter was growing up, we would typically spend Sundays at a
Thai temple /community center that had a music program run by visiting musicians from
Thailand. There was an ensemble in which I would pitch in by playing either of the two
“saw” two-stringed instruments in the ensemble. As a violinist, I was able to do this fairly
easily (if scandalously un-authentically!) ... but a major adjustment for me, to the great
frustration of the Thai saw teacher, was that the strong beat was ALWAYS on the up bow.
I offer this at face value, not as historical documentation about Siam, though it is
certainly reliable as regards modern Thailand. 17 January 2018
Kate Bennett Wadsworth Also, are there any Irish fiddle experts on here? It looks like
strong beats are on an upbow in that tradition, too... 17 January 2018
Alexander Horolsky I believe that point is the common sense. Are you using the wax or the
tallow candles on the concerts? 😊· 3 Jan 2018
Roland Hutchinson We should all learn to mind our own beeswax.· 4 Jan 2018
Beth Garfinkel I remember once seeing a performance of Haydn's "Farewell" Symphony
where there were candles attached to all the music stands. As each stand left, the players
blew out their candles.· 4 Jan 2018
Kate Bennett Wadsworth Then there’s the gorgeous Sam Wanamaker theatre in
London....· 5 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber I’ve performed many times at the Wanamaker. Alexander, in case you
don’t know, they do indeed use candles for these performances to recreate the 17th
century theatre experience as accurately as possible.· 5 Jan 2018
John Mark Rozendaal Oliver Webber So, are they tallow or beeswax?· 7 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy John Mark Rozendaal, I snagged an end of one when they gave a rare tour of
the place. I'll bring it along to Conclave if 1) I remember and 2) I ever get my passport
back from the UK Home Office. (Residency games. It'll get sorted out eventually.) 7 Jan
2018· Edited
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Oliver Webber John Mark Rozendaal Beeswax, apparently:
https://www.theguardian.com/.../sam-wanamaker-playhouse...Manage
Can't hold a candle to it: lighting the Sam Wanamaker Playhouse theguardian.com· 8
Jan 2018
Beth Garfinkel It shouldn't be rigid adherence in the first place so much as having mastered
a specific set of techniques to the point they are part of your vocabulary and you then apply
them where appropriate, just as you use certain words in specific contexts where
appropriate. And that you're using those techniques the way you use words, as vehicles for
expression. 4 Jan 2018
Roger Evans Absolutely. Though I’d say turns of phrase, idiomatic expressions, and local
accents even more than words· 4 Jan 2018
Ian Pittaway The question is wrong. What is "rigid adherence to historical performance
research"? Medieval music was an improvising tradition, but based on particular musical
rules (i.e. not a free for all!). One cannot "rigidly" improvise. "could/should be set aside in
favour of the performance itself" suggests that knowledge of historical music practice in
some way takes us away from playing historical music. Uh? That is nonsensical. · 4 Jan 2018
Beth Garfinkel Yeah, it's sort of like saying that Hebrew is too sacred to be spoken on a
daily basis.· 4 Jan 2018
Roland Hutchinson ...which brings up the interesting question of just how "historically
informed" Modern Hebrew is.· 5 Jan 2018
Robert Rawson Beth, I think the example of Hebrew is an apt one. Israelis were able to
take a functionally dead language and revive it to a point where (nearly) an entire nation
speaks it on a daily basis (plus pop songs, sit-coms, and on and on) in a relatively short
space of time. The HIP movement has achieved something similar! Not even the most
anti-HIP performers (Perlman, Zuckermann…) would perform baroque music the way
they did before the movement came to dominate public tastes in the 80s and 90s.· 5 Jan
2018
Beth Garfinkel Nonetheless, I've been told that there are Hasidim in Israel who use
Yiddish among themselves because they think Hebrew is too sacred for everyday use.· 5
Jan 2018
Robert Rawson Beth—wow! Curious the things that are sacralised.· 5 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy Maybe that compares with using a hyphen in G-d?· 5 Jan 2018
Tim Soar I’m not claiming an exact analogy with the original question, but reading this
thread I am constantly reminded of this (attached)
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=ZbFM3rn4ldoManage
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Richard Feynman: The Beauty of the Flower youtube.com · 5 Jan 2018 · Edited
Robert Rawson I'm disappointed that not one person responded 'no' to the original
question. 5 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber Good point!· 5 Jan 2018
Kenichi Ikuno There was one, but it has been lost in the sands of time.· 5 Jan 2018
Ian Pittaway I think that's because it's a wrongly put and skewed question, worded in a
way which presumes a particular answer, and folks have been trying to address that. But,
in short: no.· 5 Jan 2018
Robert Rawson Where is the Jean Calvin of HIP?! 5 Jan 2018
Roger Evans After a long and phenomenally successful professional career, he died in
Amsterdam a few years ago.· 5 Jan 2018
Beth Garfinkel I thought that I had answered yes, put that post hasn't showed up.· 5 Jan
2018
Beth Garfinkel I said that the point at which you should give up on historical performance
practice was when you needed a castrato, at which point it's best to settle for the
available resources.· 5 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy There is one simple "no" up there somewhere, as Kenichi says. Just one that
I've seen, though.· 5 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy Ah, but Beth, as has been argued in other subthreads on this post, historically
people made do with what they had also.· 5 Jan 2018
Matthew Hopcroft Do both. Learn the rules and if the audiences really don't like the results,
break the rules. It is supposed to be entertaining and engaging. My opinion of course.· 6 Jan
2018· Edited
Shannon Luk I would say no if the intent is to produce a “historically informed result as
accurately as we inaccurately do. Yes, we can play early music with modern aesthetics but
the whole concept of researching the context is to try and understand the aesthetic of the
time in the context of the geographical position, chronological time, society etc etc that it
was written.
It is a grey area, really, as to at which point something is “historically” informed or not...
there doesn’t seem to be a distinct line by which one can categories performances.
However, in general I would make a bold statement (with little actual evidence) most selfidentifying HIP practitioners try to make all or most of their musical decisions by taking into __________________________________________________________________________________
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consideration what history hints performers of the time and place may have chosen within
the context they existed; using all available historical evidence to do so.
Dang that was a long sentence. Thanks you semicolon.... · 5 Jan 2018
Shannon Luk I think the difficulty lies in the process behind decisions is quite academic
whilst music itself shouldn’t really be. So, the academic side will always need and should
ask, “what is your source for that” whereas the artistic side is influenced by our society
and musical trends happening now, in this very point in time. Or if going against the
status quo, it’s still a status quo of our contemporary society and musical taste because
the one living musicians exist in.
Of course the irony is the current HIP practitioners also exist in this contemporary
society. But that is a common trait amongst all historians. History will always be an
interpretation of what actually took place, until such a time we can go back in history to
observe it without influencing it. But that’s very philosophical and schrödinger’s catesque.· 5 Jan 2018· Edited
David Wright No· 6 Jan 2018
Kenichi Ikuno NO· 6 Jan 2018
George KennawayGroup admin Kenichi Ikuno These comments are completely
unacceptable. You have until noon UK time to apologise and with draw them. Otherwise I
will expel you from this group without further notice. We are only talking about music here.
It's not a cure for cancer, or the negotiation of world peace. Estos comentarios son
completamente inaceptables. Tienes tiempo de mediodía para disculparte y dibujarlos. De
lo contrario, quiero que lea este grupo sin previo aviso. Estamos hablando de música aquí.
No es una cura para el cáncer, o la negociación de la paz mundial.· See translation · 6 Jan
2018
Kenichi Ikuno Please don’t wait. Because if I had been a white man, I would have been
taken more seriously and with more respect. Many times Mr Colburn has treated me in a
manner that is beneath what is acceptable. I am proudly Asian, such language that is
demeaning and, quite frankly, condescending is insulting. You making me apologize
further perpetuates such racist attitudes from your groups which makes your expulsion
more welcome and a badge of honor, because I don’t want to be put together by such an
intolerant group of racists and bigots.· 6 Jan 2018
George KennawayGroup admin Done.· 6 Jan 2018
Allan Evans I propose myself as a candidate for expulsion. As a Jew, could you write to
me in Yiddish, another sub-race language?· 6 Jan 2018· Edited
Esha Neogy Oy vey is mir.· 6 Jan 2018
Sarig Sela George Kennaway the only comment I see that Mr. Kenichi Ikuno wrote is
"NO". why unacceptable?!· 6 Jan 2018
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Allan Evans He was BANNED from the group.· 6 Jan 2018
Sarig Sela why?· 6 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy Sarig, you have to dig deep into the subthreads. Look for one of [EDIT] Allan
Evans's comments that has more than 200 comments attached to it.· 6 Jan 2018· Edited
George KennawayGroup admin Way back in a subthread. And, just to be clear, Allan
Evans, I responded in English (my native language), and Spanish because the offensive
post was in the latter language. It probably wasn't very good Spanish, because I have not
studied that language since 1971. But I tried.· 6 Jan 2018
Allan Evans It's hard to remain in a group that has members like Grant Colburn and others,
claiming to be devoted to a research that seems narrower as time passes.· 6 Jan 2018
Grant Colburn So there is something wrong with narrowing your interests and research
into a specific area? Ironically, I am actually so much worse than you give me credit for
:-) My interest is primarily in the English baroque from the time of Purcell to post Handel.
I have little interest in Bach or German composers or any French for that matter. Besides
English I have some interest in Italian baroque, particularly those like Alberti, Pergolesi
etc. I'm sure though that somewhere my lack of interest in having a well rounded
education must be illegal...· 6 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy I think both of you are pretty new to this group. Allan, I wish you'd generalize
less about its members. I see a wide range of research interests here.· 6 Jan 2018· Edited
Oliver Webber Given that the interests of members range broadly from medieval to 20th
century, with some interested in even earlier music, your definition of its research as narrow
is off the mark. If you don’t like the output of any one member, you are not under any
obligation to listen to it.· 6 Jan 2018
Allan Evans Grant asked for an opinion so one hearing was more than enough.· 6 Jan
2018· Edited
Grant Colburn Indeed, considering my musical interests range from the 14th to the 18th
century it is ironic that it bothers Allan so much that I am not overly interested in the last
50 to 150 years. From what I have known it is rare for someone from the "traditional"
classical music world to have much interest in music before Bach, let alone the previous
centuries or even all of Bach’s lesser contemporaries.· 6 Jan 2018· Edited
Grant Colburn Allan Evans I asked for no opinion. You asked to hear the rock music I write
and I provided a link...· 6 Jan 2018
Fynn Titford-Mock funny how a seemingly innocent question can bring up both relevant,
interesting information and irrelevant, insulting bile!· 6 Jan 2018
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John Mark Rozendaal The original question was not truly innocent, it was obviously
loaded.· 6 Jan 2018
Fynn Titford-Mock hence "seemingly" 6 Jan 2018
John Mark Rozendaal The dissembling may have provoked some of the ire.· 6 Jan 2018
Skip Sempe Judging from the reactions, it is no longer an innocent question.· 6 Jan 2018
Emily L. Ferguson Was it ever?· 6 Jan 2018
Jordan Brown Defending Historical Performance Practice From Its Adherents:
We all know that when you "defend" HIP from those who want to generically attack it, they
are defining it any way they want to and you are defining it another. Such arguments are
meaningless and don't need to be indulged. The best response I've seen in the thread was
from Oliver ("This is a historical performance group...") alas, if there is any place where HIP
may be free to roam and graze "in the weeds", it is here. I also don't believe research can
thrive when it is only expected to serve performance. The performer may do what he like
with information, be it credible or not, convincing or not. PS is anyone concerned that the
OP is completely absent from this discussion?· · Edited [6 Jan 2018] 17 Replies
Esha Neogy The OP [EDIT: by which I mean original post] is repeatedly and directly
addressed in numerous of the subthreads within this thread, and the ramifications of the
direct comments continue to address it indirectly, so I'm puzzled as to what you mean.· 6
Jan 2018· Edited
Esha Neogy I also think just because someone specializes doesn't mean they've gone into
weeds. I do, though, very much agree about mismatched definitions and would be
interested in hearing you say more about research that's not for performance (though
this group is of course broadly about performance).· 6 Jan 2018· Edited
Jordan Brown I realize the group is about performance. But where research is concerned,
all I meant was that in order to produce useful research, one must sometimes get lost in
the weeds - of theoretical, or specialized work - to produce something that is applicable.
Research being mandated to always have an immediate practical use or fit someone's
definition of common sense, reeks of fascism.· 6 Jan 2018
Jordan Brown And re: above, Has the op spoken since the post was created?· 6 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy Rather a lot, especially in the earlier subthreads.· 6 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy And my apologies for misunderstanding the connotation of your use of
"weeds"!· 6 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy Oh, and I thought you meant OP = original post, but I guess you meant
original postER.· 6 Jan 2018
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Jordan Brown What makes me really crazy is when someone shows up here and writes
"HIP IS REALLY A BUNCH OF HOGWASH WHEN IT GETS TOO FAR GONE, ISN'T IT NOW?"
and then a bunch of otherwise intelligent people start quoting Quantz.· 6 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy Heh!· 6 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy (Not that Quantz is very far gone when it comes to HIP.

:D )· 6 Jan 2018

Jordan Brown You are missing the point. The point is that people show up and say
unfounded, generic things and everyone starts dignifying the comment by arguing their
own HIP virtues.· 6 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy I agree about not dignifying every comment. I was mostly trying to be funny.
By the way, I've scrolled back, and the OPer seems to have said a number of things
December 30-January 1.· 6 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy Including some explanation of what he was thinking when he made the post.
· 6 Jan 2018
Jordan Brown I'm salivating at the chance to explore his mind further· 6 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy Ha! But even if he hadn't spoken again, it'd still be an interesting
contretemps (she said, now thinking of various social sciences).· 6 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy Aha! I see I misunderstood where you were aiming your "alas" - sorry. 6 Jan
2018
Esha Neogy And the OPer has spoken again...· 6 Jan 2018
Henry Howey My model remains Wim Becu. Right or wrong, he makes beautiful music any
project he touches. I read the same sources as everyone else, but only by assenting to
experiment with better copies can we hope to let those instruments teach us how to play
them.· 6 Jan 2018
Christopher Wilke To me, historical stylistic research is somewhat analogous to music
theory. Knowledge of theory will influence a whole host of performance decisions.
However, beyond a certain level of facility with theoretical concepts, how directly does
deeper knowledge of theoretical esoterica translate into improved
performance/interpretive skills? I might hazard a guess and say not very much. At least I
don't see too many theory PhD's packin' 'em at concerts!
I might further hazard a guess and posit that the same could go for historical research.
Greater familiarity with obscure sources does not directly translate into a subjectively
better performance. 6 Jan 2018
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Esha Neogy Maybe so, but I'm going to repeat part of a comment I made earlier: ...I
submit that when we learn about the aesthetics of other (mostly earlier) music than that
we've initially been taught how to play, we simply add to our palettes. The new paints
can be *more* moving than our original smaller set when deployed well at the right
times. Personal example: When I was in my 20s and starting out in early music, I went to
a weeklong summer course at Indiana University. At one point, Stanley Ritchie and
Elisabeth Wright played us something (I wish I could remember what!) just as it was
shown on the page, and it was a bit boring. They played it again using what they'd
learned in their study of Baroque music, and it was moving, even magical. At the time, I
had not a clue about any of it, and I can't tell you what principles or treatise ti{t/d}bits
they applied. All I know is that their studies translated into emotion for me. (Please
forgive my British/American spellings. You see, I'm always open to alternatives. ;) )· 6
Jan 2018
Christopher Wilke I agree with you. There was nothing in my comment to contradict the
experience you had.· 6 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy I just disagreed slightly with your "not very much" and "not directly" - but all
seems well. 6 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy Oliver Webber may be along to add something here (I hope).· 6 Jan 2018
Christopher Wilke A slight clarification on my last comment. I'm not suggesting that a basic
familiarity with major sources is sufficient. Knowledge of style can never be harmful.
Still, slavish devotion to sources may indeed be detrimental. I've never overheard anyone
exiting an early Music concert saying, "My, what thrillingly researched playing!"
I HAVE overheard concert-goers ooh-ing and ah-ing over ostensibly HIP performances in
which even basic Early Music concepts have been seriously fudged. I speak of A-list players
who definitely know better.· 6 Jan 2018
Jordan Brown .. shame on that audience for having a nice evening!· 6 Jan 2018
Christopher Wilke My point was that a great performer knows what an audience wants
and they are willing to put aside their intellectual knowledge to go for the emotional
connection.· 6 Jan 2018
Ian Pittaway I don't know what slavish devotion to sources can mean, musically and in
practice. With most medieval music this is impossible, as more is required to perform
than what is written. With medieval, renaissance and baroque music there are still
questions of style, which amounts to being historically aware plus personal judgement
based on this about what is required for the music in question.· 6 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy Couple other thoughts I've already said somewhere above: Personal
judgment will be affected by how much you have different styles "in your ear." And
research into certain old styles will reveal how focused they were on emotion. I think just
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because we learn some things through our intellect doesn't mean the knowledge is
divorced from the making of an emotional connection. I'm not exactly disagreeing with
you, just saying I don't think the intellectual/emotional divide is always a divide.· 8 Jan
2018· Edited
Ian Pittaway Yes, Esha. I have no understanding of what people mean in other posts
about the intellectual/emotional divide. I am a whole person. I presume others are, too. I
have no idea what it is to play music or hear music or experience music in any way on a
purely intellectual level.· 8 Jan 2018
Christopher Wilke This may be as welcome as an agnostic at a bible study, but here are my
secret, forbidden thoughts about much of historical musicology.
Here is a notion I find extremely disquieting in regards to performance research: I've
attended numerous presentations (and given a few myself) on the topic of 19th century
performance practice. Whenever period recordings are played for uninitiated (but usually
musically literate) audiences, they is always one reaction: laughter.
The choices actual 19th century musicians - many of them Gods of the period - make seem
so odd, so unrelatably divergent from modern listeners' expectations of tasteful
performance that new listeners experience cognitive dissonance. "Surely those old fogeys
couldn't have thought that was actually even ok. Definitely not moving. I mean, it sounds
so... silly!"
The disquieting part: I don't believe for a minute that anyone in 2018 would - or could - ever
have arrived at a style remotely similar to the original recordings solely by studying the
texts, of which there are many, many, many more available than earlier eras. (This also
brings about the uncomfortable suggestion that the litmus test for a genuinely HIP
performance of late 19th century repertoire could, and perhaps should, result in listeners
laughing and the performer being labeled an incompetent fool.)
The disconnect was most dramatically demonstrated to me the one time someone didn't
laugh. I gave a presentation in which I played an early 20th century recording of the guitarist
Agustin Barrios performing a piece by Tarrega. Afterwards, a gentleman in the audience
slowly rose to his feet, thrust his finger in my direction and shouted, "Barrios was my hero
and YOU just made him look like a CHILD!!!" Again, I'd only played the recording and had at
that point not made a word of commentary, which was quite a positive assessment of
Barrios's technical AND interpretative skills. This fellow had his own idea of how Barrios
"should" sound and the reality shattered his comfortable fiction. Let's put it this way: I won't
be imitating Barrios's interpretation in my next performance!
I think it's dangerous for those of us who are HIPly "woke" to feel smugly superior to the
muggles. I believe we are ALL in the same boat.
My point here is not that previous generations would have made the same choices as 19th
century players, but rather that they would have made different, but analogously divergent
decisions; decisions so foreign to our subconscious preconceptions of "taste" that we may
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never have the slightest inkling of what they were, no matter how many scores or treatises
we digest.· 6 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy We need a Skinnerian experiment in which we raise a baby who hears only...·
6 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy I wonder, though. Could one find examples of "corny" performances that are
currently acceptable? Maybe in popular music of the present or of the early 20th
century? And I've recently noticed what to me sound like tuning problems in Beatles
recordings, but that may be just my current perception, and in any case certainly hasn't
lost them many fans. Anyway, thanks for an interesting point.· 6 Jan 2018
Mark Bailey Thanks for such an interesting and thought-provoking comment. As director
of the Yale Collection of Historical Sound Recordings and myself a performance
practitioner of early and romantic-era music, I teach and present on this with regularity. I
found that the occurrences of laughter have diminished greatly by virtue of how I set up
and explain the example I'm about to play, and how it's contextualized within the overall
talk. By pointing out various performance and related factors of the romantic and postromantic eras, as well as things specifically to listen for, listeners tend to focus more on
the stylistic information conveyed in the recording on its own merits. Also, when I do
comparative examples, in most cases my listeners remark that the modern examples are
relatively dull, overly-straightforward and unimaginative by comparison. And finally,
younger listeners -- again in my experience -- tend to be much more open minded. I'll
admit though, this is more the case for some instruments and ensembles than others.
Choral singing of the post-romantic era (pre-World War II) on early recordings can take a
while to get used to, though, again, there's remarkable stylistic information there (and I
now really appreciate them).
But I'm going to continue to think about your insightful comments. (PS. I love that Barrios
recording!)· 6 Jan 2018· Edited
Beth Garfinkel That's an interesting thought. I remember Barthold Kuijken what's giving a
talk in which he played some old recordings from the 1930s of various solo Bach partitas.
He pointed out that those people were 70 years closer to the age of Bach then we are, so
who are we to say that they're exaggeration of the lengths of notes, they're making of
long notes much longer ones and of short notes much shorter ones, is wrong? I
personally would argue that I had once heard a performance of William Birds Madrigal,
"though amaryllis dance in green," performed in such a manner. And call me arrogant,
but I'd say that I know from having read Sir John Davies poem, " Orchestra, a poem of
dancing," that for Byrd, at least, that approach is wrong. Daviess explicitly lynx music and
Mathematics through dance, and particularly through the galliard, who's basic step
happens to consist of multiples of 5. This just so happens to be the underlying dance
form of "though amaryllis dance in green."· 7 Jan 2018· Edited
Oliver Webber “Who are we to say....”; I know what you mean, but 1930 is still a very
long time after Bach, and the performers of that era were not interested in trying to
perform in a historical style, so while it’s fascinating as an exercise in opening our ears to
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different aesthetics, and recognising how much can change in 70-80 years, we can’t
deduce too much about early 18th century style from early 20th century style. It may,
however, show us something interesting about late 19th century style.· 7 Jan 2018
Allan Evans Students and their professors in that era were bringing back Baroque
instruments. The movement was burgeoning in Berlin from the mid Twenties until 1933.
Roman Totenberg played a violino piccolo in one of the Brandenburgs, as he recounted
to me in 2011.· 7 Jan 2018 · Edited
Esha Neogy See also Patricia Ann Neely's comment below about Dolmetsch.· 8 Jan 2018
Marie Ross Mark Bailey Interesting thoughts about the laughter and trying to diminish it.
The first time I gave a lecture about historical recordings, I was surprised (and rather
incensed) by the laughter, but then I realized that it turned out to be a profound
experience for the students to leave with an admiration and respect (and maybe even
desire to hear more of) the recordings they had laughed at in the beginning of the class.
Since then I try to go for the laughter to start out! Of course, I realized later that it's a bit
of a risk doing that, because depending on the education, background, and openmindedness of the particular students, it doesn't always work! But it's really cool when it
does... 12 Jan 2018
Mark Bailey Oliver Webber -- to support what you're saying: in my experience, numerous
early recordings of baroque music, such as the first recording of various choruses and
arias from Messiah in the early 1900s, acknowledge that it wasn't supposed to sound like
Romantic music of the time -- and it doesn't in most cases. But in lieu of any real
performance practice insight, it seems they more or less invented a false baroque style -again in contrast to romanticism -- that gave it a kind of unique austerity. In these
recordings the tempos are relentlessly slow, without even a hint of rubato; there's very
little or no portamento, and so on. (That said, there are some recordings of baroque
music from the early 20th century, though fewer that I've come across, that do render
the music in a typically romantic fashion.)· 12 Jan 2018· Edited
Mark Bailey Marie Ross I like your approach I also try to insert humour into some of
the anecdotes I tell or through the images I use, and even harmlessly in a recording or
two at a certain spot, not in a disrespectful way, but when something is pretty over the
top even by the standards of the time.· 12 Jan 2018
Allan Evans Most audio restoration stinks and to present such flawed muffled mush as
worthy of worship like a new Leonardo discovery makes for great comedy. While most
musicologists are new and unfamiliar with old recordings they haven't enough resources to
locate examples with the most details first heard through updated restorations. Many of my
Freshmen and Grad students experience their first and vivid sonic contact with well known
composers and their interpreters who can be heard as if alive in the room: it becomes a lifechanging experience.· 6 Jan 2018
Fynn Titford-Mock I'm not sure what you're getting at· 7 Jan 2018
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Peggy Murray I think it depends on the purpose and context of your performance, as well as
the proficiency of the performers in historical techniques. I think a lot about this topic as it
relates to dance. While some stage directors and choreographers feel it necessary to cater
to audience expectations (which, outside early music festival productions, might tend to
more modern styles), I look for opportunities to expose audiences to historical dance
technique and choreography even when, and especially when it may be new them. This is
more possible when I'm working with dancers experienced in early styles, and less possible
with actors, singers or even dancers without early technique, as production schedules are
generally short.. Even in the latter case, I reference early technique and choreography, but
in ways that are comfortable for the performers.· 7 Jan 2018
George KennawayGroup admin As sometimes happens, this is a very long and complex
thread. If there are things here you want to keep, please save the thread. There have been
instances of the thread being deleted. Just saying. As you were.· 7 Jan 2018
Dylan Sauerwald I would submit that we must always include a dose of pragmatism in our
practice of historically informed performance. To not do so is deeply un-historical.· 7 Jan
2018
Daniel Ungermann But the pragmatism must stay in the borders of the ("pedantic") rules
of the currently knowledge of Early Music Performance. Otherwise we will end in the
performing freedom of the second half of the 19th century - so this is the danger. We
must eliminate all influences of music after the time of the work we are performing even when it is "contre-coeur" to our abilities. And I think, this is the major sense of this
group - or am I wrong?· 8 Jan 2018· Edited
Dylan Sauerwald You are wrong. It is not possible to eliminate all influences of our time,
nor is it desirable. History should be our guide and inspiration, but we should consider
how it serves us, rather than how it limits us.· 8 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy Studying historical performance practice gives us more options, not fewer.· 9
Jan 2018
Oliver Webber Daniel, what if we are playing late 19C music in a historical style?
Jan 2018

😉· 9

Roland Hutchinson What if we are playing late 19th-century REPERTOIRE in a historical
19th-century style? You know, like Bach and Corelli and Handel and Mozart and Haydn
and Beethoven.· 9 Jan 2018· Edited
Daniel Ungermann Roland Hutchinson. We do it already!! Since a few years, there is an
album with the complete works by Chopin played on a Erard and a Pleyel piano (1848/49)
It's rather another Music....and: what is better than to Play Rachmaninoff on his piano in
Luzern, made about 1870?? I dislike orchestral playing all Repertoire from Mozart to
Boulez - but unfortunately it's already still the case....I like strict specialism.· 1d · Edited
[10 Jan 2018, 14:12]
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Oliver Webber Indeed- and many musicians are engaged in this field. Look up CHASE at
Leeds university, or Neal Peres da Costa’s work linked to elsewhere in the thread. So,
when you perform *these* works, presumable you *do* perform it “in the performing
freedom of the second half of the 19th century”! 10 Jan 2018
Daniel Ungermann And the best is: We have recordings by Grieg, Saint-Saens, Reger,
Rachmaninoff, Skrjabin, Reinecke, and a lot of pupils of Liszt - so it's easy to find out
answers on questions, what in baroque time is not possible to get it so easy!· 10 Jan 2018
Edited
Roland Hutchinson Daniel Ungermann, of course we do. I brought this up because I
thought Daniel might profit from considering this point in addition to the point that
Oliver raised. Still, I think there is more interest in approaching 19th-century composers
in this way than in approaching 19th-century repertoire that included both contemporary
and older composers.· 10 Jan 2018
Daniel Ungermann Oliver Webber But to conclude from Reinecke to Beethoven is a bit
dangerous. So the practice of Peres da Costa is very important, but it is not a scientific
approach· 10 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber I think if you study what he has done it is very cautious indeed.· 10 Jan
2018
Allan Evans Daniel Ungermann Skryabin, Reinecke and Reger left piano rolls (and Reger
also made organ rolls)but they are inaccurate as evidence of how they played due to
mechanical limitations. Skryabin could have been recorded as a South African
businessman owned a cylinder machine and captured the voices of Tchaikovsky and
possibly Anton Rubinstein accompanying a singer. Anything taken too seriously from
piano rolls will only mislead and minimize the attention merited by disc recordings.· 23h
[10 Jan 2018, 16:15]
Mary Holzhauer To follow Dylan Sauerwald: we should always remember that historical
musicians were also musicians. Many historically informed performers, whom I may have
otherwise thought to be purely rigid followers of "the rules," have always told me to go with
the most musical performative choice, and I have found that to be extremely sound advice.
We must keep in mind what was considered "musical" for a given time period, of course,
but it does give us some leeway as far as expression and interpretation. Music that says
something speaks to modern audiences, or at least that has been my own personal
experience.· 2d · Edited [7 January 2018, 22:02]
Esha Neogy Agreed - as long as one has trained one's ear so one's idea of "musical"
doesn't come only from later music. [EDIT: That's a bit different from intellectually
remembering what some different ideas of "musical" might be.]· 8 Jan 2018· Edited
Esha Neogy Also, why do we tend to assume that "old ways" won't speak to a current
audience? I said more about this somewhere above.· 8 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy Hi again, Mary! I'm going to repeat part of a comment I made earlier: ...I
submit that when we learn about the aesthetics of other (mostly earlier) music than that
we've initially been taught how to play, we simply add to our palettes. The new paints
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can be *more* moving than our original smaller set when deployed well at the right
times. Personal example: When I was in my 20s and starting out in early music, I went to
a weeklong summer course at Indiana University. At one point, Stanley Ritchie and
Elisabeth Wright played us something (I wish I could remember what!) just as it was
shown on the page, and it was a bit boring. They played it again using what they'd
learned in their study of Baroque music, and it was moving, even magical. At the time, I
had not a clue about any of it, and I can't tell you what principles or treatise ti{t/d}bits
they applied. All I know is that their studies translated into emotion for me. (Please
forgive my British/American spellings. You see, I'm always open to alternatives. ;) )· 8
Jan 2018· Edited
Esha Neogy Really nice edit to the OP, Max. This is a fundamental HIP question, and even if a
lot of people here considered it and made their decisions a while back, I think it's important
to revisit from time to time. Be proud of what you've set going here. :)· · Edited [8 Jan
2018, 7:26] 15 replies
John Mark Rozendaal The implication in the edit is that there is someone in this field who
will argue against making "pragmatic decisions that benefit our performances";
otherwise it wouldn't be a question. It's really not less loaded than the original question.
7 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy Yeah, but we've well and truly corrected the impression now. I was referring
more to the effort to be less negative.· 7 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy And the definition of "benefit the performance" is bound to be argued over.·
7 Jan 2018
John Mark Rozendaal Esha Neogy The effort seems to me to be to appear less negative.·
7 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy So maybe he doesn't get it yet.· 7 Jan 2018
John Mark Rozendaal That's what it looks like to me. He seems to be looking for the rigid,
not pragmatic musicians here. Strangely, nobody's 'fessing up!· 7 Jan 2018
David Badagnani Now maybe he could add whether early music vocalists adding constant
vibrato to every note (as I hear most early music singers do, even in Medieval music:
"because that's the way we were trained, and because the audience will probably like it
better") was part of the original intention of his post, as I had guessed was the case.· 8
Jan 2018
Oliver Webber He expanded on his reasons, and that wasn’t one of them. There are
enough problems in the question without reading your *own* bugbears into it!· 8 Jan
2018
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John Mark Rozendaal Oliver Webber One of the problems with the question(s) is that
they do leave open the question of what "rigid" or non-"pragmatic" practices Mr.
Hummus has heard that would move him to ask such questions.· 8 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy (David, the expansion was in another subthread here.)· 8 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber Of course, another problem with a thread like this is that it’s hard to find
anything!· 8 Jan 2018
John Mark Rozendaal (Sidebar: When the provocateur reveals that his level of literacy
doesn't rise to understanding the difference between "bass" and "base", does he get
more slack or less?)· 8 Jan 2018· Edited
Graham O'Reilly John Mark Rozendaal Maybe that's the nightmare of auto-correct on a
small screen. There was a lynx masquerading as links somewhere further up. Shall we
leave Pedants' Corner to Private Eye ?· 8 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy (Private Eye is a British satire magazine, she says pedantically in case anyone
doesn't get the reference.)· 8 Jan 2018
Max Hummus Pedantry Corner. No one could agree on where the apostrophe should go.
And John Mark Rozendaal gets the booby prize for falling in the pun trap.· 8 Jan 2018
Patricia Ann Neely When Arnold Dolmetsch opened up the opportunity for a look back at
one of the most prolific periods in English music, he transcribed the music directly from the
original sources. That's all he had, and I do not believe there is a reference to his having
primary sources on interpretation i.e. Quantz or Roger North. But it is from his innovative
look back, when others were looking forward during the industrial revolution, that he
opened up the possibility for others to treat their curiosity about the subject of
interpretation by questioning his approach; by either agreeing or disagreeing; from Diana
Poulton (one of his students) to Thurston Dart to Noah Greenberg . There is a legacy here
and a continuity in HP ideology if only for its historical context, which provides us with
knowledge as to how we have evolved musically. I was in a discussion recently with Nicholas
Kitchen who mentioned that Beethoven was lent sources of "ancient music" to review,
which he never returned because he knew the value of these sources on his own evolution
as a composer and he wove that knowledge into his compositions. What this knowledge
about the past offers the individual performer is a reason to have a point of view. I mean
does a jazz musician create his own style without the practical knowledge of say Duke
Ellington, or Miles Davis?· 7 Jan 2018
Roland Hutchinson Pat, I fear that you are very much mistaken if you think that Arnold
Dolmetsch didn't know his treatises.
In fact he owned original copies of many of them, mentions in his book how it was so
much more helpful to be able to live with them than to have to consult them in libraries.
I don't recall if he quotes from North, but the book is full of quotations and translations
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(or, in some cases, mistranslations) from Quantz, Emmanuel Bach, Praetorius, Mace,
Dom Bedos, and a host of others.
One of his chefs-d'oeuvre is a transcription of Quantz's commentary to his Adagio in the
Italian style into Edwardian-period musical notation, replete with hairpins. It's in the
appendix of musical examples that was originally published separately from "The
Interpretation".
Do read, or re-read, his book!· 7 Jan 2018
Job Ter Haar Just came back from a Zen retreat and find myself browsing this thread.
Fascinating! Drama! Unexpected turns and language changes, insults, irrelevant chatter!
And, best of all, this thread totally defies Godwin's Law. OK here are my 2 cents. "Is there a
point when we, as musicians who bass all or part of our practice on historical performance
research, could/should make pragmatic decisions that benefit our performances?" I would
say "yes", that point is the starting point, and I would add that this pragmatism could
already start at the level of the historical performance research itself, or the choice thereof.
Or, maybe I should rephrase this: we could acknowledge that very often we already ARE
pragmatic (not to mention the term cherry picking) in the choice of research output we use
for our performances, and in the research we do ourselves. And that's perfectly fine. I love
to search for my lost key under the lantern. Of course I don't want to do only that, but it's a
good place to start. If I choose my information wisely, I have a better chance of using it in a
creative and productive way.· 7 Jan 2018· Edited
John Mark Rozendaal Godwin's law, omg. Please don't tempt anybody!· 8 Jan 2018
Ian Pittaway Nice edit, Max. Since the question is now, "Is there a point when we, as
musicians who base all or part of our practice on historical performance research,
could/should make pragmatic decisions that benefit our performances?", the answer is, of
course, yes. I really do think this isn't the same question reworded, but an entirely different
question. The original question is loaded against HIP practice, as if there is something called
"rigid adherence to historical performance research" ("rigid" is a very loaded word) which is
in some way opposed to playing "in favour of the performance itself" ("in favour of" again
very loaded). This is a false dichotomy, as many have said. In terms of the new question: we
all have to do that where the evidence runs out or the situation calls for it. For example, I do
not play renaissance lute in the same settings and circumstances as in the renaissance - of
course. Concert halls, arts centres and large listening audiences hadn't been thought of. This
being the case, after a near disaster at a wedding I gave up gut lute strings. All the breathing
people in the room changing the humidity meant that my initially in-tune lute was now
horribly out of tune only 10 minutes or so after the large congregation were seated, and I
realised this as I and the whole congregation were awaiting the bride's appearance - I was to
play for her as she walked up the aisle. I got the lute something like in tune with zero
seconds to spare. This was breaking point for me. It's nylgut trebles and KF basses now, as
they are not nearly so prone to such environmental change. A listening audience doesn't
want to hear me spending half the time tuning and the other half out of tune. (This doesn't
seem to be a problem with bowed strings and strings that aren't stopped - harps - and I have
no idea why.) I know some lutenists still play to large audiences using gut. I don't know how
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they do it and maintain composure. Perhaps they know something I don't. Even Paul
O'Dette (I'm genuflecting as I type his name) came to the same conclusion for touring.· 8 Jan
2018, 16:23, 26 replies
Barry Pearce as an aside - bowed strings on gut do go out a fair bit - but if you are fretless
part of a violinists training is to adjust the fingers to strings which are going out - one of
the very hard things to get to grips with. Also I oil my gut strings which reduces their
susceptibility to changes.
This is an area where I think modern practice and historical fact differ. Im not sure how
many gut-playing musicians oil their guts regularly. It is my understanding that
(historically) they were stored in olive oil to stop them drying out but I cannot remember
which journal article I saw that in. But I certainly oil my guts and warm them up with
hand friction before tuning - maybe just habit now but Im fairly sure putting a little
warmth in the string before tuning results in a more stable tuning - but there again I
could just be a total loon!! :p· 8 Jan 2018 · Edited
Ian Pittaway I remember something about lute strings being stored in oil, but my memory
is too vague to remember where. I've not heard of oiling them or warming them in situ.
Does this affect your grip on the strings or are they oiled too lightly to notice a
difference?· 8 Jan 2018
Barry Pearce Oil is not a good substance for bows or rosin - in fact it’s almost anti-rosin! It
repels it!
Every now and again I take some olive oil or priastro string oil and put a bit on a cloth and
wipe it over much of the strings. Let it soak in for a bit and then remove all excess. Then
after a little while longer I give them a further wipe down to remove anything residual.
So, it’s done more of a every couple of weeks maintenance thing rather than more
frequent. I also find this gives them longer life. This all has a noticeable difference on my
rebec A string life expectancy.
After all excess has been removed the strings behave very much like modern strings just
after they have been cleaned with alcohol like Pirastro string cleaner. The first few
strokes on the string aren't as grippy but thereafter all is normal.
Playing in ambient humidity/temperature/outside! a lot at Mary Ardens Farm very much
led me to discover these practices as ways to mitigate the issue to a degree....but the
instability is always there. 8 Jan 2018
Ian Pittaway Oh that's so interesting, Barry! Did you discover this yourself, was it
suggested, or did you find out it was historical practice? I wonder if any pluckers do
similar.· 8 Jan 2018
Barry Pearce The oiling was something I started doing when I learnt the strings were
stored in olive oil. It seems to help. They certainly change colour and become darker.
The problem with bowed strings (and Im sure many other string instruments) is that
these sorts of things are rarely discussed in the modern world let alone historically. I
genuinely have no idea what our ancestors did.
The string warming is probably psychological!! Maybe it’s to do with playing outside that
the bowed temperature is so much different compared with being inside?
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What I do know is that with silk being available for strings (albeit exceedingly expensive)
even when silk becomes relatively cheap in the 18th centuries on violinists still continue
to use gut.
Paganini was on all gut strings...so the way I figure is there must be something Im missing
here....either they had the same problems and were highly skilled or strings aren’t
constructed in the same manner or Im just missing some critical knowledge - that had I
done a proper apprenticeship 500 years ago I might well have learnt! I really don’t know!·
8 Jan 2018· Edited
Oliver Webber If the instrument is strung in equal tension I find the tuning more stable,
in general - at least with bowed instruments. 8 Jan 2018
Barry Pearce Yes that’s what I’m using on my renaissance violin & rebec (and the soon to
arrive vielle).· 8 Jan 2018
Job Ter Haar My (cello) strings don't have equal tension but as long as they aren't too
thin (I sometimes use a very thin D string, which was a known practice in the late 19th
century) they hold their tuning very well. In the time that I was playing together with
steel string colleagues I wasn't tuning much more often than they were. My secrets: lots
of olive oil (I soak them for some days before putting them on the instrument), not too
much force in both hands, and tune with small difference in pitch (not going down a fifth
before pulling up again). Of course some circumstances can be bad for gut strings, like
changing humidity during the concert; but then, changing temperature during a concert
is worse for my steel colleagues than it is for me. Besides, hardly ever break a string
during a concert, unlike my steel colleagues!· 9 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber Cello stringing on the modern cello is much closer to equal tension,
interestingly - only the A tends to be heavier; it is only the violin which made big changes
in that respect in the decades around 1800, and cultivated a profile where all 4 strings
are graded in tension. This chart shows that fairly clearly:
http://www.aitchisoncellos.com/.../string-tension-charts/Manage
String tensions chart - Aitchison & Mnatzaganian Cello Specialists aitchisoncellos.com·
9 Jan 2018
Job Ter Haar Oliver Webber My teachers played with fairly thin A strings on the modern
cello, but those were the old Pirastros and they sounded much stronger than most of the
strings today. In that time I used to play A strings of 112 to 116. Nowadays my A string for
A=442 is 120-124, and on the baroque cello I use 128 or 132, depending on the pitch.· 9
Jan 2018
Oliver Webber Thickness isn't always an indicator - it will depend on the exact
combination and proportions of materials. So it could be that a thin old Pirastro was
heavier than the equivalent today because it had a higher metal content, for example.
What I find interesting about these charts is that universally, D, G and C are fairly similar.
This is a strong contrast with the violin, where tension in the modern era decreases from
E to G. 9 Jan 2018· Edited
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Job Ter Haar I was talking about unwound gut strings. BTW the bass of a cello is relatively
speaking weaker than that of a violin - the body of a cello is too small!· 9 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber So your teachers used plain gut on the modern cello? Interesting - that
must have been relatively unusual, no? Good point about the bass and cello size.· 9 Jan
2018
Paul Richard Leigh Hi Ian, I have learnt the same with my pre-renaissance lute. I still use
gut (all unwound) but remain very wary of playing it in places likely to be humid. At the
moment, away from the moistness, it works a treat. I am certain that I could scoop it
right out of the case right now and it will be reasonably well in tune. I had particular
problems for the first six months, and I suspect that the first loadout of strings was a bit
of a hodge-podge, but now experience far fewer difficulties. 9 Jan 2018· Edited
Paul Richard Leigh Thanks for your chat on the oil. I have never applied a single drop to
any of my strings - and perhaps I should start. Might do a bit of investigating. Does it have
to be olive oil? Will almond oil serve? I have loads of that stuff to service my flutes and
recorders.· 9 Jan 2018
Barry Pearce Almond oil I believe is used on fingerboards. I’ve not heard about it on
strings. I’ll try and dig up the journal article I originally had. I use either Pirastro string oil
or olive oil.· 9 Jan 2018
Barry Pearce Got it. Early Music, 1976 Abbott + Segerman. 430-8 Gut Strings. section 10.·
9 Jan 2018
Barry Pearce "10. Effect of treatment to improve. Some modern strings are varnished to
resist moisture absorption. The increased density without increased tensile strength
resulting from this treatment lowers the breaking pitch and thus decreases the life of
treble strings. Many authors mention oiling strings, which helps them to resist moisture
swelling as well as preventing bacterial decay. Bachmann (fn. 12) mentions olive oil and
recommends the addition of 1/10 its weight of laurel oil to prevent it turning rancid. We
have found almond oil, as mentioned in Burwell (fn. 16) to be satisfactory." 9 Jan 2018
Paul Richard Leigh I noted that the strings are pre-oiled, but it had never crossed my
mind to re-apply the treatment every now and then. Because I am a lazy so and so, I have
never oiled a fingerboard either...· 9 Jan 2018
Barry Pearce Looks like I might try some organic almond oil as well!· 1d
Paul Richard Leigh Almond oil is quite pleasant and fragrant on the skin as well. If that
sort of thing is important to you...· 9 Jan 2018
Barry Pearce The almond oil reference is an historic reference. Burwell mentioned by
Segerman is The Burwell Lute Tutor dated 1660-1672. 9 Jan 2018
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Paul Richard Leigh That's great. Cheers Barry. So much care and concern has to go into
the maintenance, stringing and construction of these delicate sound-box instruments,
you can't help but wonder how they managed in the medieval period. Maybe that's why
we don't see lutes in Britain until the 14th century - they were impossible to keep in good
condition! It seems that dryer Mediterranean lands suited them best. If I try to play my
lute in a medieval church - with all attendant humidity - it goes potty! Sadly, St. Oswald's
(next to Bolton Castle) has a hefty dose of this issue.· 9 Jan 2018
Job Ter Haar Oliver Webber I studied in the '80s with René van Ast, Anner Bijlsma and his
assistant, Lidewij Scheifes. In that tradition (Franco/Dutch school), gut strings were the
norm; I learned (and still play) all repertoire on gut strings, including Xenakis :-)· 9 Jan
2018
Esha Neogy I've heard to use almond oil because it doesn't go rancid (or maybe not as
fast?), but I don't have a historical reference for that.· 9 Jan 2018
Job Ter Haar I think I have seen at least 2 19th century sources recommending olive oil.
But you have to use extra virgin, otherwise there is too much acidity.· 9 Jan 2018
Juergen Wesser Everything is possible - as long as you like it and as long you have the
courage to defend it. · 9 Jan 2018
Joe Bolger I think perhaps the way in which the original question was worded is not so much
about how people perform but the rhetorical style many HIP researchers have used in print
to defend their positions. Now, my experience pretty much exclusively pertains to singing,
but I have encountered quite a lot of literature from 1965 to the present day which makes
unfounded assumptions about the attitudes and aptitudes of 'modern singers'. Frequently,
both the criticism of these (often imaginary) singers and the specific ways of singing
researchers think they should be adopting are expressed in very 'rigid' terms. Plenty of
examples upon request...· 9 Jan 2018· Edited
Daniel Ungermann One of the problems is the terminology: Tosi/Agricola talks about
"Stossen aus der Brust" This cannot be the similar thing like we sing today (diaphragmatic
breathing) - but the knowledge of anatomy and so the terminology as well is not the
same today as in the 17th/18th century, that's the problem. On the other hand:
Especially in the States of Southern Europe there are people who sing automatically with
a vibrato - without to know why - it seems to be a anatomic phenomenon......Each early
text needs an interpretation, because the language and the terminology have changed.· 9
Jan 2018· Edited
Oliver Webber Having read what Max later wrote to explain his question, I'm not sure that's
quite what he was driving at, but it's an interesting point nonetheless: plenty of examples of
"straw man" criticism in every field, sadly. I'd be interested to see some examples.· 9 Jan
2018 10:22, 18 Replies
Joe Bolger In my necessarily hurried perusal of this thread your offerings have been
among the most sensible and interesting!· 9 Jan 2018
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Joe Bolger Here is an example from Richard Bethell "…today’s ‘one size fits all’ operatic
voice is, more often than not, hated by early music fans. I believe that there is extensive,
inarticulate, subterranean discontent with this tremendous debasement of classical
singing by the professionals."· 9 Jan 2018
Joe Bolger And John Potter: 'Rather than seeing the past as a creative opportunity,
singers have tended to ignore the implications of any research which might undermine
their professional credibility.'· 9 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber Ah. Richard is notorious. He has done absolutely tremendous archival
work, especially on the subject of vocal vibrato, collecting and categorising reviews and
other comments over centuries. This has the potential to offer great insights - including
(if I may be so bold) a rethinking of what the ideal qualities of a voice might be, and a
questioning (always healthy) of some trends in modern singing teaching. But - and it's a
very big but - he has an unfortunate tendency to write in a very insulting and generalising
way, which I can assure you is rejected by most of us working in the field.· 9 Jan 2018
Joe Bolger Audrey Ekdahl Davidson: 'All too often contemporary singers sing with
constricted throats, and they fail to support their tones adequately with the breath.
Often they do not even recognize the wobble in their voices'· 9 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber John Potter: that brief comment is, it's fair to say, too generalising - but I
would argue that it contains a kernel of truth: there is often resistance to considering
certain types of vocal approach which might be suggested by the sources (in areas like
vibrato, breathing, recitative sung in a speaking manner, etc.), because of a fear of not
being taken seriously in auditions or by conductors and directors. This is a genuine issue
faced by many singers, and to a lesser extent by players, especially in the early stages of
their career - but it does create a problem for the development of historical
performance. So I think John was right to point it out, but he could have used less loaded
language.· 9 Jan 2018· Edited
Oliver Webber Audrey Davidson: "all too often" may be a reflection of her own
experience, to be fair. I'm not qualified to comment on vocal technique or constricted
throats, but I have encountered situations where vibrato has evolved into a pitch wobble
without the singer being aware. It's the over-generalising that is the problem - we should
all be careful to avoid it!· 9 Jan 2018
Joe Bolger Oliver Webber I have a lot of respect for John and the way he approaches
things. These examples are all part of a wider discussion on this topic which will form one
chapter of my Ph.D... I'm not concerned with 'calling out' individuals so much as revealing
patterns of language which make these kinds of loaded statements all too easy for
researchers to fall back on.· 9 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber No, I understand that it's not personal; and I think there is great danger in
loaded language which can detract from the sometimes very valid points which may lie
behind some of these comments.· 9 Jan 2018
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Roger Evans Oliver Webber And "wobble" is not just a matter of vocal quality, it has
serious pitch implications when, in major opera houses, the orchestra's harmonies are
too often [sic] the only clue to what note the singer thinks he or she is singing, the
wobble making too many possible choices available.· 9 Jan 2018
Barbara Norton Oliver Webber, I agree 100 percent.· 9 Jan 2018
Richard Bethell Oliver, thanks for your kind comments on my work. And, vis a vis your
final sentence, I suppose I’m guilty as charged. However, my generalisation on “this
tremendous debasement of classical singing” is quite mild set against some of the angry
19th C tirades against vibrato singing. And, I have on a few occasions got into trouble
crossing the boundary from generalisations into telling it how it is, including naming
names, which I won’t do again.· 9 Jan 2018
Richard Bethell Oliver, as you know, laryngeal development is an important component
of the singer’s formant, which today’s singers are trained to achieve. But in the 18th
century, it was described as guttural, throaty, thick, or fat singing and unanimously
rejected by Tosi, Quantz, Mancini and all the critics. Certainly, the best singers avoided it.
Dibdin commented [Musical Mentor, 1805]: “Fat singing is also a favorite mode, as if a
man had eaten too much after dinner; but I know of nothing that so completely destroys
the effect of singing, and at the same time is so comical in itself, as swallowing the
words”.· 9 Jan 2018
John Mark Rozendaal Richard Bethell I do see that you are describing a large consensus
of eminences. But might this be one of those cases where the fact that somebody was
critiquing fat singing means that somebody else was doing fat singing so somebody liked
fat singing? So there was more than one way to do it? (I'm a naïf here, really asking, not
fishing.)· 9 Jan 2018
Joe Bolger John Mark Rozendaal this is an absolutely central point. As Oliver Webber has
said previously knowing the life circumstances of your theorists is absolutely key. In my
experience, most singing theorists adopt a pessimistic attitude. Rather than saying what
they like about the singers of the day, they complain about what they don't like.
Compare this with the more 'journalistic' attitude of Burney who, on singing at least,
appears not so much a theorist as social commentator.· 10 Jan 2018
Roger Evans Joe Bolger Not to mention that somebody like Verdi never seems to focus on
vocal production or quality. He shows concern only for how the singer embodies the
music and the persona being represented.· 10 Jan 2018
Richard Bethell John Mark Rozendaal Your “large consensus of eminences” amounted to
a rule-bound hegemony, controlled by the Italian castrati, which I believe was ultimately
benign, because they delivered artistic sound and style. But, on your specific point,
you’re quite right. As this is HPR, I hope you don’t mind if I give you some informative
sources in support, which I’ve studied in some detail. First, Burney was 100% in step with
the Italian hegemony in his criticism, for example, in his Rees article [1810] on Testa,
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under Italian Singing, where he writes: ‘Tosi says: “let the master attend with great care
to the voice of his scholar, which, whether it be di petto, or di testa, should always come
forth neat and clear, without passing through the nose, or being choaked in the throat;
which are two of the most horrible defects in a singer, and past all remedy if once grown
into a habit” ’. Second, he was backed up by Charles Smyth [1810]: “Singing in the throat
is occasioned by making a kind of tone which conveys to a hearer the idea that the singer
has a swelling in his throat; and in addition to this inconvenience has a chord tied tight
round his neck...The Italians, who hold guttural singing in utter abhorrence, always
practise to some such word as "La", "Fa", or the word "Amen". I never heard an Italian
sing in his throat. . .” Third, Bacon agreed in QMMR [Quarterly Musical Magazine, 1818],
while making clear there were exceptions: “We never heard an Italian singer to our
recollection in the slightest degree guttural, we have very rarely indeed heard an English
singer, whose voice could in all parts be said to be absolutely free from the throat. There
is a thickness even in Miss Travis's tone (though we do not accuse her of singing in the
throat) which we are persuaded arises from the tone not coming from quite so high a site
in the passage, as the Italians would have taught her to bring it.” Other QMMR sources
do indeed suggest that some singers in London were inclined to throaty production.· 10
Jan 2018
John Mark Rozendaal Richard Bethell Thank you for your informative response!· 10 Jan
2018· Edited
Kate Bennett Wadsworth So you read “singing in the throat” as a low larynx? That seems
like a bit of a leap... 11 Jan 2018
Richard Bethell No leap at all! "Choaked in throat", "Swelling in throat", "Cord round
neck", "tone not coming quite so high in the head" all point to low larynx! Also, read
Mancini, who is quite clear on this. I am collecting all references and will be publishing in
due course.· 12 Jan 2018
Joe Bolger Accepting your greater familiarity with the sources Richard, might 'choaked',
'cord round neck' etc be indicative of tongue root tension?· 12 Jan 2018
Joe Bolger Also excessive use of middle constrictor could be a factor... 12 Jan 2018
Paul Richard Leigh If there is no judgement or interpretation, it won't be music that you
create at the end of the process.· 9 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber You could of course make the same argument about a thorough study of
technique. Have a scroll through the thread (admittedly very long) and I don't think you
will find a single person suggesting that research alone is sufficient to produce a good
performance.· 9 Jan 2018
Paul Richard Leigh Yes. I agree with that and with the other comments on the thread that
I have read (I haven't read it all). I was just answering the OP's new question.· 9 Jan 2018
Daniel Ungermann Still once: serious historical research is not the opposite of musicality !
Research help us to understand a period we don't live in, and to understand the real
intentions in the music of this time. Both are necessary. 9 Jan 2018· Edited
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Esha Neogy Judgment and interpretation are also affected by one's exposure to the
music and the ideas about it. See my story posted a few times above about research
bringing the music alive.· 9 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber Fundamentalists? Please explain.
EDIT: this now nonsensical comment was in response to one (now deleted) by Santiago
Sebastián Suarez, in which he wrote "most people in this group are HPR fundamentalists".
He has deleted all his comments except one, but the tone will be clear from the responses!·
10 Jan 2018, 13:42, 26 replies
Oliver Webber Then you have completely misunderstood the purpose of historical
performance: the fact that we pay close attention to detail does not mean there is no
room for freedom. On the contrary, I find it a very liberating and creatively inspirational
approach. I think if you make a claim like that, which is a little insulting, you need to
justify your opinion. 10 Jan 2018· Edited
Oliver Webber Thanks for the thoughtful response. Historical performance is not about
restricting freedoms or following rules: it is about immersing yourself in a whole
aesthetic culture and absorbing every detail, the better to understand the musical
language of the time. Your description suggests that you think of it differently, which is
why I said you’d misunderstood. It would be great if you could stay civil and not insult
people.· 9 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber I think most people would read it as an insult, but I’m glad you didn’t
intend it that way: in any case, it misrepresents what we do, as I’ve tried to explain.· 9 Jan
2018
Oliver Webber What do you mean “no room for freedom of speech”? All I did was explain
the HP approach, because your description wasn’t right.· 9 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber Here’s a curiosity; a moment ago you said that “fundamentalist” was not
an insult; earlier you wrote “oh God you’re one of them”. That does rather suggest that
you see it as a derogatory term. I’m happy to debate and discuss with anyone, and I’m
certainly open to different points of view- I would also never suggest for a moment that
HP is the only valid approach to music, of course it isn’t! - but it will go better if we don’t
use terms intended to denigrate.· 9 Jan 2018
Santiago Sebastián Suarez Oliver Webber whatever· 9 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber “Oliver Webber sorry, I forgot you are the ruler of hpr and your vision is
law.” With sarcastic remarks like that it seems you are seeking to mock and looking for a
fight. That’s not why I’m here, so I’ll leave you to it.· 9 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber But to answer your question, I say “we” because I’m part of a group of
people who approach music in this way. There are many other perfectly valid and equally
inspirational ways to approach music- as I said, I’m not trying to persuade others that
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they “should” approach it the same way. There are others here who have slightly
different views from me as you can see if you read the thread, but many of us both in this
group and in the wider performing world think along similar lines, so it’s not
unreasonable to say “we”. Others can chime in with a different view if they want.· 9 Jan
2018
Oliver Webber Tell us then what your vision of historical performance is. It sounds rather
negative, which seems a shame. I was hoping to offer something more positive.· 9 Jan
2018
Oliver Webber Btw of course I don’t “own” the truth - that would be absurd. However,
there are some generally agreed principles of historical performance, which many people
find useful and inspiring, so I don’t think it’s unreasonable for me to have mentioned
some of those, especially when it’s been suggested that it is a negative and restrictive
approach.· 9 Jan 2018
Job Ter Haar Santiago Sebastián Suarez Are you sure you don't want an argument? Seems
to me you are trying your best to get one!· 9 Jan 2018
George KennawayGroup admin Please. Pinned post. That's all I'm saying. Actually, that's
not true. I don't quite know how to put this, so please bear with me. Current research in
19th-century performance practice (my field) is emphatically nothing to do with
fundamentalism. There is an increasing recognition that (1) sources can be read in
different ways, (2) dogmatism or prescriptivism of any kind is totally unsupported by the
range of evidence(s), (3) that there are many ways to come at the question of how music
might have been played - and HEARD - in ye olden daies, (4) that the whole point of this
research (if may risk this generalisation) is expand the range of possibilities and not
restrict them, and (5) it's a question of practices, not practice. If this is fundamentalism
then I'm guilty as charged. But I won't lose sleep over being this kind of fundamentalist.·
9 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber Person A to group: “You are all fundamentalists”
Some members of the group: “No, we’re not <explains why not>”
Person A: “You’re not respecting my opinion! That proves it!” So apparently, we have to
respect the claim that we are fundamentalists, otherwise we must be fundamentalists for
not allowing people to say we are fundamentalists...· 9 Jan 2018
Christopher Suckling https://youtu.be/uMRgmmnIrDU Argument Clinic youtube.com· 9
Jan 2018
Esha Neogy Santiago, having freedom of speech is not the same as insurance that nobody
will disagree with you. If you have the freedom to disagree with others, they have the
freedom to disagree with you.· 9 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy Also, disagreements about the details will always happen. Disagreeing about
the basic definition of the thing itself is different. If you came in and said, "We are not
talking online, and you are a cult if you say we are," people would be quite right to try to
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correct you. If you want to make an argument about the definition of HIP, we need some
specifics or it'll just seem like you're mistaken in your basic definition.· 9 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy And I can't save any of that conversation, because Facebook has given up on
sending me email notifications for this thread. :D· 9 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy You know that in this group, you might be listened to respectfully if you
actually gave some examples of what you mean? Good luck out there.· 9 Jan 2018
Ian Pittaway A comment of mine in reply to the original "fundamentalist" accusation has
gone missing, as has the poster's comments, it seems. I presume George thought it best
to remove them (the poster's comments, not mine, which was innocuous). Either that or
Santiago Sebastián Suarez has blocked me. Thank you, Oliver, for putting the argument
so well and keeping cool in the face of such language.· 9 Jan 2018· Edited
Esha Neogy I think in this case, Santiago probably removed his own comments.· 9 Jan
2018
Ian Pittaway Ah, Esha, and in that case I guess my reply disappears, too. I can only guess
at his motives, but I'm hoping it's positive.· 9 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy Yes...I don't think it was George, because he left a lot worse from someone
else elsewhere in the thread and explained why he'd left it.· 9 Jan 2018
Ian Pittaway Yes, that makes sense, now you put it that way.· 9 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy You see in the subthread we're on right now, it's attached to a comment by
Oliver, so only Santiago's comments have disappeared rather than the whole subthread.
In the other one, the subthread started with Santiago's comment, so yes, when that was
removed the whole subthread would disappear. It's jolting when this sort of thing
happens, for sure.· 9 Jan 2018
George KennawayGroup admin As far as I know (I may have done something by
accident), I haven't removed any of those comments.· 9 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy Just for the curiosity of anyone who didn't see, this was the original
comment. No need to respond, since the commenter seems to have left.
Santiago Sebastián Suarez 12:44pm Jan 9
the thing is why do you ask such question in a group like this. It's like asking Christians "is
there any chance that we could do without Christ?" most people in this group are HPR
fundamentalists. 9 Jan 2018
George KennawayGroup admin In fact, I had exactly the same experience yesterday. No
need to remove your message Ian.· 10 Jan 2018
Ian Pittaway Thanks, George.· 10 Jan 2018
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Oliver Webber I feel almost slighted that I didn’t get one!· 10 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy I got one complaining about my having reposted his original comment, which
was the only one that made it into my email notifications. When I explained that I had
reposted it to provide us background because 1) it was poor form to delete in such a
situation, 2) it was an important conversation, 3) some people like to reread and even
study such conversations, and 4) I wished he had stayed around longer to give and
discuss examples of what he meant...he backed right off with profuse apologies and
thanks.
· 10 Jan 2018 · Edited
Fynn Titford-Mock I can think of a number of ways that many historically informed
musicians make pragmatic decisions in order to make things run smoother or to conform to
a modern audience's expectations.
* Textual: Playing from a modern transcription/edition (printed, even!), or singing from
score, rather than from separate parts or from a choirbook, or from memory.
* Presentation: Performing (I'm thinking mainly of choral groups here) in a semicircle in
front of the audience, rather than hidden from view in a gallery or behind a screen, or
seated at a table.
* Organological: Not using gut strings, in order to save time and embarrassment (I'm think
of the example posted above by a lutenist, so plucked strings really); similarly, Delrin plectra
on harpsichords; "Baroque" bow with screw tensioner
* Using standard received pronunciation (rather than attempting a period accent - a rocky
road!), or "British" Latin pronunciation for a piece by a German composer (or whatever).
* Female soprano and alto singers in a large amount of sacred music originally intended to
be sung by male voices only.
But I think how much these pragmatic decisions benefit or detract from the performance is
pretty negligible. Some people will attach more importance to different things, and
ultimately a performance can be bad (or good!) whichever side of the scale you want to
lean. For example, take the video of a superb young female brass group posted here
recently, playing Renaissance music on valved instruments. I doubt they would have played
any better on period sackbuts etc. Maybe that's irrelevant - actually I'm sure there are
better examples...
Then there's the extreme side: electric lighting, modern heating, plastic music stands,
modern clothing, reading glasses. Would our music benefit if we rid ourselves of these
carbuncles? There comes a point where slavishly reconstructing past conditions for music
performance turns into an impractical obstacle.
I think pretty much everyone here is trying to say something similar on this thread, and
we're all stumbling over each other trying to explain it - so here's my tuppence.
https://www.xkcd.com/386/ 12 Jan 2018, at 16:39 · Edited. 22 replies
Barbara Norton So many compromises, yet so often music happens! Sturdy little art
form, ain’t it.· 10 Jan 2018
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Ian Pittaway What a great answer, Fynn. There are so many non-reproductions of
historical musical circumstances that we couldn't and indeed shouldn't reproduce. If we
adhere to historical conventions on performance regardless of practicability, then a
concert means playing privately to a small audience, if any audience at all; and, according
to the Elizabeth Burwell lute tutor manuscript of c. 1660–1672, lutenists “will do well to
play in a wainscot room where there is no furniture[;] if you can[,] let not the company
exceed the number three or four for the noise of a mouse is a hindrance to that music.”
You won't see lutenists rushing to do that, me included. · 10 Jan 2018 · Edited
Beth Garfinkel Personally, I'm a pretty firm believer in real quill.· 10 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy And I in gut strings on bowed instruments, since they do affect the sound
quite a bit. I'm completely sympathetic to tuning and breakage issues, though. I could tell
you stories of Hawaii humidity and opening a case to find what looked like spaghetti, or
of what happened when the instruments had been acclimating to an air conditioned
auditorium for hours and then the hot spotlights came on as we started to perform....· 11
Jan 2018· Edited
Oliver Webber I realise there are some very special circumstances or extreme climates,
but given the huge impact it has on sound, I feel that stringing really should be one of the
last issues to compromise on. One thing we have to learn as historical string professionals
is how to choose, look after and work with gut strings so that they function optimally.
Non-gut stringing is a relatively very recent phenomenon, after all, so it really shouldn’t
be beyond us. I remember being astonished as a young man to hear some baroque
violinists claim it was “difficult” to play on a gut D string, especially in classical repertoire.
Had they never listened to the recordings of Jascha Heifetz and others, using gut A and D
strings? I’m inclined to agree (tongue only partly in cheek!) with Anner Bijlsma, who
wrote that metal stringing was an “aberration”.· 11 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy Agreed on all counts!· 11 Jan 2018
Beth Garfinkel As for gut strings, they seem to be more problematic for plucked
instruments--lutenists are the ones who compromise on gut strings. As for bowed string
players, there are some who play so called modern instruments who use gut strings.· 11
Jan 2018
Fynn Titford-Mock Agreed. I was really thinking of lutes & harps. Also, gut vs. metal/nylon
core for bowed strings is not a question of money - in my experience they both cost
about the same· 11 Jan 2018
Ian Pittaway I think, speaking as a lutenist, there is a further issue with gut strings,
besides the impossibility of keeping them in tune in modern performance conditions:
what is a gut string? I've played on others' gut-strung lutes with everything from
relatively untreated thick, hoary strings to highly polished treble strings that are utterly
indistinguishable from nylon in their look, texture and sound. Where are on the scale is
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historical stringing? We don't know. In the end, all the practical arguments against using
gut on lutes, given my playing experiences, are overwhelming. Does nylgut sound like
gut? Yes and no. That depends what we mean by gut. 11 Jan 2018
Paul Richard Leigh Yes. As Ian says, when we perform on our lutes, we instantaneously
compromise by attempting to play our instruments in situations that they are not ideally
designed for. That said, I have chosen to accept that limitation and narrow the
opportunities for deploying my lute in performance. Seems a shame, but I want to
present myself with the same difficulties (or at least some of them) that our medieval
ancestors faced.· 11 Jan 2018
Paul Richard Leigh I have compromised on my gittern though. That has nylon on it and is
therefore usable in almost any circumstance. If I can't use the lute (due to humidity), I
reach for the gittern.· 11 Jan 2018
Ian Pittaway Why the difference between lute and gittern, Paul? I wonder why you
compromise with one - quite reasonably, in my view - and not the other. I use modern
nylgut for the same reason I drive a modern car to get to gigs: it works, and
playing/travelling the historical way doesn't. I try to be as historical as I know how, within
the boundaries of what is practicable in a modern setting.· 11 Jan 2018
Fynn Titford-Mock oh I've just been reminded of another thing - the popular use today of
"medieval" (or even Renaissance) hurdy-gurdies (simphonies, vielles a roue) with a
chromatic keyboard! Especially confusing at a re-enactment event, where so much care is
taken to have authentic clothing or food.
Ian Pittaway That's a bone of contention for me, too, Fynn: renaissance songs sung to
lyres, 14th century music on a gurdy, a troubadour song on a renaissance lute. It's as if
the approach is as vague as: the music's old, the instrument is old, that'll do.· 11 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber “Where are on the scale is historical stringing? We don’t know”- well, we
do know quite a lot about historical stringing, actually. The one puzzle as far as lutes are
concerned is string gauges and tension, because if the evidence from bridge holes is
sound, then there is a conflict between the size of the holes on surviving bridges (if they
are indeed accurately dated) and the thickness of the strings needed to give sufficient
tension.· 11 Jan 2018
Beth Garfinkel The reenactment issue is exactly what made me drop out of the SCA. They
grind their own pigments, but play plastic recorders and modern guitars, and don't seem
to know Ut Queant Laxis from Lasciatemi Morire.
And then there's the recording of medieval Spanish music that includes a bunch of
Sephardic songs. So far, so good, right? Well, not so fast. One of them is "Adio, Querida,"
which we happen to know is 19th century Italian, because Verdi borrowed it for "Addio
del passato," from Act III of La Traviata.· 12 Jan 2018· Edited
Esha Neogy Perhaps reenactment tends more toward a "folk" approach?· 12 Jan 2018
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Beth Garfinkel And how!· 12 Jan 2018
Paul Richard Leigh Esha Neogy Reenactors can be very specific about getting costume,
armour, food, weapons and so on as near 'authentic' as humanly possible. I have never
seen a re-enactment group approach music in the same way. I have to say though, there
are promising signs of improvement here in the UK. I haven't seen a bowed psaltery in
years and quite a few re-enactment groups have acquired rebecs, pig snout psalteries
and gitterns.· 12 Jan 2018· Edited
Paul Richard Leigh Ian Pittaway I string the two instruments differently purely as horses
for courses. The lute to force myself to worry about gut technique and answer the higher
demands for authenticity on some shows. The gittern to allow me to perform at the drop
of a hat in whatever conditions when authenticity is not really any great concern to the
booker.· 12 Jan 2018
Gill Page A symphony with a chromatic keyboard and a trompette isn't medieval and isn't
a symphony. Really bugs me too! And strumming away on a progression of chords on a
mandola and calling it medieval... So irritating!· 12 Jan 2018
Fynn Titford-Mock Another one to add to the Textual bit of my list: Bar numbers and
rehearsal marks. Wow. How much time do they save in rehearsal! But - actually, I'll start
another post. 13 Jan 2018
Tony Prost dots on a page. do whatever you want to do with them. people will like it or
not.2d
Paul Richard Leigh That's absolutely fine, but it would not be a period performance.· 10
Jan 2018
Miles Golding Who is going to be the judge of that, Paul?· 11 Jan 2018
Paul Richard Leigh If you make it up as you go along without reference to any historic
performance practice, you might make a lovely sound, but it cannot be described as
historically informed.· 11 Jan 2018
Paul Richard Leigh I have no beef with folks that like to mix it up. Have fun in whichever
way you want. The issue is with folks that knowingly pretend to one thing while
performing the other. I sometimes play medieval tunes on modern instruments with
modern-style arrangements, temperament and so on - I would never make any attempt
to describe the resulting sound as anything but modern.· 11 Jan 2018
Tim Braithwaite Surely being historically informed is simply being aware of the rules
you're breaking? After all, no performance can be "authentic." 17 Jan 2018
Marcia Hadjimarkos Richard Taruskin said it all (or quite a lot of it, anyway) decades ago in
"The Pastness of the Present...".· 11 Jan 2018
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Juergen Wesser I think we should consider these aspects in the discussion to get the
discussion a little bit softer:
Every human being has another approach to music. Some are more interested in scientific
questions, others are more interested in Beautiful sounds or harmonic progressions. Some
of us like ancient music because it may represent a counterpart to the “modern cruel
technical” world. Most of us are moved by all of these aspects, but it is totally obvious that
some of them have more weight than others in our mind, as music itself as a whole thing in
every person has a another weight than in another person.
Let’s be true, even for those who are interested in Historical accuracy. The most interesting
thing in the whole stuff are not the facts but to look out for them and to try to reassemble
the puzzle. That’s human mankind. Don’t blame it! 11 Jan 2018 · Edited
Vladimir Waltham https://youtu.be/8zqpGeizhFc

Jean-Baptiste Loillet de Ghant - Sonata in C -… youtube.com · 11 Jan 2018
Juergen Wesser Haha I loved this !!!· 11 Jan 2018
Juergen Wesser Reinhard goebel / bieber ... One of the most beautiful historically totally
uncorrect (over romanticized) between the historically authentic performances. Please let
everybody do what it wants to do! https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=SGLr8NjUD-s

Biber - Passacaglia in G minor (Reinhard Goebel) youtube.com · 2d · Edited
Oliver Webber Of course everyone can do what they want; worth bearing in mind the name
of this group, though, to understand people's priorities here.· 11 Jan 2018
Juergen Wesser You are absolutely right, I forgot about this!· 11 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber Out of curiosity, which features of Goebel's Biber do you consider
"romantic"?· 11 Jan 2018
Juergen Wesser Very free timing (and “too” big tension pauses) Extreme sometimes
shocking contrast between loud and soft (kind of punk attitude) The soft sometimes so
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soft that you hear more scratching of the bow than tone (all of them impossible without
20th century thinking). What do you think about this?· 11 Jan 2018
Oliver Webber I think the extreme tempo changes could qualify as romantic, but the
extremes of loud and soft are very much a baroque feature, in particular of Italian music so in that respect you could say he is playing with an Italian baroque approach. But I
haven't listened all the way through yet, just the first 2 minutes or so.· 11 Jan 2018
Robert Rawson I'm reminded of this passage from Muffat's _Auserlesene InstrumentalMusic_ (1701):
'At the direction piano or p all are ordinarily to play at once so softly and tenderly that
one barely hears them, and at the direction forte or f with so full a tone, from the first
note so marked, that the listeners are left, as it were, astounded at such vehemence.'· 11
Jan 2018
Juergen Wesser Robert Rawson wow this is cool !· 11 Jan 2018
Juergen Wesser Oliver Webber I know that the basic idea of dynamics in Barock times is
an idea of strong contrast . But for me it’s a little bit difficult to imagine a Barock musician
at Bieber times playing so crazily as goebel does... but who knows... anyway: I love it· 11
Jan 2018
Robert Rawson The bizarre elements of seventeenth-century music (and its performers)
also stuck in the craw of 18th-century writers. Styles and attitudes change quickly, and
sometimes, dramatically in a short space of time.· 11 Jan 2018 · Edited
Robert Rawson I have assumed that Biber and other central-Europeans were on Quantz's
mind when he wrote:
'Their ideas lacked discrimination and coherence. [Their music] looked confusing and
hazardous on paper, since they wrote so many notes with three, four and more crooks.
They thought more highly of difficult pieces than of easy ones, and sought to excite
admiration rather than to please... They wrote pieces for which the violin had to be
retuned, that is, the strings had to be tuned in seconds, thirds, or fourths, instead of
fifths, in accordance with the indication of the composer…'· 11 Jan 2018
Neil Coleman The elder Muffat also comments that fast movements were played faster
and slow movements slower in Italian hands. It could well be a surprise to listeners then
and now.· 11 Jan 2018
Domen Marincic Biber uses pp and fff [!] in his ensemble music. ... What kind of evidence
would one need in order to justify the extreme tempo changes? I have a lot of material
that seems to warrant varying the tempo in such pieces, despite the underlying ostinato,
but I don't think it's possible to say how often and how much would have been
acceptable. Such things were largely left to the discretion of the performer. It still seems
to be a common mistake to label any such phenomena as "romantic".· 2d · Edited
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Daniel Ungermann Free timing is a normal case the 17th century and we find it often:
"Stylus fantasticus" in Germany, the Foreword to the First book of Toccatas by
Frescobaldi, the "Discretion" by Froberger.....Listening the romantic recordings f. ex by
Brahms (1889) or Reinecke (1905), they play more in time than some Baroque pieces
should be played. The 18th century is more "just in time". Of course, it's important what
is played: Dances must be strong in time, that's clear.· 11 Jan 2018· Edited
Oliver Webber Yes- and many other types of pieces. Recitative, for example, which is
completely dependent on the rhythm of the poetry, can be destroyed if it is too free.· 11
Jan 2018
Daniel Ungermann Of course.· 11 Jan 2018
Juergen Wesser Domen Marincic you are absolutely right! But can you really imagine a
performance like this one from goebel at Bieber times?! I don’t know but there’s
something in my intuition that says to me: no way· 11 Jan 2018
Juergen Wesser Daniel Ungermann absolutely· 11 Jan 2018
John Mark Rozendaal How much is too much is a matter of taste, pure and simple.
It's exactly like salt. What pleases some will not please others. The "authentic" attitude is
to acknowledge this and respect the validity of performances that are not to one's own
taste.· 12 Jan 2018· Edited
Daniel Ungermann The baroque time was more crazy as a lot of people
means.....Freedom - even changing notes was normal in baroque time - like to add notes
as variations in repetitions - is the normal case. I learned this freedom from my excellent
formerly teacher Jörg-Andreas Bötticher, a pupil of Andreas Staier. In the borders of the
rules of baroque music - as we know it today - we have a lot of freedom. R. Goebel shows
us one way. He was one of the earliest musicians who takes right tempi - close to Quantz
(in the music around Quantz). f. ex. But who plays the "air" from the 3th Orchestral Suite
by Bach in four instead in eight? Goebel was - as I know - the first.· 15 Jan 2018· Edited
Juergen Wesser Besides being an a.h. more than half of the time with his musicians,
Goebel is a genius (I’m living in Cologne since 25 years). One of the most interesting
personalities in The area, and in many considers the first one who did something really
different...· 12 Jan 2018· Edited
Richard Bethell In response to a couple of requests, I've saved this mammoth thread, which
seems at long last to be drying up. I hope to make it available on NEMA's website with the
provisional title: "HPR and/or inspiration". But I'd like help with an editing problem. Most
annoyingly, FB no longer displays the date of a post, but only the number of days since it
posted, which is useless as a long term record. I know you can display the date by holding
the mouse over the days, but this can only be entered manually. Is there any way of making
FB display the actual post date?· 12 Jan 2018 17 Replies
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Esha Neogy Funny, as you wrote this I was just in the process of expanding every last
comment preparatory to saving. I think if you wait a few days longer, the date will
appear.· 12 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy That is, on the original post. It might take longer for that to happen with the
comments (I don't know), but at least the date of the comments can be extrapolated
from the date of the OP.· 12 Jan 2018
Richard Bethell Certainly, the OP date correctly appears as 31 Dec, but the first response,
from Remus Fletcher, posted only a few minutes later, is still displaying as "1w", i.e. 1
week, which is ridiculous, as it is now 2 weeks· 12 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy Ah, I see, it gets rounded in some way - I've noticed this in other parts of
Facebook such as how long since a contact was last online. How annoying! I'm just
checking older posts now to see if it ever changes over to a date.· 12 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy (In your post, I would consider noting this problem and also the time zone of
the OP, since for a number of the people on the thread, it was still 30 Dec.)· 12 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy Also a terminology point - I know we "post" comments, but I've taken to
calling the OP "the post" and everything else "comments" (rather than "posts"), in a
perhaps vain attempt to disambiguate. 12 Jan 2018
Richard Bethell That's certainly sensible Esha.· 12 Jan 2018
Richard Bethell I've wound FB back to Kypros Markou's OP on 21 August 2017, but the
first comment is still showing as 20w!. This is again, quite useless!· 12 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy Ugh!· 12 Jan 2018
Richard Bethell Have sent a complaint to FB.· 12 Jan 2018
David Badagnani Richard, I've figured it out: you need to download the Fluff Busting (FB)
Purity program, then select "Show full date/time on posts." It works, and is free (and can
also do some other very good things such as always expanding Facebook messages to full
screen from the tiny bubble format).· 12 Jan 2018· Edited
Esha Neogy Richard, I'm running out of steam on preparing my own record of this
thread (especially since I now know you're doing one as well), but I thought I'd
mention that I was going to include at least the links to these three spinoff posts:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/performancepractice/permalink/1802267569806
965/
Allan Evans is with Roy Nitzberg.
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January 6 at 4:59pm
Has anyone read or studied Dr. Henry Burnett's discovery of how a "missing pitch"
controls development? It may change your way of hearing music. [plus link]
https://www.facebook.com/groups/performancepractice/permalink/1804842069549
515/
Max Hummus
January 8 at 10:15pm
Can anyone recommend a discussion of methods for using treatises and other
personal accounts as evidence for practice? Thanks
https://www.facebook.com/groups/performancepractice/permalink/1806329342734
121/
Joe Bolger shared a group [plus link]
January 10 at 8:26am
Dear all, prompted by recent conversations on this page, I thought it might be useful
to set up a page with a specific focus on the assumptions and practices that sustain
historical performance as a social activity. You can take this group's title to mean
whatever you think it means, but the focus is very much on the people and institutions
engaged in historical performance today. I hope it will be a place where anecdotal
experience meets academic inquiry with neither claiming dominance over the other.
Please join in the fun!
I'm also about to send you a private message on a small logistical or proofreading
matter for NEMA.
12 Jan 2018 · Edited
Richard Bethell Thanks, David Badagnani. I've loaded the app and dates are now back
when viewed in FB. [EDIT] Unfortunately, the dates don't come up when pasted into
Word, so you only see the number of days or weeks since the comment was made, which
information is quite useless. So I've had to laboriously paste in the dates, otherwise this
huge thread doesn't make sense. If no one has any further comments, I'll ask for the PDF
to be made available on NEMA's website.· 12 Jan 2018· Edited
Max Hummus "Can anyone recommend a discussion of methods for using treatises and
other personal accounts as evidence for practice?" was completely separate, not a spinoff.· 12 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy OK. I think it's nicely related, though.· 12 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy Not sure anything's completely separate from anything in this field, anyway!
But it caught my eye because of the topic and the timing. There's no harm in pointing
people to it.· 13 Jan 2018
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Richard Bethell Don't forget the standard textbooks. I have, inter alia:
Performance Practice, Music Before 1600. Brown & Sadie
Performance Practice, Music After 1600. Brown & Sadie
Performance Practice, A Dictionary Guide, Roland
Readings in the History of Music in Performance, MacClintock
Classical & Romantic Performing Practice 1750-1900, Brown· 13 Jan 2018
Esha Neogy There have been more comments since we started this subthread. 15 Jan
2018
Werner Lamm We definitely could do so. I do it all the time, and so far, it hasn't killed me
yet... 13 Jan 2018Manage
Werner Lamm 17 Jan 2018
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